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SUMMARY
In this thesis problems in control theory for distributed 
parameter systems are studied, using a semigroup approach.
Firstly the control problem is formulated for systems z = Az ♦ Bu 
on a Banach space Z , when the control operator B is unbounded on Z .
The semigroup T generated by the system operator A is required to be
smoothing so that the resultant operator T^B is bounded by an 
function.
The finite and infinite time regulator, and the tracking problems 
for such systems are then solved. By constructing an iterative sequence 
of sub-optimal controls it is shown that for the regulator problems the 
optimal control is feedback, and for the tracking problem is feedback 
plus open-loop. It is further shown that the feedback operator, time 
independent in the infinite time case, is the unique solution to an Integral 
Riccatl equation which is differentiable. The differential equation has 
unique solution also, where we make additional assumptions on the system 
operators in the infinite time case. The open-loop control of the 
tracking problem is also shown to be associated with the unique solutions 
to integral and differential equations.
Arising out of the solution to the infinite time regulator problem, 
the stabilizability result, exact null controllability implies stabillzability, 
is also proved for these systems.
The results obtained are then compared with those of other authors 
and applications given.
Observer theory for distributed parameter systems described by 
semigroups is then considered. Conditions are found, in terms of the system 
operators, for an observer to be an asymptotic state estimator under 
feedback and general control action. The increase in cost due to using an 
observer as feedback in the regulator is studied and found to be 
dependent on the Initial state of the system, in general unknown.
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis we examine problems in control theory for distributed 
parameter systems.
After detailing the standard concepts used in the thesis we will 
formulate the control problem for systems with unbounded control action.
The systems considered are those given by the mild solutions to abstract 
equations of the form z^ = Az Bu on the Banach space Z,, where U 
the control space is also a Banach space (though in consideration of the 
linear quadratic cost control problem we require further that Z and U 
be Hilbert spaces). An assumption is made, essentially that the system 
semigroup be smoothing, so that the resultant operator T^B is bounded.
We will then consider the linear quadratic cost control problem 
and, using an iterative sequence of sub-optimal controls, seek the optimal 
control which minimizes the quadratic performance index. Three aspects 
of the problem will be considered, the finite time regulator, the tracking 
problem and the infinite time regulator.
We will then examine how the formulation and results obtained 
compare with those of others considering control problems with unbounded 
control action. The application of the results to specific examples will 
also be considered.
Finally we consider observer theory for systems described by 
semigroups. For systems with bounded control action we will examine 
conditions under which an observer is also an asymptotic estimator and 
under which an observer will stabilise the original system. The effect 
of using the state of the observer in the feedback control of the
2.
regulator problem will alao be considered. Lastly we extend the results 
on observer theory to systems with unbounded control action.
31. STANDARD CONCEPTS - CONTROLLABILITY, OBSERVABILITY. STABILIZABILITY
AND THE LINEAR QUADRATIC COST PROBLEM.
In this thesis we consider control systems of the form
(1.1) z = Az + Bu 
z(o) = zo
where A generates a strongly continuous semigroup T on a Banach 
space Z and for the purposes of this section, B is n bounded 
operator from a control space U to Z . U is also a Banach space.
If z is a strict solution of (1.1) then z(t) e D(A) for all 
t e and so, in the general case where A is unbounded and hence
D(A) f- Z , the system cannot be steered to all of Z .
For z^ e Z and u e L^fo.t^U] consider the mild solution of
(1.1) defined by
(1.2) z(t) = T z + [ T Bu(s)dst o  JQ t-s
then z(t) is well defined by (1.2) though we are not able, in general,
to differentiate it to obtain (1.1) unless z e D(A) and u iso
suitably smooth, e.g. u e C^[o,t1;0] . We thus chose to take as our 
system description the more general mild solution (1.2) rather than the 
abstract equation (1.1) and we now introduce some of the standard 
concepts and definitions refered to in this thesis.
Bemark
For a general exposition on semigroup theory in relation to 
control problems see Curtain and Pritchard {11} . Also in this book nay
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be found details and examples relating to the definitions introduced 
below.
Firstly we consider the concept of controllability, i.e. whether 
given two points zq , z^ e Z it is possible to find a control which 
steers the system from zq to z± , and we make the following definition,
Definition 1.1 - Exact Controllability on fo.t^.
Given any two points z , z^ e Z we say (1.2) is exactly 
controllable on [o.tj] if there exists a control u c L^[o,t^;U] such 
that zCtj) = z1 .
In those cases where it is not possible to exactly control the 
system to all points in Z (Curtain and Pritchard {11} give an example of 
such a system) it may be possible to control the system to points which 
form a dense set in Z . Thus
Definition 1.2 - Approximate Controllability on fo.t^ .
i.e. (1.2) is approximately controllable if for any z^ e Z and any e > 0
Since in many problems of practical Interest the null state plays 
an important role special definitions are introduced for systems which 
can achieve or approximately achieve the null state, vls:-
Deflnition 1.3 - Exact Null Controllability on [o.t^ .
We say that (1.2) is exactly null controllable on [o.t^] if
We say (1.2) is approximately controllable on [o.t^ if
there exists a control u e l/^o.tjjU] such that llzitj) - | <_ e.
5Range {[ lT Bu(s)da) O  Range {T }
o l - s  *1
l.e. for any zq e Z there exists a control u e L**[0,t ;U] such that
f * l T Bu(s)ds = - T z as then
Jo V  *1 °
*(t > = T z + M r  Bu(s) ds = 0 1 t O I t —S1 ' o 1
Definition 1.4 - Approxlaste Null Controllability on TO.t^ .
We say that (1.2) Is approximately null controllable on [O.tj]
i£ 1Range { T Bu(s)ds} 3  Range {T }
o 1 *1
i.e. for any e Z , e > 0 , there exists a control u e L*[0,t^;U]
such that | |z(t ) - o| | <_ e .
1 Z
Suppose now that in addition to the system equation
(1.3) x = fl. x , x(o) = x ,o
where OL is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup on a reflexive Banach space X , we have the observation
equation
(1.4) y = Cx .
Here C c ^(X,Y) where Y , the observation space, is also a reflexive 
Banach space. Then the mild solution of (1.3) • (1.4) is
(1.5) y = CS x
t  O
and we may define a map £  by
(1.6) C  : X -*• LP [0, t ; Y] :^x « CS,x .i o t o
6The observation problem is concerned with whether or not it is 
possible to reconstruct the initial state at tine t^ of a system in 
a unique fashion from the observations. As with controllability we make 
four definitions.
Knowledge of the initial state enables us to obtain the whole state 
at all times t >_ 0 and hence initial observation is important.
Definition 1.5 - Initially Observable on fO.t^l .
We say (1.5) is initially observable on [O.t^ if ker {£} = {0}
so then the initial state is distinguishable, i.e. y(t) = 0 on [0 ,t^]
implies x = 0 . o
Definition 1.6 - Continuously Initially Observable on [O.t^l .
We say (1.6) is continuously initially observable on [0,t^] if 
there exists a y > 0 such that
y I 1**1 I D >11*11 V x e X ,
LP [0,t^;Y] X
which implies the existence of a continuous reconstruction operator R^ ,
R : Range + I , such that R £  = I .o o
Since in practice it is not generally possible to construct the 
initial state until a finite time t^ has elapsed, and, for tines greater 
than t^ the whole state can be determined by the state at tine t^ , 
being able to distinguish the state at time t^ is a useful concept.
Definition 1.7 - Finally Observable on [O.t^l .
We say that (1.6) is finally observable on [O.t^] if
ker {£ } ker {S } so that then the state at time t can be 
*1 1 
distinguished, l.e. y(t) = 0 on [0 ,t^] implies x(t^) = 0 .
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Definition 1.8 - Continuously Finally Observable on [0,t^1 .
We say that (1.6) is continuously finally observable on [O.t^ 
if there exists a y > 0 such that
y II£*II p > l|Bt IILp [o,tl;Y] '
V x e X
1 X
which implies the existence of a continuous reconstruction operator R
: Range {£}-*■ X , such that R £  = S.
By making dual identifications between the spaces and operators of 
the systems (1.2) and (1.6) we can show that controllability and 
observability are dual concepts. The following theorem is proved in {ll}.
Theorem 1.9
If we make the identifications
* * * * /j * i iU = Y , B = C , T = S , Z = X , A =Cl , - + -  = 1t t P q
then
(a) (1.6) is initially observable on [0 ,^] iff (1.2) is approximately 
controllable on [O.t^] .
(b) (1.6) is continuously initially observable on [0 ,t^] iff (1.2) is 
exactly controllable on [O.tj] .
(c) (1.6) is finally observable on [O.t^] iff (1.2) is approximately 
null controllable on [O.t^] .
(d) (1.6) is continuously finally observable on [O.t^] iff (1.2) is 
exactly null controllable on [O.t^] .
Another important question is whether it is possible to design a 
feedback controller so that the controlled system is asymptotically
stable, and thus
8Definition 1.10 - Exponential Stabilizability.
Let A be the infiniteainal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup T on a Banach space Z and B c j£(U,Z) . If there exists
a D e /(Z ,U) auch that A + BD generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup with
||tJ|| < K.-“* . » > 0 ,
then the pair {A,B} is said to be exponentially stabillzable.
For finite dimensional spaces the nice result that controllability 
implies stabilizability holds . The situation however is much more 
complicated for infinite dimensional Banach spaces, and in {ll} Curtain and 
Pritchard give an example of a system which is approximately controllable 
but not stabilizable. In {ll} they also prove (by exploiting the linear 
quadratic cost problem) that exact null controllability Implies stabilizability. 
In section 7 we show that this result holds for the class of systems with 
unbounded operators B considered there.
Finally we outline the nature of the linear quadratic cost problem 
for control systems of the form (1.2) but now defined on a Hilbert space H .
Definition 1.11 - The Linear Quadratic Cost Control Problem .
aThe linear quadratic cost problem is to find the control u which 
minimizes a performance index of the form
(1.7) J(u;t , z q )  = <z(t1) - ritj) , G[z(t1) - r(t )]>
H
♦ [ X{<z(t) - r(t) , M[z(t) - r(t)]> ♦ <u(t) , Ru(t)> >dt
H Uo
9on a Hilbert space H , with controls u in the Hilbert space U .
oHere z e H is the response through (1.2) to u e L [O.t^U] 
and r e CfO.tjjH] is a given H-valued function. We take G, M e £(H) 
and R, R_1 e / ’(U) such that G, U >_ 0 and R > 0 . Also G, H and R 
are self-adjoint.
The minimization problem with cost functional given by (1.7) is 
known as the tracking problem. For the finite time regulator problem we 
set r(t) = 0 , i.e. we track the zero function. In the infinite time 
regulator problem the cost functional is given by (1.7) with r(t) = 0 
and tj * ® .
In this thesis these three aspects of the linear quadratic cost 
control problem are considered for a class of control problems with 
unbounded control action.
Before we are able to examine the quadratic cost control problem we 
must detail and formulate the control problem for the class of systems 
under consideration and prove perturbation results. This is done in the
following two sections
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2. SYSTEM FORMULATION.
In many examples of practical Importance, as in the case of most 
systems described by partial differential equations, the control is 
not distributed over the whole space but is restricted to subsets or 
to the boundary. It is then not always possible to formulate a control 
problem of the form (1.1) with B a bounded operator, B e £(U,H) . An 
example of such a process is
Example 2.1
The controlled diffusion equation
(2.1) z = Az = zt xx
with
(2 .2) z(o,t) = u(t) , z (1 , t) = 0 , z(x,o) = z (x) .o
Alternatively we might consider (2.1) with the boundary conditions 
(.2.3) [z 1 = u , zx(l,t) = 0 , z(x,o) = z (x) .
where T 1 denotes the change from 0~ to 0+ .
I -^o
Equations (2.1) - (2.2) are not in the normal form (1.1) for 
which we can write down the mild solution (1.2) and it is not immediately 
obvious how the operator B should be chosen.. We will see that the 
course to follow is to define a weak solution to (2 .1) - (2 .2) , 
establish the operator B via a Green's formula, and then show that the 
mild solution (1.2) is a weak solution of (2.1) - (2.2).
In order to establish the formal framework in which to consider 
the problem we assume the existence of a Banach space W , with H
11
dense In W , such that
(») W D R(B)
(b) B e /(U,W)
(2.4)
(c) Tt e &W,H) , t > 0
(d) ||Tw|| <>g(t)||w||- for »11 w e W  with g e  Lp [0 ,t ]
X H W 1
Consider the control system
(2.5) z(t) = T z + [ T Bu(s)dst O  J t“8
for z e H and u e Lq[0,t,;Ul where —  + —  = 1 then we have the o 1 p q
following propositions, proofs of which may be found in {ll}.
P 1  1.
Proposition 2.2
z(t) is well defined by (2.5) and furthermore z e CfO.t^jH] . 
Proposition 2.3
fXl *If f e CtO.t^H] and x(t) = - Tg_tf(s)ds then z(t) satisfies
(2.5) iff it satisfies
(2.6) [ 1<f(t), z(t)> dt + [ 1<Cx(t), u(t)> dt + <x(o), z > = 0
Jo H Jo U ° H
awhere B = C .
Bemark
If f is smooth, namely f c C^O.t^jH] , then 
*x + A x = f 
x(tx) = 0 .
We now show that (2.5) is a weak solution to a controlled abstract 
differential equation. To do thin let A the Infinitesimal generator of
12
Tj and A the generator of be defined on appropriate function spacea
on an open bounded set ft with boundary conditions on T , the boundary of 
n . If U is a Hilbert space of functions on a subset of (2 we
denote by A the sane formal operator as A , but now defined on the 
restriction of the function space to ftXf^  , with the sane boundary 
conditions on .
If we also assume the existence of a Green's formula
(2.7) <d>, Aii>> = <A%, i¡» + <C$, DiJ<> + <G<(), Eip>
H H U U
*for <J> c D(A ) , 1> e D(A) , then by means of proposition 2.3 the following 
result can be shown to hold.
Theorem 2.4
Under the assumptions (2.4) and (2.7) with C = B* , (2.5) i.e.
z(t) = T z + [ T. Bu(s)ds t o  I t—s * o
is a weak solution of
(2.8) z = Az
Dz = u , Ez = 0 , z(o) = z ,o
where we make the following definition.
Definition 2.5
A weak solution of (2.8) is a function z e CfO.tjjH] such that
(2.9) [ 1<f(t), z(t)> dt + f X<Cx(t), u(t)> dt + <x(o), z > = 0
Jo H ^o U ° H
where
13
x + A x = f
xCtj) = 0 , f € C1[0,t1 ;H] .
Then, since from (2.8)
0 = f 1<x(t),, z(t) - Az(t)> dt 
Ho
applying the Green's formula (2.7) with ()> = x , iJj = z
O = <x(t ), z(t )> - <x(o), z > - 1 1  o o
+ A x(t), z(t)> dt 
H
Ez(t)> dt 
U
As Dz = u , Ez = 0 taking f = x + A x with x(t^) = 0 yields (2.9). 
Thus, from proposition 2.3, (2.5) is a weak solution of (2.8).
Remark
Assumption (2.7) on the existence of a Green's formula is realistic 
since, from Aubin { 1 }, at least in the following case, an operator can 
always be found such that a Green's formula holds.
Proposition 2.6 - (Aubin {1 })
If K is a Hilbert space such that 
D(A) C  K C  H
and there exists an operator a which maps K onto the Hilbert space
U such that Kq = ker a is dense in Hj then there exist operators 
* #aQ , aQ , Oj, a^, associated with a, such that the following Green's 
formula holds
* “ * e *<A u, v> - <u, Av> = <a u, a v> - <a,u, a,v> for u e D(A ) , v e D(A)O O 1 1
*where A is the adjoint to A
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• (x)<)> (x)dx
= <4», - 6 ' (x)u>
H
Hence, (Bu)(x) = - u6’(x) . i.e. B = - 6 ' , the negative derivative of 
the Dirac delta function.
It is easy to show that the semigroup T is given by
2 2
(2.12) (T z )(x) = E 2e n 11 sin nirx <z (•), sin nn’> t o n—1 o
and then
||TtBu||2 = <TtBu, TtBu>
oo 2 2„ 2 2  -2n tt t c i .2< z,—  n=l 2n it e [ cos nTry u(y,t)dyj
<_ max 2 -2n2tv2t |nit e |
* o
I 1 u ||2,
n L2
80
I lTtBul I - ~ l /2 I l«l I 2
From the work of Lions and Magenes {44} we know that B e /  (U,W)
~ 3/2 e *where W = (H ' (0,1)) and so
l|Ttw|lH ~  > 4  ♦ e/2 M - H ;M t W
for w c W
i.e. condition (2.4) (d) is satisfied with g(t) = — — — —-- —  and
^3/4 + E/2
by a p such that 4/3 > p >_ 1 , for this W .
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Ex— pie 2.8
Consider tbe system (2.1) now with boundary conditions (2.3) i.e.
z. = z t xx
[*x] = u , zx(l,t) = 0 , z(x,o) = zQ(x) .
o
If we set H = L2  3(0,1) and U = R we can tbis time show that 
(Bu)(x) = - £(x)u and T is given by
2 200 >Q ^(T.z ) (x) = <z , 1> + I, 2e cos nirx <z (•), cos nir*> ,t o  o n=i o
so condition (2.4) is satisfied this time with 4 > p ^  1 if we take
1/2 +e * MW = (H ' (0,1)) and g(t) = -1/4 —  .
Remarks
1. This formulation remains valid for the more general case of control 
systems defined on a Banach space Z with controls in a Banach space U 
if, for ex— pie, in the Green's formula (2.7) instead of the inner product 
on H we consider tbe duality pairing between Z and Z* .
2. The standard definitions in section 1 can be carried over — d their 
concepts considered for these systems with unbounded control operators B
3. Curtain — d Pritchard {11} formulate the problem only for systems
satisfying (2.4) with p ^  2 — d are thus unable to consider systems
such as that considered here in ex— pies 2.1 — d 2.7 .
17
3. PERTURBATION RESULTS.
Consider the control system, as formulated In the previous 
section, over the Interval [O.t^] ,
(3.1) z(t) = T z + f T Bu(s)dst o  J o t - a
on a Hilbert space H , with controls taking values in a Hilbert space 
U, and where condition (2.4) Is assumed to hold.
Since for the linear quadratic cost problem we wish to consider
controls of the form u(t) = F(t)z(t) we are led to considering
perturbations of T defined by t-s
(3.2) V(t,s)h = T h + [ T BF(r)V(r,s)hdr h £ Ht-s j ^  t-r s
where F(t) satisfies the following condition
(*> F(t) e /(H,U) for all t e [O.tJ
(3.3) 1
(b) 11 F(t) | | < *(t) e Lq [0,tj
A h .u ) 1
Notation
For the remainder of this theals, where no confusion can arise, we
will drop the subscripts from ||*|| if it is the norm ln H, U, ^(H)
or /(V) and also from <•,•> .«it <*,*> .
H U
18
Curtain and Pritchard {11} aatabliah the following perturbation 
reault for F(t) - F Independent of time which we now extend to the 
tine dependent case.
Theorem 3.1
If F(t) satisfies (3.3) and , B satisfy (2.4) with
—  ■*•— = 1 , then the controlled system P Q
z(t) = TtZQ + i Tt g F(s)z(s)ds 
 ^o
has a unique solution z(t) = V(t,o)z where V(t,s) is a mildo
evolution operator (l.e. a two parameter semigroup) which is the unique 
solution of
(3.4) V(t,s)z(s) = Tt_sz(s) + [ Tt r BF(r)V(r,s)z(s)dr .
's
Proof
In order to prove theorem 3.1 we require the following lemma and 
corollary, proofs of which may be found in {ll}.
Lemma 3.2
Consider the integral equation
(3.5) f(t) = h(t) + [ g(t-s)f(s)ds
' o
where h e Lp [0,t^] , g c L1[0,t1] and are positive, then (3.5) has 
unique solution which is given by
(3.6) f(t) = h(t) ♦ ,J1(Gnh)(t)n— l
with
19
(3.7)
where
(3.8)
<Gnh)(t) f.„<-» A s)h(s)ds
f-» AgQ(t) = g(t-s)g ^(s)«!» t n > 1 Jo
gj(t) = g(t) .
Corollary 3.3 - Generalised Gronwall'e Inequality. 
Suppose
(3.9) f(t) < h(t) + (s)ds[ g(t-s)f(i 
* o
with h e L^O.tj] , g e L^tP.t^] both positive, then
(3.10) f(t) < h(t) + n|1(Gnh)(t) ,
and In particular,
if h = 0 , then f = 0 .
Returning to the proof of theorem 3.1 we construct the evolution 
operator by means of the iterative scheme
Vo(t’s> = V .
(3.11)
V (t,s)z(s) n I > nBF(p)V -(p,s)z(s)dp .P H"1
Firstly note that
(3.12) I |T BF(.)h|I < g(t-.)| |B| I -£(«)||h||
*(W.W)
= G(t-s)I Ih I I
and then G e L1 since g e Lp , g e L** with —  + —*• p q l
20
(3.14)
20
By Induction we prove that
(3.13) ||Vn(t,s)z|| < if G (t-a)da| |z| |
's n
for all n > 1
where G^t) = G(t)
r.G_(t) = | G(t-r)Gn l (r)dr
and M la a constant such that | | T ^ | | <_ M . 
For n = 1 , we have
I|V1(t.s>z|| < |  | |Tt r BF(r)Vo (r,s)z| | dr
£  | G(t-r)||Vo(r,s)z| |dr
£  m| G(t-r)dr| I z| I since V^t.s) = T 
Now assuming (3.13) holds for n = k-1, we have 
||Vk(t,s)z|| < |  G(t-r)||Vk_1(r,«)z| |dr
< if G(t-r)f G (r—a)dadr||z||
s * s
tft
±  BJ I G(t-r)Gk_1(r-o)drdo||z| I
- •a)da||z|| .
Thus (3.13) is established, and so using lemma 3.2 and its corollary 3.3 
we have
J o  I I V ‘.*>M + “J ,  I GM <t-a)da < - .>0(3.14)
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Hence V(t,s) = Z V (t,s) converges absolutely In the unifora n=0 n
topology and the convergence Is uniform in s and t . V(t,s) clearly 
satisfies (3.11).
2For uniqueness:- Suppose V (t,s) is another solution and let 
V(t,s) = V(t,s) - V2(t,s) then
V(t,s)z(s) = [ Tt r BF<r)V(r,s)z(s)dr
■* s
and
||V(t,s)z(s)|| <_ f G(t-r)||V(r,s)z(s)||dr .
* 8
So V(t,s) = 0 by oorollary 3.3.
The strong continuity of V(t,s) in t and s may be proved 
either via the construction or directly as follows:- Let h > 0 , then
V(t+h,s)z - V(t,s)z
= <Tt+h-s - Tt-s>* + <Th - ’> T B F ( r ) V ( r , s ) z d r  +t—r
rt+h
L
T. . BF(r)V(r,s)zdrv*rD“8
from which the continuity on the right follows using the strong
continuity of T and the fact that Tt_rBF(r)V(r,s)z e L^[0 ,tjjH]
since ||T BF(r)V(r,s)z|| <_ gCt—r)||b || - £<r)||V(r,s)|| ||z|| ,
/<U,W)
with g£ c L and from (3.14) there exists an ^  < °° such that
ess sup | | V(t ,s) | | <_ UF .
0<s<t<T
Similar arguments bold for continuity on the left in t and continuity 
in s .
For the semigroup property we have that 
V(t,r)V(r,s)z
** T. V(r,s)z + f T BF(p)V(p ,r)V(r,s)zdp t-r I t-p
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Tt-rTr-«Z + Tt-rf Tr_pBF(P)V(p,s)zdp + f Tt p BP(p)V(p,r)V(r,s)zdp
* S * T
Hence
V(t,s)z - V(t,r)V(r,e)z
(T z - T T )z + t-s t-r r-s
ftTt_rBF(r)V(r,»)zdr - T [ T t-rj r-f BF(p)V(p ,s)zdp
'IS
■ i>,
■
BF(p)V(p ,r)V(r,s)zdp
BF(r)V(r,s)zdr BF(p)V<p ,s)zdp r. BF(p)V(p,r)V(r,s)zdp
using the semigroup property of T
BF(p)V(p,s)zdp - i>~ BF (p ) V (p ,r)V(r ,s)zdp
BF(p)[V(p,s) - V(p,r)V(r,s)]zdp
and thus by corollary 3.3
V(t,s> - V(t,r)V(r,s) = 0 
i.e. V(t,s) = V(t,r)V(r,s) .
Theorem 3.1 shows that perturbing the original semigroup by an 
operator of the form BF(t) where F(t) satisfies (3.3) leads to a 
mild evolution operator V(t,s) . We have further the following 
proposition which is again an extension of the time dependent 
result to be found in (11).
Proposition 3.4
V(t,s) is a quasi-evolution operator in the sense that
(3.15) | V(t,P)[A + BF(P)]ZQdP = V(t,o) z - z for z e D(A) o o o
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which Implies
(3.16) —  V(t ,s)z = - V(t,s)[A + BF(s)]z I,«, for z e D(A) , t > s
d S  O  O  O
*and if we assume the existence of a Green's formula (2.7) with B = C 
then V(t,s) satisfies
(3.17) [ V(t,p)Az dp = V(t,o)z -
°  °
for z ^ = D(A) 0 ker{D - F(p)}Oker{E} , for almost all p e [O.tj]
which implies
(3.18) V(t,s)z = - V (t ,s)Az a.e. for z e td , t > s .
a 8  O  O O  —
Proof
For z e D(A), o
p)[A + HF(p)]zQdpf V(t,
' O
= | Tt_pfA + BF(p)]zodp + | |  Tt g BF(s)V(s,p)[A + BF(p)]zodsdp 
= f T Azodp + | Tt BF(p)zQdp + [ Tt_gBF(s)[ V(s,p)[A + BF(p)]z dpds
» O 'ft 'ft 'ft
= T z - z + t o  o f Tt_sBF<-){f V(*»P)[A ♦ BF(p)]*0dp + *0>d*' ft 'ft
since A the infinitesimal generator of T
Hence [ V(t,p)[A + BF(p)lz dp + z satisfies (3.4) which we know has o o
unique solution V(t,o)z . and thuso
[ V(t,p)[A + BF(p)]z dp = V (t,o)z - z for z e D(A) . J o o o o
(3.15) is thus established.
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Now l e t  z e 1 0  , o x e H then
f t f t f t f t
<X, V ( t ,p )A z  dp> o o = < x - J oTt - p Azodp> + < x ’ o ' p
= <{  Tt - p xdp> Av  - < x ’o
a " 
o 
___
0
BF(s)V(s,p)Adsdp>
which gives, if we assume a Green's formula (2.7), since
f *  *Tt_pxdp e D(A ) for all x e H ,
< x
= <A
. f V(t, 
‘ o
* ( t .V4
p)Az dp> o
xdp, z > + <C T xdp, Dz > + <x« i t-P o f Tt_sBF(s)i V(s ,p)Az dpds>* n •
= <T x - x, z > + <x, t o
t-P
= <x, T z - z > + <xi t o  o
f t f t  f
T B F (p )z Qdp> + <x , Tt-sBF(s>
* o O * 8 J
*tx -  x and D = F (p )  , E = 0 i n  t
f t t  f
T B F (P ) z dp> + <x, 
J Q t - P  o Tt - s B F (8 >J o J
■ o o
Hence
f V(t,
4 A p)Az dp + z > = <x o o
for all x e H . and so for z e &o
, T z + [ T BF(s) { [ V(s , p ) Az dp + z }ds t o  J Q t-s J o  o o
, [ V(t,p)Azoi
4 n dp + z satisfies (3.4) o
and thus
[ V(t,P)AzQdp = V(t,o) z - z o o
establishing (3.17).
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4. THE LINEAR QUADRATIC COST REGULATOR PROBLEM.
In {11} Curtain and Pritchard consider the linear quadratic cost 
problem and develop the Riccati equation lor the control problem on a 
Hilbert space H
(4.1) z(t) = T z + [ T Bu(s)ds , z(t ) = z e Ht-t O I t—s o oo 1 to
where T^ and B are assumed to satisfy (2.4) with p >_ 2 and
2u e L [to>t^;U] , where U is also a Hilbert space.
The performance index is taken to be
(4.2) J(u;to ,zo) = <z(tx), Gz(t1)> + J 1{<z(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s) . Ru(s)>}ds
tO
where M , G z £(H) are self-adjoint and non-negative and R *, R e £(V) 
is self-adjoint and strictly positive.
If we now assume instead T and B satisfy (2.4) with 2 > p >_ 1
2and still consider controls u e L [t^.t^jU] , then solutions z(t) to
2(4.1) are no longer continuous but we do have z e L [to ,t^;H] , since, 
from (4.1)
I l * < t ) | |  < ||T z  I | + [ g ( t - s ) | | B | |  -  ' | u ( s )| | d s
o ° Jt /(U.W)
Thus
I X | l*(t)| I 2dt <_ aj X| |Tt_t Z Q | I2dt+ aj X | ll g(t-8)| | B I I - I |u(s)| | ds| | 2dt < ®
to *0 ° *0 *0 *<0 , )
with the second term on the right hand side being finite since the convolution
2 1 2 of an L and an L function is L
L*[t
2Since for a general u e L [t^.t^jU] the solutions z are only 
t^H], not continuous, a terminal cost in the performance index would
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be meaningless so we consider a performance index of pure integral form, 
namely
f*lJ(u;t , z ) = {<z(s) , Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}dso o J t
o
where M and R satisfy the same conditions as before.
We will see later that for a pure integral cost functional the 
perturbation operators BF(t) will be such that F(t) satisfies (3.3) 
with q = °° and thus the perturbation result, theorem 3.1, holds for p > 1
Consider now the sequence of feedback controls for k = 0,1,2,...
(4.3) uk(t) = " Fk<t)z(t)
where
(4.4) -1 *Fk(t) = R B Qk_x(t) , Fq = 0
(4.5) Mfc(t) = M + F*(t)RFk(t)
(4.6) ’^ 1 *Qk (t)x = Uk (s,t)Mk(s)Uk(s,t)xds , x e H
and where Ufc(t,s) is the perturbation of T by -
(4.7) Uk(t,s)x = T x - f T BFk(p)Uk (P,s)xdp , 
J 8
x e H .
The iterative scheme is well defined since, for k - 1 , we have
xds and asF (t) = R_1B*Q (t) with Q <t)x = l o o
1 *t m  is-t s-t
I ITt I I _ for t e lto ,tx]
we find
constant < °°I lQ _ l  I -  < [ XM| |m | | g < s - t ) d s  <.
° A  W,H) Jt
Thus, by theorem 3.1, U^(t,s) is well defined by (4.7) with
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||li (t,#)|| < M , t > t > s > t , and X X X  o
||u<t,s)|| < g(t-s) + [ gct-p)||b |I .||F(P)|| ||ux<P.«>|| - dp
*(W,H) •’s /(U,W) x ¿(H,U) A ¿<W,H)
so using the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality, corollary 3.3,
||U (t,s)|| _ 1  g.(t-s) where g e LX[t ,t J
1 Jt (W,H) 1 1 o 1
From (4.5)
I l“1(t)| | £  I |m | | + | I R| I I |F1(t)| I2 <. constant < <*> ,
thus (4.6) is well defined for k - 1 and
110,(1)11 - <_ [ Si | |M (t) | | g (s-t)ds <_ constant < » .
£. (W, H) Jt
Hence, also, | |F (t) | | <_ constant < » a
/(H,U)
So the iterative scheme is well defined for k = 1 and the estimates on 
li1(t,s) and ?2(t) are similar to those assumed for Tt_s and F^(t) .
Using a simple inductive argument we have that the iterative scheme is 
well defined for all k .
With the control given by (4.3), (4.1) becomes
(4.8) z(t) = U.(t.t >z
K  O  O
If we also consider the controlled version of (4.8)
(4.9) z(t) = U (t,t )z + [ U (t,s)Bu(s)dsk o o Jt k
o
for some u e L*[t .tj^U] , then the following lemma is easy to prove by direct 
substitution for z(t) given by (4.9) and Qk (t) given by (4.6).
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Lemma 4.1
<z(t), = | 1{<z(s), Mk (s)z(s)> - 2<z(s), Qk(s)Bu(s)>}ds
where z(t) is given by (4.9).
Putting t = t and u = O in lemma 4.1 gives 
r*i *<z , Q (t )z > = <z(s), {M + F (s)RF (s)}z(s)>ds = J(u ;t ,z )
O K O O J ^  K K  K O O
O
and lemma 4.1 with t = t , u(t) = (Fk (t) - Fk+1(t))z(t) yields 
<zo ’ W V
| 1{<Z(S), Mz(s)> + <Fk(s)z(s), RFk(s)> + 2<Fk+1(s)z(s), R<Fk+1<s) - Fk(s)}z(s)>}ds 
‘o
| 1{<Z(S), Mz(s)> + <Fk+1(s)z(s), RFk+1(s)z(s)>
+ <{Fk+1<8> - Fk(s)}z(s), R{Fk+1(s) - Fk(s)}z(s)>>ds
= J(Uk+l;to >Zo> + ft1<{Fk+l(8) " Fk <8)>Z<8>’ R(Fk+l(8) 
o
>_ J iuk+l5t0 >z0  ^ since R strictly positive
= <z , Q. ,(t )z > from above, o ’ k+1 o o
Fk(s)}z(s)>ds
Thus we have shown 
Lemma 4.2
The cost for (4.1) with feedback control (4.3) is
J(u.;t .* ) = .k o o o v w
Remark Curtain and Pritchard {11} define = Fkzfc and ■ - R 
and hence the proof of their similar result, for bounded control problems, 
differs slightly.
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For fixed e H and fixed tQ < , <*0 « Qk (to)zo> monotonically
decreasing in k , with <z , Q.(t )z > < <z , Q (t )z > for all z e H ,o k o o  —  o o o o  o
and hence Q^it) converges strongly as k -*• «• to a self-adjoint operator Q(t) 
for each t e [*0 **1] •
Before we can derive an integral expression for Q(t) it is necessary 
to show that the estimates obtained are uniform. In this regard we have,
Lemma 4.3
F^(t) and U^(t,s) are uniform in the sense that there exists a
function e L1 [t >tj] and constants f such that
00
||U (t,s)|| < M t, > t > s > t , V k = 0,1
k /(H) ----- OO —  —  0
11F (t)|| < f V k = 0 ,1,...
k /(H,U) ----- OO
1 lu v <t.s) 1 1 - 1  *«,<*-■) V k = 0 ,1,...¿(W,H)
Proof
From lemma 4.2 there exists a constant c such that
»up I |Qk(t)| | <. c , k = 0,1,...
Also from lemma 4.2, «J^ItJx, x> <_ <Q^ ^tjx, x> , so
(4.10) |<Qk(t)x, x> | < |<Qk_1(t)x, x>| , x e H
But, since Qk<t) is self-adjoint,
II v * )  11 sup |<Q. (t)x, x>| < sup |<Q .<t)x, x>II W I -1 ^  11*11-1
by (4.10).
Hence, llQkct)|| <. 11 Sz-iit) 11
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We can extend Q^Ct) to 
for example, Kantovorlch
IiQfcCtíl|
<W,H)
an operator from W to
and Akilov {17}), thus
i  I !«*_!<« I I¿<W,H)
H with the same norm (aee
and we have already shown that there exists a constant o such that
||Q_(t) || - ± a ' independent of t .
JL (W, H)
Thus, ||Q. <t>|| - is uniformly bounded in k .
Now since Ffc(t) = R 1B*Qk_1(t)
l|F ct)|| = llF*<t) II < I | r “1|| 11 b 11 . IIq k l (t)|| .
-6(H,U) k jftu.H) AU.W) * 1 ¿(W,H)
and hence there exists a fB such that
I |F <t)|| < f. k = 0,1,...
J i (H,U)
From (4.7)
| |U Ct,s)| | < M  + f g(t-p)f^||B| | - ||Uk(P,s)||dp
s ¿<U,W)
and so by the Generalised Gronwall's inequality,
I luk<t,s) || <. II M ? Gn(t-s) <_ independent of k .
Similarly,
||U (t,s)|| . <. g(t-s) + f g(t-p)||B|| . «„I|U.<P,s)|| - dp
¿<W,H) /(U,W) * £(W,H)
so again by the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality there exists a function
g^ e L^t^.tj] such that
I |Uk<t.s)|| . ii.it-s) , k = 0,1.....
i. (W,H)
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Thua lemma 4.3 is proved and we are in a position to prove the 
following result on the existence of a unique optimizing control.
Theorem 4.4
The optimal control which minimizes J(u;t ,z ) is the feedback controlo o
(4.11) u*(t) = - R_1B*Q(t)z(t) 
where Q(t) is the unique solution of
(4.12) Q(t)x = f 1U*(s,t)[M + Q(s)BR"VQ(s)]U<s,t)xds
•'t
and the evolution operator U(t,s) is given by
r* -i *(4.13) U(t,s)x = Tt_gx - j  Tt_pBR B Q(P)U(P,s)xdp .
Furthermore, the cost of this optimal control is
J(u*;t ,z ) = <z , Q(t )z > • o o o o o
Proof
Since l|Qk(t)|| - is uniformly bounded and Q.(t) -*■ Q(t) strongly on
¿(W,H)
H as k -*■ “ , then | |Qk (t)w - Q(t)w| | ■» 0 as k -*■ 00 for all w e W .
It follows that Fk(t) and ^(t) converge strongly to F^it) = R-1B*Q(t) 
and M^it) = M + Q(t)BR-1B*Q(t) respectively, and we have Uk(t,s) U(t,s) 
strongly by the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality, using the uniform bounds 
established in lemma 4.3 and the strong convergence of F. (t) to F (t) .K 00
Employing the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem we have that 
Q(t) satisfies (4.12).
2 r ,Consider now an arbitrary admissible control u c L [t ,t,;UJ so thato l
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the controlled system Is
5(t) = T. z + [ T. Bu(s)dst “t O J 8o ' t
Since U(t,s) is the perturbation of by - BR 1B*Q(t) we also have
i:z(t) = U(t,t )z + U(t,s)Bu(s)dso o 1
where u(t) = u(t) + R 1B Q(t)z(t) .
Applying lemma 4.1 with t = t gives
<*. Q(t >z > o o o
- e o
- e
{<z(s)i Mz(s)> + <R_1B*Q(S)Z(S), B*Q(s)z(s)> - 2<z(s), Q(s)Bu(s)>>ds
{<z(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds
c
<u(s), Ru(s)>ds
From (4.12)
<z , Q(t )z > o o o - e (<z(s) , Hz(s)> + <u (s), Ru (s)>}ds
and so
J(u ;t ,z ) = J(u;t ,z ) o o o o - e <u(s), Ru(s)>ds
and hence u is optimal with optimal cost
J(u ;t ,* ) = <z , Q(t )z > . o o o o o
For uniqueness:- Suppose P(t) is another solution of (4.12), that is,
(4.14) P(t)x t)[ M + P(s)BR“1B*P(s)](ip(s,t)xds
where U (t,s) is the perturbation of T. by - BR 1B P(t) , l.e. P t
ft _! *(4.15) U p(t,S)x = Tt s x - j Tt p BR B P(p)Up(p,s)xdp .
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Consider the system
<4.16) z(t) = T z + f T Bu(s)dso Jt t_s
for some u e L [t ,t ;U] . Then, using (4.15) and substituting u q for u
in (4.16) we obtain
J! s)Bu (s)ds o(4.17) z(t) = U (t,t )z +p o o
where u (t) = u (t) + R *B P(t)z(t). Lemma 4.1 for P(t) given by (4.14) o o
and z(t) given by (4.17) gives
(4.18) <z(t) , P(t)z(t)> = | "‘■{<z(s), Kz(s)> + <B P(s)z(s) , R 1B*P(s)z(s)>
- 2<z(s), P(s)Bu (s)>}ds o
The cost of the control uQ(t) is given by
J(u ;t ,z > o o o
- i : (<z(s), Uz(s)> + <u (a), Ru (s)>}ds o o
• i : 1{<z(s), Mz(s)> + <B*P(s)z(s), R 1B P(s)z(s)> + <u (s), Ru (s)>o o
° - 2<uo(s), B*P(s)z(s)>}ds
Hence, from (4.18)
(4.19) J(u ;t ,z ) = <z i P(t )z > + [ *<u (s), Ru (s)>ds .O O O  O O O  J ^ O  o
o
Since (i(t,s) is the perturbation of by - BR 1B*Q(t) , (4.16) is
equivalent to
(4.20) z(t) - U(t,t)zn + o o r u(t,jt s)Bu(s)ds
where u(t) = u(t) + R 1B*Q(t)z(t) . So, arguing as above, for Q(t) given
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by (4.12) and z(t) given by (4.20) we can show that
(4.21) J(u;t ,z ) = <z , Q(t )z > + <u(s), Ru(s)>dso o o o o 1
now, if u(t) = - R-1B*P(t)z(t) in (4.16) we have u(t) = R-1B*[Q(t) - P(t)]z(t)
in (4.20) or z(t) = U (t,t )z . For this particular choice of u , byp o o
lemma 4.2 and (4.21) we obtain
(4.22) J(u;t ,z ) = <z , Q(t )z > o o o o o
-1 * <R B lQ(t) - P(t)]U (t.t )* . B [Q(t) - P(t)]U (t,t )z >dt p o o  p o o
= <z , P(t )z > . o o o
Similarly, choosing uQ(t) = - R 1B Q(t)z(t) in (4.16), and using lemma 4.2 
and (4.19) we obtain
(4.23) J(u ;t ,z ) = <z , P(t )z > o o o o o o
ftl -1 *<R B
Jt
[P(t) - Q(t) ]U(t ,t )z , B [P(t) - Q(t)]li(t ,t )z >dt o o o o
= <z, Q(t )z > . o o o
Adding (4.22) and (4.23) gives
ft
j X ||R"1/2B*[P(t) - Q(t)]U(t,to)zo ||3dt = 0
and
f*1ll«-l/V tQ(t) - P(t)]Up (t,to)zo | Tdt - 0
Since R is strictly positive we have
B*Q(t)U (t,t )z = B*P(t)U (t.t )z p o o  p o o
and
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B*Q(t)U(t,t )z = B*P(t)U(t,t )z o o o o
on [t ,t, ] , which implies ) = U (•O 1 o pU(t.t^ ^ t,to> by theorem 3.3, and so
= B*P(t)li(t,t >x * B*P(t)U (t.t )z .o o p o oB*Q(t)li(t ,t )z o o
Thus from (4.12) and (4.14) 
[P(t) - Q(t)]x
BR_1B*Q(s)U(s,t)xds
= 0 .
This completes the proof.
Remarks
The results of theorem 4.4 are the same as those for the case p > 2 
to be found in {11}.
As in {11} we can also show (by substitution for U(t,s) from (4.13) 
into (4.12)) that the Riccati equation has the following alternative form
Also since, from proposition 3.4^ U(t,s) is a quasi-evolution operator^ 
we can differentiate the integral Riccati equation (4.12), two different 
expressions being obtained depending on whether we use (3.16) or (3.18) (where
(4.24)
we take F(t) = - R-1B*Q(t) )
Theorem 4.5
Q(t) is the unique solution to the differential equation
(4.25) <Q(t)x, y> + <Q(t)x, Ay> + <Ax, Q(t)y> = <Q(t)BR-1B*Q(t)x, y>
- <Bx, y>
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for x, y e D(A), with Qitj) * O .
*If we assume the existence of a Green’s formula (2.7) with B = C , 
then, for x e = D(A)/1 ker{D - R 1B Q(p)} , Q(t) satisfies the differential 
equation
(4.26) <Q(t)x, y> + <Q(t)x, Ay> + <Ax, Q(t)y> = - <Q(t)BR"1B*Q(t)x, y>
- y>
Q(tx) = 0 .
Further, if «9 = H, then Q(t) is the unique solution to (4.26).
Proof
In order to justify the formal differentiation we need the following 
lemmas, proofs of which may be found in {9} ,
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^ ( t ) ,  x> = <gt ( o ) ,  x> + | <*1<*). *>«!• V x e H , i = 1,2......
Then f(t) = <Wg^(t), g2(t)> is an absolutely continuous function with
«Wg^t), g2 <t)> = «Wg^o), g2<o)> + f ^  <Wgjts), g2(s)>ds .
 ^o
L ena 4.8
Let H be a real Hilbert space and suppose P(*) is a weakly absolutely
continuous ¿(H)-valued function and g(«) is strongly differentiable with ther e p r e s e n t a t i o n
g(t) = g(o) + i g'(s)ds 
' oth e n  P ( * ) g ( * )  i s  w e a k ly  a b s o l u t e l y  c o n t in u o u s  w it h
<P(t)g(t), x> = <P(t)g,(t), x> + <P(t)g(s), x>| a.e. on [0,^].
Thus differentiating (4.12) we have
^  <Q(t)x, y> = ^  <| V(S,t)[ll + Q(s )BR_1B*Q(8) ] (j(s, t)xds , y>
= ^  | 1<MU(s,t)x, U(s,t)y>ds + | 1<Q(s)BR_1B*Q(s)U(s,t)x, U(s,t)y>ds
which by the above lenaas 
» - <Mx, y> +
i ' :
C
|^<IIli<s,t)x, U(s,t)y>ds - <Q(t)BR-1B*Q(t)x, y>
J<Q(s)BB"VQ(s)U(s,t)x, U(a ,t)y>ds .
So applying (3.16) we obtain
^  <Q(t)x, y> * - <Mx, y> - <Q(t)BR_1B*Q(t)x, y>
- | 1<Mii(s,t)x, U(s,t)[A - BR-1B*Q(t)]y>ds
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<*J(s,t)[A - BB_1B*Q(t)]x, U(s,t)y>ds 
<Q(s)BR_VQ(s)li(s,t)[A - BR_1B*Q(t)]x, U(s,t)y>ds 
<Q(s)BR_1B*Q(s)U(s,t)x, U(b ,t)[A - BB_1B*Q(t)]y>ds
= - <Mx, y> - <Q(t)BR_1B*Q(t)x, y> - <Q(t)x, [A - BR-1B*Q(t)]y> 
- <[A - BR_1B*Q(t)]x, Q(t)y>
as required, and obviously Q(t^) ■ 0 .
For uniqueness: Let Q1(t) and Q2(t) be two solutions of (4.25) i.e.
^  <Qt(t)x, y> = <Q1(t)BR_1B*Q1(t)x, y> - <Mx, y> - <Qt(t)x, Ay> - <Ax, Qt<t)y>
for i = 1,2 .
So writing P(t) = Q (t) - Q2(t) we have
(4.26) <P(t)x, y> = <P(t)BR_1B*Q1(t)x, y> - <Ax, P(t)y> - <P(t)x, Ay>
+ <x, P(t)BR-1B*Q1(t)y> - <P(t)BR-1B*P(t)x, y>
and
(4.27) ^  <P(t)x, y> = <P(t)BR_1B*Q2(t)x, y> - <Ax, P(t)y> - <P(t)x, Ay>
+ <x, P(t)BR-1B*Q2 (t)y> - <P(t)BR_1B*P(t)x, y> .
Define F(t)x = j 1U*(s,t)P(s)BB"1B*P(s)(i1(s,t)xds where li^t.s) is the 
1 -1 *perturbation of T by - BR B Q^(t) then, for x, y e D(A)> we sty 
differentiate <F(t)x, y> to obtain
(4.28) ^  <F(t)x, y> = <F(t)BR_1B*Q1(t)x, y> - <Ax, F(t)y> - <F(t)x, Ay>
+ <x, F(t)BR_1B*Q1(t)y> - <P(t)BR“lB*P(t)x, y>
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with F(t1) = 0 .
If we assume (4.28) has unique solution on D(A) we have F(t) = P(t) and
ft
<P(t)x, x> = J 1<U*(s,t)P(s)BR"1B*P(s)U1<s,t)x, x>ds 
> 0 for all x c 0(A) , dense in H .
Similarly if we use (4.27) and Q^Ct) perturbations we find <P(t)x, x> <_ 0 
for all x c D(A) , dense in H , and hence P(t) = 0 . All that remains is to 
show the uniqueness of (4.28).
Let S(t) = Tt_sF<t>Tt_g . then, for x, y e D(A) , <x, S(t)y> is differentiable 
in t and
4r <x, S(t)y> = <F(t)T x, BB_1B*Q (t)T y> + <BR_1B*Q (t)T x, F(t)T y>
o v  X  X  X - S  X — 8
so <T*_gF(t)Tt_gx, y> = <x, S(t)y>
(p)BR-1B*F(p) + F(p)BR-1B*Q^(p)]T^_^x, V s y>dp
Hence, since D(A) = H
||B*F(t)x|| < 2ftl||Q (p)|| ||B||* - I|H_1|| ||T || . ||B*F(p)x||dp
Jt A ^(W.H) Au.W) P X ¿(W,H>
By the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality we have ||B*F(t)x|| = 0 and thus
IlF<t)|| = 0 .
Proof that Q(t) satisfies (4.26) under the assumption that there exists a
* "S’Green's formula (2.7) with C = B follows similarly, with uniqueness if ■ h .
Example 4.9
Suppose we consider again the controlled system of example 2.7, i.e
40.
a |
h
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f1 3k 1 r1 1[ K(c,n.t)h(n)-r- dn] - [ K(c,n,t)h<n)k<c)dn]
o 3C 0 Jo C o
* Ü o'“ " ' " "
, t)h(n)k(c)dndc
lfl
o; 0
Kcc(C,n,t)h(n)k(Odnd; when K(l,n,t) = 0 - K(o,n,t) .
Similarly,
<Ah, Qk>
and
«  <Qh' k>
lfl
Knn(;,n,t)h<n)k<Odndi: When K(c,l,t) = 0 = K(c,o,t)
o' o 
lfl
o' o
Kt ( c ,n , t ) h ( n ) k ( c ) « i n d c
Also -i:<<Bu, Qk> = (Bu)(0(Qk)(OdC1 o
-  u (  [ 6• ( O K ( C , n , t ) k ( n ) d n d C  
' o
■ <
= u| K^io.n,
l f lö ( c ) K ( c , n , t ) k ( n ) d n ]  + u|  [ 6 ( c ) K ? u , n , t ) k < n ) d n d c
t ) k ( n ) d n
* f1) B Qk = K (o,n,t)k(n)dn and thus 
*
<B*Qh, B*Qk> = 7  <f K (o,n,t)h(n)dn, [ K (C,o,t)k(OdCs 
U ■'o g Jo n
m c I  I Kc«>.i.t)Kn<C.o.t)h<n)k<c)dndc .
Finally<h, kk> = < h, k>
c
h(Ok(OdC
o 
lflI T 'J oJ o6(C-n)b(n)k(C)dndC .
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Thus substituting for this Q given by (4.32) with K((,l,t) = K(l,n,t) “ 
K(C,o ,t) = K(o,ri>t) = 0 into the differential equation (4.25) leads to the 
following equation for K((,n,t)
(4.33) | j {Kt(c.n,t) + Kc?(i;,n,t) + K^u.n.t) - ^  K^io.n.OK^c.o,t)
+ 6(c-n) >k(Oh(n)dndc = o
KiC.n,^) = o
which is satisfied if we choose K(t,n,t) to satisfy
(4.34) Kt + Kcc + Kc(ofn,t)Kn(C,o.t) + 6(C-n) = O , KiC.n.tj) - 0
[with K(o,n,t) = K(1,n,t) = K(C,o,t) = K(C.l,t) - 0] .
Thus we have shown that the optimal control for (4.29), (4.30) is
u ( t )  = -  ft ■1 * i f 1B Q(t)z(t) = - —  J K?(o,n.t)z(n)dn where K is given by (4.34)
It is natural to try and write K in terns of the basis for the
senigroup , l.e. if we let
K(C,n,t) = 2  1. E a sin nirC sin nirn in— l n— l mn
and substitute into (4.33) we have
OO OO # OO GO r 2 2-12 E E„ a sin miri sin nirn - 2 I. I a [(air) + (nir) lain mire sin nirn n=l n=l an n*l n=l an J
- —  .E a. (lir)sin nirn .E a . (Jn)sin air? + 2 E„ 6n sin airC sin nirn c l—i in j—l mj n=i in
. ,n fo if a ^ n where 6 = 1 , . ,a [1 if a = n
The coefficients a aust therefore satisfy
(4.35) a - [(air)2 + (nir)2]a 2 oo ao n7  ill lnain ¿ 1  JWa-J - 6- " °
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Remark
It is not shown whether coefficients can be found to satisfy (4.35), 
i.e. whether the assumptions that Q has the form (4.32) and that 
we can write K in terms of the basis for the semigroup are
justified.
Solutions to the Riccati equation, of this form, have however been 
shown to exist for bounded control problems, (see Curtain and Pritchard
ill}).
Bote - This remark applies equally to all the following examples.
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5. THE TRACKING PROBLEM.
Here we do not wish to bring the system to the origin but to some 
preassigned final state, or we wish to follow some preassigned trajectory 
as closely as possible and thus the performance index considered is
(5.1) J(u;to ,zo) = <z(t1) - rCtj), G[z<t1> - r(tx)]>
f*!+ (<z(s) - r(s), M[z(s) - r(s)]> + <u(s) , Ru(s)>}ds
o
where r(t) is a given continuous H-valued function on [t »t^] , G , M , R 
as before.
We seek to minimize the performance index (5.1) over all controls
2u e L [t^,tj;U] where z(t) is given by
(5.2) z(t) = T z + f T Bu(s)ds , z(o) = z e Ht-t O I. t-* oo ' to
and T^ and B are assumed to satisfy condition (2.4) with either p ^  2 
or more generally, p ^  1 . Again when considering P >. 1 we must take 
G = 0 in (5.1) and consider a pure integral cost functional.
We will consider the two cases separately.
The case p Z 2 .
As in section 4 we construct a sequence of controls 
* *a way that -► u (k -*> “) and u is the unique optimal
Set
(5.3) «^(t) >= Fk(t)z(t) - R"1B*Sk_1(t) 
where Fk (t), Sk l (t) are defined recursively by
Fk (t) = - R ' V o ^ i t )  , Fq -
uk in such 
control.
(5.4) 0
45.
(5.5) Q^tlx = u*<t1,t>auk<t1.t>« + | 1U*(«,t)[M + F*(S)RFk(s)]Uk(a,t)xd«
(5.6) Sk(t) - -Uk<t1,t)Cr<t1) - | 1U*(.(t)[Mr(.) + (Qk(s) - Qk l<*)>
So(t) = 0 BR B Sk l<■)]«!■
and where
(5.7) Uk (t,e)x = Tt s x ♦ J Tt p BFk(p)Uk(p.e)xdp , X  £ H
Firstly we must show that the sequence is well defined. From existing
results on the regulator problem, given by Curtain and Pritchard {11} for
the case p >_ 2 , we know that:-
(i) Qk(t) is well defined by (5.5)
(11) Fk(t) satisfies an estimate of the form
I lpk (t>M „ 1  *k (t> where f. e L*[t ,t ]/(H,U) * k o 1
and
(Hi) la well defined by (5.7), satisfying estimates of the form
lluk <t>8>I L  i 5*/(H)
I IU Ct ,s) | | . <_ g (t-s) , g e L2[t ,t ] .
/(W.H) * ° 1
Similarly we can show
Lemma 5.1
Sk(t) satisfies an estimate of the form
llsk<t>IU* i V 0  * xk e •
Proof
* f*l *Sx(t) = -  Tt _tGr(tx) -  J T> t Mr(s)ds therefore
l|si(t)||_i> < gftj-tJB + yi Xg(s-t)ds where 6 ■ ||Or(t1)|| and
46.
Y 2 ess sup ||Mr(s)|| so I IS <♦>||- < 1 (t), 1, E L2[t ,t,] .
•e [t ,t, ] 1 w 1 1 ° 1O X
Now suppose I 1-, < lk_x<t) with ^ then
I lsk«t>| |-„ £ I |U*(t ,t)Gr<t )| |- + f *| |U*(s,t)»Ir(s)| |.„ds
W 1 1 1 1 w J t k w
ft m
+ J I|Uk <stt)[Qk (s) - Qk_1(s)]BR-1B*Sk l (s)|Ids
ft ft
-  6gk(t1-t) + | ^(s-tjds + *g (s-t)f (s)| | B* | | 1 (s)ds
yf(W ,U)
ft
+ V<s-t)t (s )||b *|| - 1 <s)ds .
Jt k 1 /(W ,U) k-1
Using the fact that f 1 e L1 since it is the product of two L2-functions 
ft,1 2 1 “ d ■<> I Kk<*-t)fk(s)lk_1<s)ds E L  as it is the convolution of an L and
2 *an L function, (similarly for the other term), we have
I lSk(t>l l~* -  1k<t> ' \  E •
Also,
Lemma 5.2
S is continuous in t £ [t ,t,] with values in H .K O l
Proof
I |Sk (t)| | 1  1^6 + mJ  X[y + {f
Hence Sk (t) is bounded on H 
continuity of (£<•,•) since.
<s) + f <s )>||b*|| „ 1 (s)]ds
/<w ,U) k-1
The continuity follows from the strong 
for h > 0
I|sk (t+h) - Sk(t)|I
-  I ItUk <ti't+h) " Uk<t1.t)]Gr(t1>|I
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- | 1 ||[l£(s,t+h) - U*(.,t)][Mr(*) + {^(s) - Qk_1(»)>BR"Vsk_1C*)]| |d*
it+h * 1 *♦ j | |<£<a,t)[llr<a) + «^(s) - Qk_1<»)}BB_iB Sk_1<*)]||da .
Hence by tbe strong continuity of (£(•,•) and the bounds on G , H , R , 
r(t) » Qk <t) , Sk (t) we have that | |Sk(t+h) - Sk<t) | | -*■ 0 as h 0 ,
i.e. Sk is continuous on the right.
A similar argument holds for continuity on the left.
If we consider now the sequence of control problems
(5.8) z(t) = uk <t,to)zo + | Uk(t,s)B[u(s) - R ~ V s k l(s)]ds ,
*0
the following lemmas can easily be proved by direct substitution for z(t) , 
Qk<t) and S^tt) , given by (5.8), (5.5) and (5.6) respectively.
Lemma 5.3
(5.9) <z(t), Qk (t)z(t)> = <z(t1), Gz(t^)>
f*l —  -1 *- 2J <z(s), Qk(s)B[u(s) - R XB Sk l (s)]>ds 
+ j^zia), [H + Qk_1(s)BR“1B*Qk_1(s)]s(s)>ds
and
(5.10) <z(t), Sk (t)> = -
which give, adding (5.9) +
<z(t1), Gr(tx)>
l  M ü i a )  -  R_ 1 B*Sk _ 1 ( s ) ] ,  B *S k (s ) > d s
j  1<z(s), Mr(s) + {(^(s) - Qk_1(s)}BR_1B*Sk l(a)>ds 
2x (5.10) and putting t ■ tQ , u “ 0 ,
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i!W
o' V W  + <r(tl>* Gr<tl>> + <r(»), 1 
Jto
f*l * -1 * f*1 *2 I <B Sk l (s), R B Sk(s)>ds + I„ <B 8k-l(t^O o
hence, similarly to lemma 4.2, we can prove
I >ds
Lemma 5■4
-1 *Letting u(t) = R B [{Qk(t) - Qk_l<t)}*(t) + {Sk<t> - Sk l <t)>] , sc
that uk_1 + u = ufc , we find that
J(Uk ;to ’Zo) = J<Uk-l;to'*o) • J[ 1<u(s), I t
and thus o
,z ) k o o -  J(uk-l;to*zo) for each
<_ constant* | | zq |
l>ds
Again from existing regulator results in {11} we have the following two 
lemmas and theorem
Lemma S.5
Qk<t) converges strongly as k » to a self-adjoint non-negative 
definite bounded linear operator Q(t) on H such that sup | | Q(t> | | c
Lemma 8.6
Fk<t) and Uk(t,s) are uniformly bounded in the sense that there
exist functions f and g e L [t ,t,l and a cons°00 1 Q 9 1 J tant such that
l|uk(t..)|| <11. t > t > s > t  V k » 0.1....
¿(H)
l|Fk(t>11, «*.<*>¿(H,U)
llu k<t,a)|| . < g.(t-s)
£<w ,h >
v k - 0 ,1 ,... 
v k - 0 ,1,...
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yielding 
Theorem 5.7
U^(t,») converges in H to s mild evolution operator U(t,m) 
given by
ft _! *(5.11) U(t,s)x = T x - T BR aB Q(p)U(p,s)xdpt-s J t-p
and Q is the unique solution to the Integral equation
(5.12) Q(t)x = U*(t1,t)GU(t1,t)x + f ^(s.tlfM + Q(s)BR_1B*Q<s)]U<s,t)xds
In order to prove that the Halt as k -*• «* of S^it) also satisfies 
an integral equation we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8
S^(t) is uniformly bounded by estimates of the fora
llsk< * > N ; * - i -  i . t i - V i l  v k - o , i , . . .
|ISk(t)|lH ±  rn^  a constant V k = 0,1,...
Proof
2From leaaa 5.4, J(u.;t ,z ) < J(u. ,;t ,z ) < cllz II . therefore k o o —  k-i o o —  o
<z(t - r(tj), GfzCtj) - r<tx)]> | 1<ufc(s), Ruk (s)>ds
to
+ [ 1<z(s) - r(s), H[z(s) - r(s)]>ds £c||z ||2 . 
Jto
But, since G , M are non-negative definite and R is strictly positive we 
have
|t l ! I uk <8 > I I * - » i  c l l * 0 l I *  •
o
<5.13)
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In consideration of the regulator problem Curtain and Pritchard {11} further 
show that
(5.14) | l||Fk(s)Uk(s,t)x||2ds <_ constant*||*||2 ' x e H 
and
(5.15) f 1||f (s)U (s,t)w||2ds <_ constant*d(t)||w||? , d e L1[t ,t ] .w o 1
f* _i *.8) with u = 0 , z(t) = Uk(t,to)zQ - j Uk (t,s)BR B Sk l (s)dsFrom (5
thus
R_1B*Sk_x(t) = - uk(t) + Fk(t)*k(t)
ft *= - u^t) + Fk<t)(Ik (t,to)zo - I Fk(t)Uk(t,s)BR_1B*Sk 1(s)ds .
So letting | |R_V s k l(t) | | = P(t) ,
f t
P(t) £{||uk(t)|| + I|Fk(t)Uk (t,to)zo ||> + J ||Fk (t)Uk (t,s)BR_1B*Sk_1(s)||ds.
2Here the first term can be bounded by an L function from (5.13) and (5.14).
In the second term we have f^g e Ll[t ,t,] as it is the product of two L2w O X ofunctions, so by the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality P e L [t ,t,1,o 1
independent of k . This gives
Ms, .<*>11-* i i B ( V t )  + f 1ga>(s-t)ds + f X2g (s-t)f (s) | |R| |P(s)ds
< lit) e L ^ o ’*!^ ’
1 2 since f^P e L [t^.tj], as it is the product of two L functions and then
e
1 2 goa(8-t)foo(s)P(s)ds is the convolution of an L function and an L function,
so is L2. Also
I IS (t) | | < | |U *(t ,t)Gr(t ) | | + f *||U*(s,t)Mr(s)||ds
H Jt
* f 1llU k (B’t)lQk (B) - Qk.1<»>]w"lB*8k.1<8)||<t«
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<_ constant Independent of k .
The above results yield the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9
If we define
* 1 *(5.16) S(t) = - U (t1,t)Gr(t1) - J XU (s,t)Mr(s)ds
then S^(t) converges strongly to S(t) as k .
Proof
Since all the terms are uniformly bounded in k , using the strong convergence 
of U^C*,*) to U(*,*) and 0^(0 to Q(*) we have by the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem that | |S^(t) - S(t)| | -*• 0 as k .
Thus we have,
Theorem 5.10
The optimal control which minimises J(u;t ,z ) is the control
||sk(t) - S(t) | | < I I[U*<tx,t> - U*(t1,t)]Gr(t1)|I
o o
u* = - R_1B*tQ(t)s(t) + S(t)]
which is a combination of feedback and open-loop control
*u(t) = u (t) - u(t) in lemma 5.3 gives
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J(u ;t ,z ) = J(u o o ‘V V  " 0 <u(s), Ru(s)>ds
i.e. u is optimal.
Letting k °° in lemma 5.3 we find that the cost of this optimal control is 
given by
* f*lJ(u :to ,zo) = <zo ,Q(to)zo> + «rCtj), GrCtj)» + <r(s), Mr(s)>ds
*o
f*l * -l *+ 2<z , S(t )> - <B S(s) , R B S(s)>ds . o o Jt
o
In {11} Curtain and Pritchard show that it is possible to differentiate 
the integral Riccatl equation (5.12) and that Q(t) is the unique solution 
to (4.25) with Q(t^) = G . Further, assuming the existence of a Green's 
formula (2.7), Q(t) satisfies (4.26) with Qit^ = G , uniquely if <0 = H . 
Similarly we may obtain two differential equations for S(t) .
Theorem 5.11
For x e D(A) , S(t) is the unique solution to
(5.17) —  <x, S(t)> = - <Ax, S(t)> + <x, Mr(t)> + <R-1B*Q(t)x, B*S(t)>
a.e. on t^.tj]
or for x e >8 , S(t) is a solution to the differential equation
S(t1) = Gr(tx)
(5.18) —  <x, S(t)> = <x, Mr(t)> - <Ax, S(t)>
S(t1) = Gr(t1) , 
uniquely if id = H .
Proof
We will prove uniqueness only, since thm proof that S(t) satisfies (5.17) 
and (5.18) is similar to that for the equations in Q(t) , (4.25) and (4.26),
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given for the case p > 1 in theoren 4.5.
Let S^(t) and S2(t) be two solutions of (5.17) then P(t) - S^t) - &2 (t) 
satisfies
7- <P(t), x> = - <P(t), Ax> + <B*P(t), B_1B*Q(t)> at
P(tx) = o
Now let l'(t) = <T x, P(t)> and differentiate giving t-s
Yit) = <ATt sX, P(t)> - <ATt aX, P(t)> + <R_1B<,Q(t)Tt_aX, B*P(t)>
= <R_1B*Q(t)Tt g X, B*P(t)> .
Then integrating
f*l -i * *V(t) =< T x, P(t)> =- *<R B Q(p)T x, B P(p)>dpt-s Jt p-s
and so putting x - P(t) and letting s ■+■ t
l|P<t)|| £  f 1f00<t)Moo| | B | | - | |P<p> | | dp .
;t ^(U,W)
Hence, by the Generalised Gronwall’s Inequality, P(t) = 0 , i.e. S (t) = S (t)1 2
Similarly we nay prove uniqueness of solutions to (5.18) when tD *= H . 
The case p i 1 .
As previously stated., in this case we must take G - 0 in (5.1) and 
consider a pure integral cost functional. We can then show that the optimal 
control is u*(t) - - R 1B*[Q(t)z(t) + S(t)] where Q(t) and S(t) are the 
unique solutions to the integral equations
(5.19) Q(t)x = [ 1U*(s,t)[M + Q(s)BR-1B*Q(s)]U(s,t)xds 
11
and
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(5.20) S(t) = - [ lu*<», t)lfr(s)ds
respectively, with li(s,t) satisfying (5.11). Since z is not in general
2continuous but belongs to L [t^.t^H] it is natural to take r also in this 
class.
The proof mirrors that for the case p ^  2 with G = 0 , using the 
results for the quadratic cost regulator problem given in section 4, the 
only difference being in the estimates obtained.
In section 4 we saw that Fk (t) satisfies an estimate of the form
llFk<t)|| £f. , a constant
k /(H,U) k
and that U^(t,s) satisfies estimates of the form
|li (t ,s) I I < M
/(H)
a constant
||U(t,s)|| . < g (t-s) g e L [t ,t ] .k /(W,H) k k o 1
Hence, analagous to lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we have ,
Lemma 5.12
Sj^ (t) satisfies an estimate of the form
llsk<t)||.. < e
||sk(t)|I a constant .
Proof
ftl *S^t) = -  J Tj tlCr(s)da therefore
||S Ct)||__ < ||M||[ lg(s-t>||r(s)||ds < 1,(0
w
2 1 2  and 1^ c L [t ,t^ ] since the convolution of an L function and an L :
is L2 . Now suppose | |s (t) | | <_ lk-l(t) with lk-1 e L*[to,t1] , then
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I I 8 (t)| 1-,
W
£  J^l |U*(«,t)Mr(.)| l^ds + | x| |U*(«,t)[Qk(.) - Qk_1(.)]BB_1B*Sk_1(.)| |.„d*
£  I I“ ! I f 1«k<*“t)| |r(s)| |ds + f Xg <s-t)[f + f ]| |B*| | 1. .<•><!•
Jt £(* ,U)
£  lk <t) lk e L2 [to ,t1]
using again the sane convolution result. Also,
l|sk(t)||
£  | X| |Uk(s,t)Mr(s)| |ds + J X| |Uk(s,t)[Qk(s) - Qk <s) ]BR~ V s ^  | | ds
t t
< M M.
—  k a constant.
We also have from section 4 that the estimates on Fk and U are 
uniformly bounded in that there exists a function gx e LX[t ,t ] and constants 
M , f such that
I |U <f ,s> 11 < M a
r(H)
£<H,U)
¿<W,H)
Similarly for Sk we have ,
t, > t > s > t 1 —  —  —  o V k = 0,1,...
V k = 0 ,1,...
V k - 0 ,1 ,...
Lemma 5.13
Sk(t) is uniformly bounded in k by estimates of the form
lSk <t>ll-* £  Icoit)
lsk (t)||
H
1_ e “ [t ,t. ]00 O 1 V k * 0,1,...
V k - 0 ,1,...a constant
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Proof
f* _! *Consider Fk(t)z(t) = Fk <t)Uk<t,to>*o - I Fk(t)lik <t,s)BR *B Sk l (e)de ,
*o
then since
R_1B*Sk_l(t) = - uk(t) + Fk(t)z(t)
f* _i *
■ - uk(t> + Fk <t)Uk(t,to)zo - j  Fk (t)Uk(t,s)BR B Sk l(s)ds , 
letting ||R"1B*Sk_1<t)|| = P(t) ,
l|P<t)|| <{||uk(t)|| + I|Fk<t)UkCt,to)zo||> + | | |Fk(t)Uk(t.s)BR_1B*Sk_1(s)||ds
£v<t> + [ |B| I - P(»)d*
Jtc ¿<U.W)
2 r .where v e L LtQ * txJ as in lenma 5.8. Thus by the Generalised Gronwall's
2 rInequality P e L [t ,t,J , independent of k . ThereforeO 1
I Is ct)| u,
w
±1 *1 |Uk(s,t)llr(s)| + j x\|tik(s,t){Qk(s) - Qk_1(s)}BR-1B*Sk_1(s)| |-^ds 
t W t w
1  ll>*||j ^„(s-t) I |r(s) I Ids + 21 ^„(s-tjfj IRI |P(s)ds
< l^t) 1. e L*[to .tl] 
and
I ISk<t> | | < | |m | | [ HiJ |r(s)| |ds ♦ ^ „ f j  M  |P<m>ds
Jt
ni^  a constant independent of k .
With these new estimates and G = 0 in the cost functional all the
remaining results for the case p > 2 remain valid.
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Ex m p I« 5.14
Consider again the case of the controlled heat equation
(5.21) z = zt xx
z(o,t) * u , z(l,t) « 0 , z(x,o)
and suppose we wish to minimize a cost functional of the form
ft. fl
(5.22) J(u) P i» o * e f*l 2{z(x,t) - r(x,t)}*dxdt + cl u (t)dt ' o 'o 'o
It has been shown in the previous examples, example 2.7 and example 4.9
2
that by taking H = L2<0,1) , U = R and A = — _ on D(A) = ^(0,1)^  ^ (O.l). < odX
the conditions of section 2 are satisfied with 4/3 > p >_ 1, and where
B = - 6' . Thus since (5.22) is of the form (5.1) with G = 0 , M = I and
* -1, * * ,R = c we know there exists a unique optimal control u - -R [B Qz + B S] 
with Q satisfying (4.25) and S satisfying (5.17) with S(t^) = 0 .
r1From example 4.9 we know that if we write (Qz)(C) = K(C,n ,t)z(n)dn
' o
then K satisfies (4.34). Similarly by writing S(t)(() = S((,t) and 
substituting for this S into (5.17), since,
^  <h, S(t)> f v c'• A t)h(C)dC
f** n<Ah, S(t)> = S((,t)h(C)dC 'o when S(l,t) = 0 = S(o,t)
<h, Mr> = <h, r> 
and
Jjh(C>r(c)d
<u(t), B S(t)> = <Bu(t), S(t)> ■ i : (Bu)(C)S(C,t)dC - f• A6'(C)S(C,t)dC
uS^(o,t)
so that
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<R-1B*Q(t)h, B*S(t)> = J  K (C,o.t)h(«S (o,t)dc
* o
we find that
| {St(C,t) + S^iC.t) - i  Kn(;,o,t)S5(o,t) - r(C)}h(OdC = 0 , 
which is satisfied if S satisfies
(5.23) S (c.t) + S <C,t) - ~  K <5,o,t)S (o,t) - r(0 = 0 .* is c n s
Thus the optleal control ia
u * ( t )  = -  R- 1 [ B * Q ( t ) z < t )  + B * S ( t ) ] = -  i  { [  K ( o , n , t ) s ( n ) d n  + s  ( o , t ) }
c Jo c c
where K satisfies (4.34) and S satisfies (5.23).
In example 4.9 we saw that by writing K in terms of the basis 
{^2 sin n^x} for the semigroup T , i.e.
K(C,n,t) = 2 I E a sin mifC sin nirn m—u n—u mn
that the coefficients amn satisfy the differential equation (4.35). Similarly 
we may write
S(C,t) = ¿ J 0 bm (t) sin mtrc
and then from (5.23) the coefficients b^ satisfy
b - (n2"2)b - ~  .Z i^a . ?n Jifb. - r *0m m e  i=0 mi J=0 - J m
r are the coefficients such that r * »2 E r sin mffC . in in—u inwhere
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6 . THE INFINITE TIME QUADRATIC COST CONTROL PROBLEM
We now consider the control ijrites
(6.1) z(t) = Tt_t zq + J Tt_sBu(»)de f z(tQ) = 
o ■" to
over the infinite interval, with the cost functional
(6 .2) J(u;t ,z ) = f o o Jt (<z(s), Mz(a)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds
where z e H , H , R are as before, u e L [t ,» ;o] and T and B are o 1 o ’ t
assumed to satisfy condition (2.4) with p >_ 1 .
Firstly consider the problem over the finite interval ft ,t ]1 o ’ nJ
t >_ 0 , denoting the performance index by
(6.3) J**(u;t ,z ) = [ n {<z(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}dso o
o
with z(t) given by (6 .1).
We know from section 4 that the optimal control is feedback and given by
(6.4) u“(t) = -R-1B*Qn(t)z(t)
where Q (t) is the unique solution of 
ft *r  
(6.5) Qn(t)x * “l/“ (s,t) [M + Qn(s)BB_1B*Qn(s)] Un(s , t)xds
Jt
and (^(s,t) is the mild evolution operator given by
(6.6) l/“ (t ,s)x = Tt|(x - | Tt p Wl_1B*Qn(p)Un(p,s)xdp .
Lemma 6.1
Q (t) is also given by
Qn(t)x = j nT*_t [ll - Qn(s)BR“V Q n (s)]T- txds(6.7)
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Proof
Firstly we can show that Qn (t) la alao given by 
ft *
(6.8) <f(t)x = nu n (a, t)MT xds ,
J t *'*
by substituting for l/*(t ,a) fro« (6 .6) into the first term on the right hand
side of (6.5) and employing the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality. Substitution
*
into the right hand side of (6 .8) for Ua (t,s) given by 
*  r s
(6.9) Un ( s , t)x = T*_tx - J  T*_pQn (p)BR-1B*Un(p,t)xdp 
yields the result.
We also know that J (un ;t^,zp) , i.e. the cost of the optimal control
un(t) over the Interval [t ,t ] , is given byo n
(6.10) ^(«"jt ,z ) = <z , Qn (t )* > .o o o o o
j"(un ;to ,zo) is increasing in n for any t >_ 0 since the cost
of the optimal control over the Interval [t^t^] »ust be greater than, or
equal to, the cost of the optimal control over the Interval [t ,t ] ifo k
tn > t . Thus Qn(t) is increasing in n , for all t .
In order to show that the infinite time problem is well defined we 
need to make the following assumption.
Optlmlsability Assumption
index
There exists a control u e L [t ,-;U] such that the performanceo
J(u;to ,«o> ” I (<a(s), Ms(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds 
1 o
is finite.
ex
Suppose u(t) is one such control, then
j:J(u;to ,* o> = I {<s(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds
i:= (<z(s), Uz(s)> +• <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds + (<z(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}dsr .
= ^ ( u  ;to ,zo) ♦ | {<z(s), Hz(s)> + <u(s) , Ru(s)>}ds
*n
But Jn(un ;t ,z ) Is tbe minimum cost over [t ,t 1 , hence o o o n
J(u;tQ ,zo) Jn (un ;to ,zo) + j (<z(s), Mz(s)> + <u(s), Ru(s)>}ds .
Since u(t) satisfies the optimizability assumption we have J(u;t ,z ) < »o o
Thus
(6.12) Q (t) = lim Q (t) exists
n-**>
..e. lim [ nT* [M - <jP(s)BR_1B*<5P(s)] T xds Is well defined. 
n-*o° ‘ t 8-1
LEMMA 6.2
Q (t) - Q independent of t
Proof
Qn(t+a)x = i n T* [M - Qn(s)BR-1B*Qn (s)]T . xds
Jt+a ■-*“« •“*“*
it —a“ " Qn<P+a>“ t”1B*Qn <P+®)JTp_t*«*P
l.e. Q (t+a) is the solution of
* r -1 * 1(6.13) P(t)x = J Tp_t t“  - P(P)BR B P(p)]Tp t xdp .
But we know (6.13) hss unique solution <f*-a(t) , end hence
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Qn(t+a) = Qn °<t) . Letting n -*■ 00 we find Q (t+a)x = Q°°(t)x and hence
ooQ ia independent of t .
Theorem 6.3
ft *
nUn (s,t)[li + Qn<a)BR-1B*Qn(s)]U,1(s,t)xds
J t
[Co w00 / OO OO . 1 * oo — 00(6.14) Q x = T [M + Q BR B Q ]T xds
J ^
Q x = lim Q (t)x = lim
n-x» n-xB
and so
f<x> *
Proof
Define
(6.15) Qx = ioo *. V t  1“t O
oo — 1 4c oo 00+ Q BR B Q ]T xds
o
- 1  *  oowhere T is the perturbation of T by - BR B Q * t
00 f ^ —1  *  oo ooi.e. T x = T x - T. BR B Q T  xdpt-s t-s J t-p p-s
We have that lin(t,s) -*• as n -*• «° where Un(t,s) is the perturbation
of T by - BR- 1B*Qn(t) since
||Un (t,s)x - T~_gx| |
= ||| Tt_pBR-1B*Qn (p)Un(p,s)xdp - | Tt_pBR-1B*Q“Tp_gXdp||
8 8
- I  I |Tt_pBR_V Q n (p)[UD(p,s)x - t"_bx ] | | dp + j | |Tt_pBR_1B*[Q"(p) - Q“]Tp_gx||dp
The second term tends to 0 as n *► «• by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence and 
so we may use the Generalised Gronwall's Inequality to show that 
| |Un(t,a)x - Tt_sx| | -*• 0 as n -*■ oo .
In order to complete the proof of theorem 6.3 we further require the
following lemma.
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Lemma 6.4
* *
11» < x , (Jn ( a ,t ) [ M  + Qn (« )B R - 1 B*Qn ( a ) ] U n ( a ,t ) x >  = < x , T *  [M + Q#°BR~1B *q " ] t “  x >
n-~°
Proof
* *
< x , u“  ( 8 , t )  [m + Qn <8)BR_ 1 B*Qn ( 8 ) ] lin ( 8 I t ) x >  -  < x , T ~ _t  [>C + Q0°BB"1B * Q " ] T * _ t x>
= <{1^(8,t) - T~ t)x, [M + Qn(8)BR_1B*Qn<8)]U,1<8,t)x>
+ <T ^_t x .  [M + {q “ ( 8> -  Q "}B B “ 1B*Qn ( 8 ) ] lin ( 8 ,t ) x >
+ < T " _t x ,  [M + Q"BR- 1 B *{Q n (8) -  Q ~ }]U **(8 , t ) x >
+ <T” _ t x ,  [ll + Q0°B R "1B*Q“ ] { U n ( 8 , t )  -  T *  t >x> .
nSince Q (t) Is an Increasing sequence bounded above (from the optlnlzability 
assumption) It is uniformly bounded In n and so using the Generalised 
Gronwall's Inequality we have a uniform bound on ^(».t) We may thus 
employ the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, using the strong convergence 
of Un(t,b ) -*■ Tt_g and of Qn(t) to Q°° , to show the right hand side tends 
to 0 as n « and hence so too does the left hand side. Thus the lemma Is 
proved.
Using lemma 6.4 we have that, for t^ < t
z >ds_ o
f^ 1 00 r 00 —1 * co oo<T.-t %>• + Q m B Q lT«-t
*  t  oo
= 11» f 1 ( 8 ,t  ) a , [m + Qn (s)B R "1B*Qn (s )]U n ( s , t o)
n-*» *  t o
< 11» f n<lin ( s , t  >* . [U + Qn (s)BR” 1B*Qn (s )]U n ( s , t  ) s  >ds 
,r~» J t  °  °  °  °
z >dso
(6.16)
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lim j“ <u“ ; t , * ) 
n-x» 0 0
<z , Q z > by (6.12)o o
Hence (6.16) exists for all . Now taking the limit as tj -*■ 00 t
<Zo' z >dso
—  I 00 _ o o  —1 *  00 _ 00
Qz > = <T z  , [M + Q BR B Q T O I. 8“t o •-t4 X Oo
00 r  00 —1  *  001  00“ <T „  z  , [M + Q B R  B Q ] Ts-t o s-tt o  o
z >ds o
so, froa the above
(6.17) <z , Qz > < <z , Q z > .o o —  o o
But
<z , Q°°Z > = lim <z , Qn (t)z >0 0  o on-H»
= lim Jn(un ;t , z )0 0n-*°°
< lim Jn(u°°;t ,z ) since u° is optimal on [t ,t ]—  - o nn-*00
ft
= lim
n-**>
n<T°° „ z , 1 s-t 0
*o
»00
■ 1 *«• *
* t 0 
0
’ Qv
i.e.
(6.18) <z , Q°°i 
0 Eo> 1  <Zo ’ « V
Combining (6.17) and (6.18) we
holds.
We have therefore shown that the infinite time problem (6.1) - (6.2)
is well defined and that the optimal control is the feedback control
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*  —1  *  00 oou (t) = - R B Q z(t) where Q is a solution to the integral equation
oo f  oo ,  oo .  1  *  oo_ 00
< 6 .1 0 ) Q x  = T [M + Q BR B Q ]T  x d s
>t  8~ o * “  oo
oo — 1  ♦  00 00
 ^ x  = T x  -  I T BR B Q T  x  dp t - s  t - s  t - p  P -S
with 
(6.20) T
OOFurthermore we can show, as for the finite tine regulator that Q is the 
unique solution to (6.19) in the class of tine-independent self-afjoint 
bounded linear operators on H .
As for the finite tine problem we can differentiate the Integral 
Riccati equation (6.19) yielding
Theorem 6 .S
OOQ is a solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
(6.21) <Q0°xf Ay> + <Ax, Q°°y> + <x, My> = <q“bR~1B*Q*x , y> for x, y e D(A) 
Alternatively, assuming the existence of a Green's formula (2.7) with
♦  OOB = C , Q is a solution of
(6.22) <Q°°x, Ay> + <Ax, Q*y> + <x, My> + <q"bB~1B*Q°<>x , y> = 0
for x, y e (5 = D(A)rt ker{D - R ^ B^Q**} .
We know that A is the quasi-generator of T* on <6 , l.e.
^  T~y = T~Ay for y e 0  , t > 0 ,
but we do not have in general that A is the infinitesimal generator of .
Suppose now that T™ has infinitesimal generator A^ , then for x e D(A^)
d  oo oo O  Q  oo(6.23) T^x _ T^A**x = A*Ttx , t > 0 ,
so we have that A^ is a closed extension of A , and on ^  , A*® = A .
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Hence, since Q satisfies (6.22) on <6 , Q also satisfies
(6.24) <Q°°x, AQy> + <AQx, Q°°y> + <x, My> + <q"bR-1B*q“x , y> * 0
for x, y e &  which can be extended to hold for all x , y e D(A ) if &  = H
With the aid of this equivalent form of the algebraic Riccati equation
(6.24) we can examine uniqueness of solutions to (6.22) when cQ = H , and 
show that if either a) the pair {A , If9} is stabilisable or b) K > 0 then
ooQ is the unique solution to (6.22).
Definition 6.6
The pair (A*, } is stabilizable, where A* is the infinitesisal* * figenerator of a strongly continuous semigroup T and f e f  (H) , if there 
exists an operator S t. J?(H) such that the semigroup given by
S * f* * l s(6.25) T" x = T x - T II*ST xdpt-S t-S t-p P-S
is exponentially stable, or equivalently, the semigroup T* given by
(6.26) T* x = T x - [ T xdpt-s t-s t-P P-s
is exponentially atable.
i.e. there exists K , u> > 0 such that | |t *| | <_ Ke U>t .
Proposition 6.7
Suppose the pair {A , M^} is stabilisable and that Q ^  0 is a 
solution to the algebraic Riccati equation (6.22), then the semigroup given by
2 f* -1 * 2(6.27) T* x = T x • T. BR B QT* xdPt-s t-s Jm t-P P-s
is exponentially stable.
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Proof
Since {A , M } is stabllisable there exists an operstor S such tbst the 
semigroup T* given by (6.26) is exponentially stable, so from (6.26) and
(6.27) we can easily see that
(6.28) T2 X  = T* x + ( T* (S*M* - BR_1B*Q}T2 xdp .t-s t-s Js t-pl p-s
Now, Q satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation (6.22), i.e. for x, y e
~  -i *(6.29) <Qx, Ay> + <Ax, Qy> + <x, My> + <x, QBR B Qy> = 0 ,
2or using the equivalent form (6.24) where A is the infinitesimal generator 
of T2 , so that A2 = A on *0 ,
(6.30) <Qx, A2y> + <A2x, Qy> + <x, Ry> <x, QBR_1B*Qy> = 0 .
If we let x = y = T2k in (6.30) we find
(6.31) <QT2k, A2T2k> + <A2T2k, QT2k> + <T2k, MT2k> + <T2k, QBR-1B*QT2k> * 0.s s s ’ s a s s s •
2 2 then since A is the infinitesimal generator of ,
d 2 2  2 2 2  2 2 27- <QT k , T k> = <QA T k, T k> + <QT k, A T k> dt s s s s s s
and thus (6.31) implies
(6.32) ^  <<JT2k, T2k> «■ | |n*T2k| |2 + | |R~*B*QT2k| |2 » 0 for all s >. 0 , 
and as Q >. 0 and R invertible we can deduce that
a) f ||M*T2k||2ds < -
(6.33) °
[ ||R-*B*QT2k||2ds
Jt *
, * i.
b) < 00
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since (6.32) implies
0 ±  | I |n*T^k| |2ds + [ 1|R-iB*QT2k|I2ds = f°° <QT2k, T2k>ds . Jt ds s s
to o o
From (6.28) we have
1l*ï_t *11 i  1|T*_t x| 1 + ( 1 |t J_p (s V  - BR-1B*Q}T2 _ x ! 1 dpp-to
illTj.t *1o 1 * r  i i - U M -  -Jto * P /(W,H) (l|s*|I - ||m *T2 x|1 + 1 ¿(H.W) P *0
11 Bl | - M r' V qt? x||]dp,
¿(U,W) p *0 >
so Young's Inequality implies
| |B| | . | |r ~ V q t2 x| |]2dpl*
/<0,W) p_to j j
and hence is exponentially stable fprovided | | T* | | * dp < «  j
JtQ p o £ (W,H)
using the inequalities (6.33), the fact that T* is exponentially stable and
the following lemma - proof of which may be found in {11}.
Lemma 6.8
A strongly continuous semigroup , defined on a Hilbert space H
is exponentially stable if and only if for each x e H the integralf°°
I ||T^x|| dt is convergent.
* O
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5\.*
Since T is the semigroup given by the perturbetion of T by t t
- S M we have from the perturbation theory that there exists a function
g c Lp[0 ,t ] , for all t < ®, such that | |t X | | . < g(t-s) and
1 1 *~U <£<W,H> “
since Tt is exponentially stable there exist constants K , id > 0 such that
II 111 “(j)t 1I IT4.1 I —  Ke • Also by the semigroup property of T* t
II1* II.- i  I |T‘| I - ||li||
/(W,H) * ¿<W, H) 1 £(H)
and so
(6.34)
Consider now
/<W,H)
—cot —« Ke g(s) .
[ 1||Tpll - d p = i X ||TX || - <*P’ putting
Js P /(W,H) Jo 8+P /(W,H)
P = S+P*
< Ke
tt,-»
-U )S  r 1 —1 g < p ’ >dp’■J. from (6.34)
-wit -6)rB-Ke 1 I g(p')dp* letting t^-»
rO
then, as s = t^-B , we have shown that
'• P jf(W,H) - f 1 l l t j l l  -  ®Jt1-6 p A  W.H)
£  K»~U(tl~0)f g(p')dp* A
Now, if we take tj = n6
rnB
[ I I ITX| | . dp <_ Ke_U,<n"1)6f g(p')dp' 
‘ (n-l)B P & W,H) ■'«
S O
f l l TJ l L -  " nIi f 6 IIt JII - dp < £ Ke"W<n'1)Bf6g(p')dp* Jo p ¿<W,H> a 1 J (n-l)B p ¿<W,H> n“1 JC
thus completing the proof of proposition 6.7.
Proposition 6.9
If the pair {A*, M^} is stabilixable, - H , then the solution to
the algebraic Riccati equation (6.22) is unique.
Proof
Let Q > 0 be another solution to the Riccati equation (6.22) different from
OOQ the unique solution to the integral Riccati equation (6.19). Q therefore 
satisfies
(6.35) <Qx, Ay> + <Ax, Qy> + <x, My> <QBR-1B*Qx, y> = 0
for x , y e <0 = D(A)0 ker{D - R 1B Q} , or using the equivalent form (6.24)
Q satisfies
2 2 -1 *(6.36) <Qx, A y> + <A x, Qy> + <x, My> + <QBR B Qx, y> = 0
2 2 ~ o  2for x , y e D(A ) where A - A on to and A is the infinitesimal 
2generator of given by (6.27). Thus
d 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 23-  <T k, QT k> = <A T k, QT k> + <QT k, A T k> ds s s s s s s
2so putting x = y = T^k in (6.36) gives
-1 *  2 2 2 2<QBR B QT k, T k >  + <T k, W  k> s s s s
and hence
<T*k, {M + QBR_1B*Q}T2k>ds = -
I
= <k, Qk>
2since, by proposition 6.7, T^ is exponentially stable. Thusi OO *T2 {M + QBR-1B*Q)T2yds
o * 8
70.
d 2 2« - <T k, QT k> ds s s
[ <T2k, T2k>dsds 8 ' s
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i.e. Q also satisfies the integral Riccati equation (6.19) which we know
oohas unique solution Q Hence the solution to the algebraic Riccati 
equation is unique.
Proposition 6.10
If M *, M > 0 and <S = H , then the solution to the algebraic 
Riccati equation (6.22) is unique.
Proof
OO OOFirstly we show that is exponentially stable, where T is the
— 1 * 00perturbed semigroup corresponding to the perturbation of T by - BR B Q
OOand where Q is the unique solution to the integral Riccati equation (6.19) 
and so,
<x, Q°°x> = <x, f T”_t {R + Q°°BR-1B*Q°°}t”_ xds> < “ , x e H .
' t o 8” o
This ii
i:
*<» *
iplies <x, I Ts_t MTs_t xds> < ■>, but since M > 0 this gives
J t 8 o 8 o oM OO I I 2 OOT x|| ds < °° thus, by leans 6 .8 , T is exponentially stable.
Since M > 0 , there exists a unique positive self-adjoint, bounded operator
C , such that C i.e. C C = 11 , with bounded inverse C 1 Let
V -1 * oo _1 * _1 * onS = BR B Q C then S C = BR B Q and hence the perturbed seaigroup
♦ 00corresponding to the perturbation of by - S C is the sane as ,
which is exponentially stable. So the pair {A , II } is atablllsable 
and we have already shown that this Implies that the algebraic Riccati equation 
has unique solution.
Example 6.11
Consider again the quadratic cost control problem of example 4.9, 
but now over the infinite interval, l.e. we wish to minimise
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(6.37) J(u) o:-z (x.t)dxdt + u (t)dti ?
where z is given by the solution to the controlled heat equation
(6.38) z = zt xx
z(o,t) = u(t) , z(l,t) = 0 , z(x,o) = z (x)o
From example 2.7 we know that for this system our abstract formulation is
valid and furthermore the system operator for (6.38) is self-adjoint and
generates a stable semigroup ({11}) so the infinite time problem is well posed
*  - 1  *Thus we know that there exists a unique optimal control u = - R B Qz 
where Q satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation (6.21). (6.21) is
however just the time independent version of (4.25) hence again, writing
f1Q(z)(C> = K(c,n)z(n)dn > from example 4.9 with K independent of t , the
^o ,1* i foptimal control is u = --- K (o,n)*(H)dn where K satisfies
C Jo C
Kce + Knn " c Kc<°»r’>Kn<C«°> + <5<C-n) = o
with K(o,n) = K(l,n) = K(c,o) = K(c,l) = 0 .
If we expand K in terms of the basis for , i.e. {/2 sin mirx}
so then
K(C,n) = 2 £ | a sin mire sin nirnm-o n—o in
and again using example 4.9 we have that the coefficients a satisfymn
2 2 2 2 .  2 “(mn + n n ( a ^  ♦ -  in. in jSo Jn,mj - 5. 0
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7. A STABILIZABILITY RESULT
Using the results of the infinite tine problem from section 6 we can 
prove the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1
If the system
(7.1) s(t) = T s + [ T Bu(s)da , r(o) = z ,
v  O  I t * B  O* O
where and B satisfy (2.4) with p 1 , is exactly null controllable
2on [0,t1] with controls u c L [0,t^;U] then the system is exponentially 
stabilizable.
Proof
Since the system is exactly null controllable on [O.t^] there exists a 
control u e L [0,t^;U] such that z(t^) - 0 . If we now play this control 
on [0 ,t1] and the zero control for t > t^ so that z(t) = 0 for t > t^ , 
then
J(u) = [ {||z(s)||2 + | | u | 12}ds < «■> .
Jo H U
We saw in section 6 that this condition is sufficient for the existence of a
* 2unique optimising control u e L [0,»;U] which minimises J(u) and,
*furthermore, u is bounded feedback. Implementing this optimal feedback 
control ensures the existence of a D e £(H,U) such that
(7.2) f {||tJs ||a + ||d tJ s ||2>dt <_ k| | s | |2
'o H U
where is the perturbed semigroup corresponding to the perturbation of
T by BD , i.e.
T^x * T x ♦ T BDT0xdst t J t-s s J o
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and (7.2) implies
fl|T°*0 l|2«  i ‘ 11%112 •
Jo
Lemma 6.8 completes the proof.
Remarks
2Even though in general for p >_ 1 solutions to (7.1) are only L , 
and not continuous, we note that for a certain class of controls continuous 
solutions to (7.1) are obtained. The requirement that the system be exactly 
null controllable is therefore tenable.
The result of proposition 7.1 is identical to that proved for bounded 
operators B in {11} .
8. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
A semigroup approach to boundary control systems is also adopted by 
Balakrishnan { 2 > and (3), Barbu { 4 } and Washburn {39) following basically 
the model of Fattorini {13}, and, with a slightly different formulation by 
Zabczyk {43} and {32}. Lions {24} has developed a general theory for boundary 
control action where the operators are assumed to satisfy a coercivity 
condition. In this section we investigate how the approach of these authors 
compares with that taken in this thesis.
(a) Semigroup Approach Based on Fattorini's Model
In order to compare with our approach that of Balakrishnan, Barbu, 
Fattorini and Washburn we firstly detail the model of Fattorini {13} on which 
the other authors base their work.
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Fattorini'» Model
Let Z be a Banach space, o a closed linear densely defined operator 
in z , and let t be a linear operator vitb domain in Z and range some 
Banach space Y . Also let U be a Banach space, the control space of the 
system. Consider now the system,
( 8 . 1 )
y'(t) = oy(t)
*y(t) = Fxu(t)
over [o,t ]
with initial condition
(8 .2) y(o) = y°
where F^ : U •* Y is a continuous linear operator and [o.t^] 
and where u(*) is a summable function on [o,t^] with values 
Fattorini makes the following assumptions,
a fixed interval
in U .
Assumption 8.1
D(O) C. D(T) and the restriction of t to D(0) is continuous 
relative to the graph norm of D(o) .
Let A : Z -*■ Z be the linear operator defined by
(8.3) 0(A) = {y e D(a); ty = 0} , Ay = ay for y e D(A) ,
then
Assumption 8.2
The operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup (Tt; t ^  0} on Z .
and
Assumption 8.3
There exists a continuous linear operator F : U Z such that
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(8.4) oF € ¿(U,Z) , t (Fu ) - FjU for all u e U ,
(8 .5) ||Fu|| <_ k||F u|| for all u e U , k a positive constant .
Z 1 Y
In terns of A and F the systen (8.1) can be written as
y' = Az + oFu
( 8 . 6 )
y = z + Fu
° < t < t ,
If u(*) is continuously differentiable on [o,t^] then z can be 
defined as a aild solution to the Cauchy problen
z' = Az + oFu - Fu' 
z(o) = y° - Fu(o)
and thus we nay define the solution y to the systen (8 .1) - (8 .2) by the 
variation of constants foraula
(8.7) y(t) = T {y° - Fu(o)> + Fu(t) + f Tt_a{oFu(s) - Fu'(s)}ds
) o
Since differentiability of the controller u represents an unrealistic
and severe requirenent the other authors are led to extend the concept of
1 2solutions to (8.1) - (8.2) for general u e L [o.t^U] (or u e L [o.t^U] ). 
Barbu {4 > extends the notion of a solution to hold for all u c L1 [o,t1 jU] in 
the following way:-
Integrating (formally) by parts in (8.7) we obtain
(8 .8) y(t) * Tty° - [ ATt_aFu(s)ds + j Tt_soFu(s)ds ,
o * o
though in general, unless we inpose further assuaptions on and F , the
right hand side of (8 .8) is not well defined, hence
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A»»iu»ptlon 8.4
For each t e [o.tj] and u e U , T^Fu e D(A) , and there exlats a 
positive function y e L>1 [o,t1] such that
(8.9) | |AT F| | <Y(t) a.e. t e  [o.tj .
J?(U,Z)
Since T^Fu e D(A) for all u e U , by the closed graph theorem, the
operator AT^F is continuous from U to Z so that (8.9) makes sense.
Assumption 8.4 then implies that for every u c L1 [o,t1;U] the function 
ft jt -*■ ATt sFu(s)ds is well defined as an element of L [o.t^Z] . Then, by
definition, for each y° e Z , u e L [o,t ;U], the function y e L [o,t^;Z]
defined by (8 .8) is the solution of the boundary control system (8 .1) - (8 .2).
ft xAlso, since the function t •* T Fu(s)ds belongs to L [o,t ;D(A)]
■*0
y(’) may be expressed in the following equivalent form
(8 .10) y(t) = Tty° - a [ Tt_8Fu(s)ds + i T^^aFuields a.e. t e [o.t^ .
•*0 * ^o *
Washburn {'39} considers those operators F for which OF = O in Z 
and takes y° - O so then the generalised solution (8.10) has the form
(8.11) y(t) = -[ ATt s Fu(s)ds .
* o
2For arbitrary u e L [o.t^U] , y given by (8.11) is not defined 
pointwise, l.e. y(t) e Z only for almost all t . In order to find 
solutions with y(t) £ Z for all t Washburn considers the following
Define L by Lu * y where 
y(t) = [ ATt_s(Fu)(s)ds 
and define
f*lL u » Lu(t ) = AT (Fu)(s)ds
*1 >o 1
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when the above Bakes sense. Washburn then gives the following theorem.
Theorem 8.5 
If
(8.12) |ATtF| = O(t-0)
then L ; Lp[o,t ;U] -*■ Z for all p such that — ^7 < p < <» .^j 1 1“0
2 oWe have already noted that L : L [o.tjjU] -*■ L [o.tj.Z] continuously 
so we now further note that L : l°°[o,t.;Z] continuously when
< *» i "  •
We now consider how the system of example 2.1 would be formulated in 
this approach.
Example 8.6
Consider again the system (2.1) - (2.2), i.e.
(8.13) z = zt xx
z(o,t) = u(t) , z(l,t) = 0 , z(x,0) = zo(x) on Z = L3(0,1) .
If we take oz = with D(o) ■ {a e Z : s e Z , z(l) = 0} and define
t by xz = z(o,t) , then (8.13) can be written as 
z^ = az
TZ(t) = u(t) , z(x,o) = zo(x) , 
i.e. in the form (8 .1) with F^ = I .
Let A be the operator defined from o by (8.3), i.e.
D(A) = {z e D(c) , tz = 0} * (z : z, z ^  e Z , z(o) * z(l) * 0} and
Az = az = z ^  on D(A) . Finally let F be given by Fu = (l-x)u . Then
assumptions 8.1 - 8.3 are satisfied and furthermore oF - 0 .
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We now construct a solution to (8.13) following Fattorini's method. 
From (8.13)
(z - Fu) - —  Fu3 „ 3 2
n> 10
it <r - Fu) = —  3x2
3x2
"a e n o . Since z
have that
w. = Aw - —  Fu t at
which gives integrating
r(t) = Ttwo - I Tt_p^  (Fu) (p)dp
where T is the semigroup generated by A , given by (2.12), and 
WQ = (z - Fu) | t=Q = Z Q ( x )  - Fu|t=() = zo(x) - Fu q •
So z ( t) = w(t) + Fu(t)
V o  " I V p ^  (Fu)(p)dp + <Fu><*>
which gives, integrating by parts
l.e
z(t) = T z - f AT (Fu) (p)dp to JQ t-p
(8.14) z(t) = T z - [ AT. (1 - x)u(p)dp . to J t-P
Note: F f. D(A) so we cannot commute A and T^ .
This alternative approach places restrictions on the class of operators
different to those required by our approach. Barbu { 4 } and Washburn {39}
apply an analyticity type condition, l.e. TtFu e D(A) whilst Balakrishnan
{ 3 } considers only second order strongly elliptic operators with controls 
2u e L [o.tjjU] and, in { 2}, restricts consideration still further to the case 
of the Laplacian, (using then the fact that the semigroup generated is analytic
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the assumptions on A are automatically satisfied.)
Note that we require, from (2.4) (c) that T* c £(H,W*) for t > 0
awhich is similar to requiring that T be an analytic semigroup for which
* * “* *: H -*• D(A ) , t > 0 . We are however not able to use W = D(A ) with
11**11 Mthe graph norm since then | |A | | <^ —  for some II > 0 and so (2.4) (d) 
will not hold.
We now show that when the alternative Fattorini approach is valid the 
two formulations (l.e. the Fattorini formulation and our formulation) are 
equivalent.
Theorem 8.7
Suppose z(t) is given by the Fattorini formulation with oF - 0 , i.e.
(8.15) z(t) = T z + ( AT Fu(s)dst o  j t-s 1 o
then z(t) is a weak solution of 
z = Az
Dz = u , Ez = 0 , z(o) = zo
The proof of theorem 8.7 is similar to the proof of theorem 2.4 using the 
following proposition (cf. Proposition 2.3).
Proposition 8.8
ft 4iConsider f e Clo.t^DiA*)] , x(t) = - I Ta_tf(s)ds , and z(t) 
satisfying (8.15), then z(t) also satisfies (2.6), i.e.
(8.16) [ 1<f(t), z(t)> * dt + [ 1<Cx(t), u(t)> . dt + <x(o), z > = 0
Jo Z , Z o U ,U ° Z ,Z
assuming there exists a Green's formula (2.7) with Dz - u , Ez = 0 .
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Proof
Substituting for z(t) from (8.15) into the left hand side of (8.16) gives 
| 1<f(t), Tt*o ♦ | ATt_sFu(s)ds>dt | 1<~ cj 1T*_tf(s)ds, u(t)>dt
fti *- <j Tsf(s)ds. zo>
= | 1<f(t), (Tt - Tt>zo>dt - [ X[ <CT* f(s), u(t)>dtds
* n 'ft
<f(t), ATt > Fu(s)>dsdt
f*l * ftl *< Tgf(s)ds, z q >  = <T^f(s), *0>ds
Jo J o
[ 1 |<f(s), TsZo>|ds < [ x\|f(s)I| ||Tgzo |Ids» ft ' ft
(b) 1<CT*_tf(s), u(t)>dtds fcf(s), u(t)>dsdt 
changing the order of integration 
f(s)ds, u(t)>dt
»« i f  1|<CTg_tf(s), u(s)>|dsdt< f f 1 ||CT*_t || ||f(s)|| ||u(t)||dsdt < •
* o * o* o
because llCT*_t ll bounded by an L2-function from assumption (2.4) and
2we have ||u|| e L and f is continuous.
(c) f X<f(t), f AT Fu(s)ds>dt = [ X{ <f(t), AT. Fu(s)>dsdt
o o *’■ >o Jo X~m
as j *f |<f(t), ATt_gFu(s)>|dsdt < f *f ||*<t)|| ||ATt_gF|| ||u(s)||dsdt < •
I IAT^_gFI| c Lq by assumption.with
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(8.16) for t e Cfo.tjjZ ] . Hence, 11 in the proof of theorem 2.4, we have 
that z(t) given by (8.15) la a weak solution of 
z = K*
Dz = u , Ez = 0 , z(o) = zq .
Using the green's fomula (2.7) it Is easy to see directly, formally,
*the equivalence of the two forms. For x £ D(A ) consider
*<x, AT Fu> = <(AT ) x, Fu> x-s x-s
* *= <A T. x, Fu> t-s
* *= <T x, AFu> <CT x, DFu> t-s t-s
from (2.7) with Ez = 0
*= - <CT x, u> t-s
since AFu = oFu = 0 and Dz = u 
*= - <T x, Bu>t-S ’
= - <x, T Bu>____ _ t-s♦ *giving, since D(A ) - Z ,
AT Fu = - T Bu .t-s t-s
This equivalence is demonstrated by considering again the system of 
examples 2.1 and 8.6 .
Example 8.9 
Consider the system
(8.17) t xx 
z(o,t) ” u *(l,t) z(x,o) - *Q(X) L ( 0 , 1 )  ,
which we have shown in example 2.1 to have solution
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(8.18) z(t) * T z + [ t :t o  I t-z ; o
- f Vt o  I t-z• n
Bu(z)dz
6 'u(z)dz
and in example 8.6 to have eolutlon 
(8.19) z(t) = T z - [ AT. Fu(z)dz It o ! t-z1 o
» T z - [ AT (1 - x)u(z)dz t o  \ t-z
where T iz the zemigroup generated by A = — — with
, . dx a *D(A) = {z E Z , e Z , z(l) = 0 = z(o)} , and zo A - A with D(A )
aLet z e D(A ) then
r l  .2
z(l - x)udxe f1 dZ- Fu> ’ J. ¡ 7
h  1 “ - X>"1 - j s <l -x)udx
= - *x(o)
- zx(o)
u - i h  z’h  (1 -x>udxo
r1u + I z udx 
J a
= - zx(o)u .
From example 2.7
<z, Bu> = <Cz, u> “ zx<o)u
Hence
a<A z, Fu> = - <z, Bu>
a * *= T gz* , z* e D(A ) , then z £ D(A ) and
<A*T*_b z ', Fu> - - Bu>
= 0(A)
Let z
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l.e. <(AT ) Fu> * - <z’ , T Bu> t“8 *"■
<z* , AT Fu> = - <z’, T Bu> , z’ c D(A ) ,t”8 v“8
and then since D(A ) = Z , ATt_sFu “ - Tt_^Bu and so (8.18) and (8.19) 
are equivalent.
(b) Zabczyk's Approach
Zabczyk's approach ((43} end {32}) is slightly different to that of 
Balakrishnan, Barbu, Fattorini and Washburn considered above. He considers 
U , Z again two Banach spaces with A the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup , on Z , and he takes F and G as
bounded operators from U into Z . He then calls a function u(*) from 
[0 ,«) into U a boundary control if it is locally integrable, for t >_ 0
í ^Fu(s)ds e D(A) and
' o
(8.20) y(t) = TtyQ - A{[ Tt a Fu(s)ds} + j Tt s Gu(s)ds
* o * o
is continuous. Then if we assume u(*) is twice continuously differentiable
and y - Fu z D(A) , (8.20) is the unique continuous solution of o o
(8.21) y(t) = A{y(t) - Fu(t)} ♦ Gu(t) , t 0 ,
and y(t) - Fu(t) c D(A) for t 0 . It follows that if u(>) is sufficiently
smooth and y - Fu c D(A) then the elements y(t) and Fu(t) satisfy o o
the same boundary conditions as formulated in the definition of the domain 
D(A) . Usually, in applications, the generator A is a restriction of the 
operator o defined on a domain D(o) O  D(A) . If now, for every u e U ,
Fu e D(o) , a (Fu) = Gu then (8.21) becomes 
y(t) = oy(t) , t 0 
y(t) - Fu(t) c D(A)
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As with the Fattorini approach ve can consider the system of example 
2.1 and see how this would be formulated in the Zabczyk approach.
Example 8.10
Consider again the system of example 2.1, i.e.
(8.22) zt = zxx 
z(o,t) = u , z(l,t) = 0 , z(x,o) = zQ (x) , on L2(0,1) = Z .
, „  d2 Let a ■ — — on« ¿t D(o) = {z e Z ; zX X e Z , z(l) = 0} and let A be thedx
restriction of a to 0(A) = {z e Z ; zxx c Z , z(o) = z(l> = 0 } so then A
is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (given by (2 .12)). 
Let F be given by Fu = (1 - x)u and G by Gu = 0 then (8.22) can be 
written as
(8.23) z = oz
z - Fu e D(A) ,
since (z - *u)xx = (z - (1 - *)«>xx = e Z for z e D(o) and 
z(o) = u implies (z - Fu)(o) = z(o) - u = 0 
z(l) = 0 implies (z - Fu)(l) = z(l) = 0 .
But, since a(Fu) - Gu = 0 , (8.23) is equivalent to
(8.24) z = A(z - Fu)
z - Fu e 0(A) .
ThU* ’ di V s * <-> “ " AV . * < - >  + Tt_,tA <* " *u)(a)>
" * Tt_.AFu 
= - ATt_aFu
and so integrating from 0 to t ,
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!<t) = TtZQ - a { Tt s Fu(s)d«
= T z -  A [ T (1  -  x)» t o  I t-s• n )u(s)ds .
This class of problems, namely those such that I V . Fu(s)ds e 0(A) ,
for which the Zabczyk approach is valid is wider than those which the Fattorini 
approach is able to handle - recall assumption (8.4) requires T^Fu e 0(A)
In order that the solution y(t) to (8.20) be continuous Zabczyk
ftrequires that A{ T Fu(s)ds) be continuous and he investigates when this
' o *
holds, proving the following {43}.
Proposition 8.11
Let A be self-adjoint and the generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup on a Hilbert space H . If for some b e H and p > 1
(8.25) |l|2/p <P(dA)b, b>
*  —oo
where P(*) is the spectral measure of A , then for every u(*) c LF(0,°°) 
the function 
y(t) = A{[ Tt_gbu(s)ds)
J o
is continuous.
In order to show that the solution z(t) given by the Zabczyk 
formulation is a weak solution of 
z = A z
Dz = u , Ez = 0 , z(o) = z ,o
we need to impose a further condition on the operator A , namely the condition
(8.9) required in the Fattorini approach, i.e.
(8.26) I |ATt_BF| | « g(t-n) , I t l ^ O . t J
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in consideration of controls u e L [o,t^;U] . We can compare this condition 
with that given by Zabczyk as a sufficient condition for the solutions z(t) 
to (8.20) to be continuous when A is self-adjoint, namely proposition 8.11, 
and prove the following.
2
Proposition 8.12
|2/Pr m!
• —CO
<P(dA)b, b> < <*> when p = 2
implies
J*1!iATtbi r dt < <*>
i.e. ||ATt_gb|| <_ g(t-s) with g e L2 [o,t ]
where P(*) is the spectral measure of A , a self-adjoint operator.
Proof
Since A is self-adjoint the spectrum of A is contained in f-«°,A 1 foro J
some X < co and thus, ,o
Also
and hence
From {15}
and
since from {18},
r\
A* = °AP(dA)z
* —oo
with D(A) » {* c H ; | °|X|2 <P(dX)z, z>
V  - | °eXtP(dX)b—OO
ATtb «
f
[ °eXtP(dX)b .
{j*dE}{ lgdE} = {J|^ fgdE} where E is a spectral measure, so
ATtb = J °AeXtP(dA)b
11ATtb| I2 - | °|x|2{eXt}2<P(dX)b, b>
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X d<E(X)u, u>
Thus
and hence
Hu = I XdE(X)u implies ||Hu||2 = |
* —  OO * — L_
||ATtto||2 = j °|x|2e2Xt<P(dX)b, b>
[ 1||AT b||2dt = [ X[ °e2Xt|x| |X|<P(dX)b, b>dt
= [ °{[ 1|X|e2Xtdt}|X|<P(dX)b, b>
J —00 j o
rX 2Xt
= I 2X lX l{e " l>UI<P(dX)b, b>
j —00
<_ max
Xe [-«*»,X ]
1 r\
-  (e - 1} °|X|<P(dX)b, b>
j  — OO
<_ k ( °|x |<p
j —  OO
P(dX)b, b> some K < °°
< °° since rx°|x |<p
'  — OO
P(dX)b, b> < «• .
Thus we have shown that condition (8.25), when p - 2 is sufficient for 
(8.26) to hold.
Similarly to proposition 8.8 we now prove.
Proposition 8.13
* f*l *Consider f e C[o,t1 ;D(A )] , x(t) ■= - j Ta_tf(s)ds and s(t)
(t) = TtzQ + a [ T Fu(s)ds ,
J O
satisfying
then s(t) also satisfies (2 .6), l.e.
(8.27) f*1««*), s(t)> ♦ f 1«
In 7 7.
<Cx(t), u(t)> 0 + <x(o), S  >  #
O Z ,Z Jo V ,U Z ,Z
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usuaing that there exists a Green's formula (2.7) with Dz = u , Ez * 0 , 
and that (8.26) holds.
Proof
Substituting for z(t) from (8.8) into the left hand side of (8.27) gives
r h  fx r*i rxi «■<f(t), T z q  +  A T Fu(s)ds>dt +  < -  C T f(s)ds, u(t)>dt
■'o ■'o ” *t *~
f*l *- < T f(s)ds, z >I s  o1 o
which equals, as in the proof of proposition 8.8,
[ X<f(t), (Tt - Tt)zo>- [ *[ <CT*_tf(s), u(t)>dtds + [ X<f(t) , a [ T Fu(s)ds>dt
J n  'o J 0  O  O
| 1<f(t), a [ Tt B Fu(s)ds>dt = [ X<A*f(t), [ T Fu(s)ds>dt' r» J n J ft  ^ ®
O
Now
o
ft. ftI 1! *= J J <A f(t), Tt s Fu(s)>dsdt J |<A*f(t), Tt_gFu(s)>|dsdt = | l<i(t), ATt_gFu(s)>|dsdtsinceft. ft
i [ 1[ Il*<t)|| M a t  f || 11 u 11 dsdt 
Jo Jo
since ||AT^_gF|| e L2 by assumption (8.26). So
f*l f* Plf* * *I <f(t), Al Tt g Fu(s)ds>dt = I <T A f(t), Fu(s)>dsdt
' o # o 
rt„ rt
f(t), Fu(s)>dsdt
4 o 4 oJ *f <T*_gf(t>, AFu(s)>dsdt - J <CT*_gf(t), u(s)>dsdt
from the Green's formula with Dz = u , Ez = 0
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But, AFu(s) = oFu(s) = 0 , hence
T Fu(s)ds>dt t-e f(t), u(s)>dsdt
and thus (8.27) is established.
From proposition 8.13 we can prove, in the same way as theorem 2.4, 
the following theorem.
Theorem 8.14
Suppose z(t) is given by the Zabczyk formulation, with Gu = 0, 
(8.28) z(t) = T Fu(s)ds ,
The linear Quadratic Cost Control Problem
Only Balakrishnan { 2} and Barbu { 4} consider the linear quadratic cost 
or a similar problem. Fattorini, Washburn and Zabczyk confine themselves to 
system formulation and controllability (with Washburn taking a brief look at 
the time optimal problem).
Balakrishnan considers the optimization problem of minimizing a quadratic 
functional of the form
with (8.26) holding, then z(t) is a weak solution of
z = Az
Dz = u , Ez = 0 , z(o) = zo
(8.29) Ru(t)>dt
2where K is a linear bounded map from H - L (fi) into another Hilbert space 
and u(*) c L2 [o,t1 ;U] with U = L2(T). Here ft is a bounded domain in Rn
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with boundary T . x(t) is assumed to be given by
(8.30) x(t) = T x - [ AT Fu(s)ds a.e. t > 0 ,t o  J t-8 J O
i.e. x(t) satisfies (8.8) where oFu = 0 .
Balakrishnan also makes the following "smoothness" assumption on K ,
* *which implies A K is bounded.
Assumption 8.15
* *K maps into the domain of A
Hence in addition to the semigroup being smoothing (he assumes A 
is analytic) he also requires K to be smoothing, though he leaves open to 
question whether this assumption is in fact necessary.
By exploiting the dual filtering problem he shows that under assumption
* *  *8.15 there exists a unique optimal control given by u (t) = - F A P(t)x(t) 
where P(t) satisfies a differential equation of the form
(8.31) P(t)x, y> + <P(t)Ay, x> + <P(t)x, Ay> - <F*A*P(t)x, F*A*P(t)y>
+ <Kx, Ky> = 0
P(tx) = 0 .
The optimal cost is
J(u*) = <P(o)x(o), x(o)> .
iNote that (8.13) is the same equation as (4.25) with K = M* , G = 0
* * *and R = I and since, recall, we can consider F A  * B in some sense.
The problem Barbu { 4} considers is that of minimising a functional with a 
convex rather than a quadratic Integrand, i.e. he minimises,
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(8.32) f ^(t.y.ujdt + ^ (y(o), yt^))
where y Is given by (8.8) and where L and ^are lower semlcontinuous 
functionals. Utilizing Gateaux differentiation be obtains necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a given control to be optimal in terms of the adjoint 
system. Balakrishnan {2} and we here» in section 4 of this thesis, give an 
explicit form for the optimal control in terms of the solution to a Riccati 
equation. Owing to the greater generality of his problem Barbu's result is 
less specific. He shows that a given control u* is optimal, in the sense 
that it minimizes (8.32), if and only if there exist functionals p and q 
such that the following conditions are satisfied,
(a) * *y (t) is the response to u (t) via the system equation (8.8)
(b) p(t) satisfies the adjoint equation
* f* 1 *p(t) = Tt  _tP(tx) - j  T8 t q ( s ) d s
(8.33) with
(c) 
and
(d)
(q (t) , F*A*p(t)) c 3L(t,y*(t),u*(t))
<p(o), - P(tx)) e a£(y*(o), y*(tx)) .
In the above 3 L and 3# are the subdifferentials of L(t) and ^  
respectively, a subdifferential being defined by
Definition 8.16
Let $ : X ■* R = ]-*” , “ ] be a lower semicontinuous convex functional, 
then the subdifferential 34 : X X is defined by
34 (x) = {x* e X* ; * (x) - 4(h) < <x*, x - h> V h e X>.
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(c) Lions Approach
Lions {24} considers evolution systems in which the operator A(t) 
is linked to a bilinear form a(t;^ ,i|i) on a Hilbert space V .
If we let V and H be Hilbert spaces, V dense in H , such that H
is identified with its dual, then, V C H C  V* . Suppose that the family of
bilinear forms on V are such that
(a) a(t ;<(>>) is measurable on [o.t^] for all <t> , V e V
(8.34) (b) | aCt ;d> ,«P) | <_ c| |«| | | | <|> | |
V V
(c) a(t;<t>,4>) + *| |<t>| |2 i  a| 14 1 | for all <p e V , t c [o,t ]
H v 1
then for each t it is possible to write
a(t;<J>,*> = - <A(t)4>, 0
V ,V
* awhere V ,V denotes the duality pairing between V and V .
Lions shows that for such an operator A(t) there is a unique 
solution in W(o,t^) of
(8.35) 77 = A (t) z
z(o) = z e H , o
where (8.35) is to be interpreted in the sense of distributions, 
is the Hilbert space
W(o,t1) = (x ; x e L2 [o,t1;V] , e L2 [o,t1 ;V*]}
with norm 11*1 Wio.tj) I M I 2L2[o,ti:V] ♦ 2L2[o,tj;V*]
and W(o,t1)
Moreover, the solution depends continuously on the initial data in the sense 
that the map x q -* x(>) from H -*■ Wio.tj) is continuous.
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In the case under consideration in this thesis, A(t) - A , independent 
of t , (8.35) becomes
(8.36) 77 - Az , z(o) = z e H ,at O
with unique solution z(t) in Wio,^) and we may then define a continuous 
linear map of H H , T(t) by z(t) = T(t)zfl . The family of operators T(t) 
then constitute a strongly continuous semigroup on H, with infinitesimal 
generator A with domain D(A) = {h e V ; Ah e H} .
The optimal control problem Lions considers is that of minimizing the 
quadratic form on the Hilbert spaces K and U
(8.37) J(u) = ||Cy - z ||2 + <Nu, u>
K U
for systems of the form
(8.38) y(t) = Ay(t) + f + Bu(t)
y<°> = yQ
where y e L [o.t^V ] , f e L [o.t^V ] and yQ e H are given, and
B e ^(U,L2 [o,t ;V*]) . The observation is given by
z(t) = Cy(t) f C e ^(Wio.tjKK)
and N e ^(U,U) with <Nu, u> >_ 1c| | u| |2 , k > 0 .U U
By using variational inequalities and results on the minimizing of 
coercive forms Lions shows that there exists a unique minimizing control 
u e l) of the form
(8,39) u = - N~1A”1B*p
where p is given by the solution of the adjoint system
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(8.40) - = A*p + C*A(Cy - z j
PCt^) = 0
and where A is the canonical isomorphism of K onto K*, and A^ the 
canonical isomorphism of U onto U*.
If we have the further condition holding
(8.41) U = L [o.tjjE] , K = L^[o,t^¡F] with E and F separable Hilbert
spaces, then Lions shows that the equations in y and p , (8.38) and (8.40) 
respectively, can be decoupled and that
(8.42) p(t) = P(t)y(t) + r(t)
where P(t) satisfies a differential Riccatl equation and r(t) ia determined 
by the solution of an (abstract) parabolic equation.
Also, when f = 0 = z so that the cost functional becomes a
(8.43) J(u) = [ *||Cy(t)| |2dt + [ ^Nu, u> dt
o F Jo E
then the optimal control is
J(u*) = <p(o), y(o)> = <P(o)y(o), y(o)> 
where P satisfies the Riccati equation
(8.44) x, y> + <PAx, y> + <Px, Ay> + <Cx, Cy> - <B*Px, N_1B*Py> » 0 
x , y e D(A) .
In the case where U , K are given by (8.41) Lions also Investigates 
the infinite time problem and shows that now the optimal control is given by 
u = - N P y with P°° independent of time.
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Renarks
1. Lions shows that if A is given by s($,i|>) with
(8.37) •<+, + > + X||*| |2 > o|U| |2 V * e V ,
H V
1. e. the tine independent version of (8.34)(c), then A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, but, the converse does not hold 
Thus Lions' approach is valid only for operators A given by such an a(>,•) 
and not for all infinitesimal generators of semigroups.
2. Since f 1||t z  ||2ds < °° , z(t) being the solution to (8.35) in
Jo a ° V
W(o,t^), assumption (2.4) is satisfied with p - 2 if we take V*= W .
3. Note that from the above remark Lions systems satisfy our formulation
also, and that by putting G = 0 , = C and R - N in (4.2) this cost
functional is the same as the special case of Lions (8.44). For this cost 
functional, and its infinite time equivalent, the result Lions obtains
is the same as ours in that the optimal control is of the form 
♦ -1 *u - - N B P(t)y with P(t) the solution to a Riccati equation, time 
independent for the infinite time problem.
4. An advantage of the approach taken here in this thesis to that of 
Lions is that not only is it possible to give the equations the optimal 
control must satisfy but also an iterative sequence which converges to the
optimal control.
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9. APPLICATIONS
•
The common areas of application of control theory are in the 
engineering field. Bensoussan et al., however, in their book { 5 }  detail 
applications of finite dimensional control theory relevant to modern management. 
Here we concentrate mainly on some of the areas suggested in { 5 } to highlight 
the role distributed parameter control theory can also play in modern management.
The areas of application considered are inventory control, advertising, 
pollution control, traffic flow control and population control.
9.1. Optimum Inventory Control - Deteriorating Product
Here we consider the problem of manufacturing and storing a product 
which is in continuous production and whose state deteriorates over time.
We assume there exists a continuous demand for the product f(x,t) , where 
x denotes the quality or state of deterioration and we wish to find the 
replenishment or production policy which maintains a given (quality dependent) 
stock level (the demand having been satisfied). Both deterministic and 
stochastic deterioration rates are considered.
Bensoussan, Nissen and Tapiero { 6} solve these problems using a 
Lions type approach to give the equations the optimal policy must satisfy.
The equations they give differ slightly from those found here by the semigroup 
approach indicating that perhaps an error has occurred in their work (not 
detailed in the paper).
The system model we consider is that as given by Bensoussan, Nissen and 
Tapiero {6} vis:-
Let y(x,t) denote the amount of an item in stock at tine t having a
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deterioration equal to x , x t [o,l] . If u is the deterioration rate, 
f(x,t) the demand rate, then y satisfies the following partial differential 
equation
(9.1) iZ<x.t) . , oy(x.t) at * v sx f(x,t) 0 x e (0.1)
The amount of a product at time t in state o , corresponding to replenished 
items, is a control variable u(t) , i.e.
(9.2) y(o,t) = u(t)
and the initial Inventory at time t = 0 is
(9.3) y(x,o) = y (x)o
If we let the replenishment rate incur a quadratic cost an optimum replenish­
ment policy may be found by minimizing the following cost function over the 
planning time [o.tj] ,
,rti. f1(9.4) J(u;o,yo) = j ij <y(x,t) - yd(x,t>, y(x,t) - y (x,t)>dx
J o ' o
+ <u(t), cu(t)>}dt
where yd is the desired inventory level.
Suppose now that the deterioration rate is stochastic, i.e. let 
uAt ♦ oAw(t) be the deterioration in a time Interval (t,t+At) where w(t) 
is a standard Brownian motion. The quantity of a product with deterioration 
state x , at time t , is now a random variable denoted by y(x,t) . Assuming 
y(x,t) is independent of Aw(t) for any x , t we denote the expected value 
of y(x,t) by y(x,t) i.e.
(9.5) y(x,t) = Eiy(x,t)}
and then y satisfies
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(9.6) + u|* - ^  a2-^ -| + i(x,t) = 0  x e (0,1)
3x
by using a Taylor expansion and deleting the terns in At of order greater 
than 1 . As in the deterministic case
(9.7) y(o,t) = u(t) , y(x,o) = yQ(x) ,
but we need a further boundary condition such as
(9.8) y(l»t) = 0 ,
i.e. items reaching the worst deterioration state x - 1 are rejected or
(9.9) |*(l,t) = 0 ,
i.e. items in quality state x - 1 can no longer deteriorate.
For obtaining an optimum replenishment policy we again consider the cost 
functional (9.4).
Solution of the Deterministic Problem
Here the problem is to minimize (9.4) where y satisfies (9.1) -
(9.3) i.e.
(9.10) |* + pf* + f(x,t) = 0  x e (0,1) 
y(o,t) = u(t) , y(x,o) = yQ(x) •
Following our general theory of system formulation, as in section 2, we wish to 
determine a B such that a mild solution of (9.11) is a weak solution of
(9.10) where
(9.11) yt = - uyx + Bu - f
y(o,t) = 0 , y(x,o) = yQ<x) .
Abstracting (9.11) we obtain
(9.12) y - Ay - f + Bu , y(o) = yo
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and If we take A = - with D(A) = {y e H;
H - L2(0,1) , then (see for example {16} p.530) 
continuous semigroup on H given by
<Tty)(x) y(x - Pt) 
0
0 £  x - yt 
else
yx e H , y(o) = 0 }  where 
A generates a strongly
*Furthermore, A = - A = with D <A*> = (y e H ;i yx e H , y(l)
since then , for y^ E D(A) , y2 E D(A*)
f1 3yl
<Ayi> v  - jo 3y '2
Wyiy2) + j Wyl3?  d*' o J o
0 } .
< 3yj = <yi* <yi' A V
Now, let A be the same formal operator as A but defined on D(A) = 
{y e H ; y e H} then from the above with y, e D(A) , y„ e D(A*)x 1 2
<Ayi’ y2> = py1<o>y2<°> + <yi ’ A*y2>
Thus comparing with the general Green's formula (2.7) i.e.
<Ayl' y2> = <yl* A*y2> + <Dyl’ Cy2> + <Eyl’ Gy2> 
we have Cy = py(o) , and so If B* = C ,
<Bu, y> = <u , Cy>
H U
■ U<u, y(o)>
l.e. (Bu)(x) 
* 3Now A = t— 3x
= pi u6(x)y(x)dx 
* o
= y<6c)u, y(*)>
H
p£(x)u .
on D(A ) = (y e H ; y^ e H , y(l) * 0} generates the
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semigroup T where 
(T*y)(x) = y(x + wt) 
0
which implies that 
* *B Tty = B y(x wt) 
0
x + wt <_ 1 
elee ,
x + wt <_ 1 
elee
But B y(x,t) = Cy(x,t) = wy(o,t) and eo
* *B Tty wy(ut)
0
Wt <_ 1 
elee
Hence
lB*T*y| 1 2 * = i *1 l»*Vl1 L2 [oltl;U ] Jo *
dt
fl/W
' o
w2y2<ut)dt
0
1 2( X z 
= ~
Jo 11
= »1 Ivi I
y2(a)de
l2 [o ,i ]
i. e.
thus
i i » * v M 2 rL [o.t^U ] < vi Ivi I 2l2 [o .i ]
||T Bu||
t L2[0,1] « m I M I L^[o,t^;U]
by putting wt * e
and hence condition (2.4) holda with p ^  2 . Thus we can employ the general 
theory to the problem of minimizing (9.4) where y(t) ia given by (9.12), 
which hae mild aolutlon
(9.13) y(x,t) = Ttyo + i Tt_sBu<*>d* “ [
* o ' o
If we take
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r(t) = yd(t) + fVI t-s* n f(s)ds , y(t) = y(t) + f v .* o f(s)ds
then the problem is equivalent to minimizing
ft. fl
(9.14) J(u) 
subject to
- nJ O » f<y(t) - r(t), y(t) - r(t)>dxdt + c <u(t), u(t)>dtf ‘-
(9.15) y(t) = TtyQ + [ Tt s Bu(s)ds* n
Thus the problem is in the general form for the tracking problem as given in 
section 5, where we take G = 0 , M = 0 and R = c in the cost functional 
5.1. Hence we know there exists a unique optimal control
u*(t) = - R_1[B*Q(t)y(t) + B*S(t)] where Q(t) satisfies the differential 
equation
(9.16) 3- <Q(t)h, k> + <Q(t)h, Ak> + <Ah, Q(t)k> - ^  <B*Q(t)h, B*Q(t)k>dt c
+ <h, k> = 0 for h , k e D(A)
Qttj) = 0
and S(t) satisfies
(9.17) <x» S(t)> = - <Ax, S(t)> + 7  <B*Q(t)x, B*S(t)> + <x, r(t)>dt c x e D(A)
S(t1) = 0
If we assume that Q(t) has the form
(9.18) (Qy)(C) 
then
f K(c,n.* o
t)y(n)dn
<Qh, Ak> i: (Qh) (C)Ak(OdC
» f if K(C,n,t)h(n)dnH- y|^<C)>dC
‘ o ' o
* y j  K ( C ,n ,t ) h ( n ) k ( C ) d n j  + uj |  K j .(C ,n ,t)h (n ) k ( C ) d n d C
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Thus substituting for Q(t) given by (9.18) , with K(l,n,t) = 0 = K(C,: 
in the differential equation (9.16) gives
f [ {Kt(ç,n,t) + K (ç.n.t) + K^u.n.t) - K(o,n,t)K(i;to,t)
j O'' o
«• 6(t-n)}h(n)k(Odndc = 0 
which is satisfied if we chose K to satisfy
2
KtU,n,t) + Kç(ç,n.t) + K^iç.n.t) - K(o,n,t)K(ç,o,t) + 6(ç-n) = 0 .
Similarly, if we assume
(9.19) S(t) = S(Ç,t) 
then
^  <x- S<t>> )x(Odç ,
<Ax, S(t)> 3x(0 S(Ç,t)dÇ
[ S (C,t)j
■* o
< ■
= - ux(OS<ç,t>] ♦ [ px(OS (C.t)dç
' O ' O
-AJ oux(ç)Sç(ç,t)dc
when S(l,t) = 0 , as x e D(A) implies x(o) = 0 . Also
* * i *<B Qx, B S> = ±  <y I K(Ç,o,t)x(OdÇ, B S>
* o
and B S is given by
<Bu, S> = (Bu)(OS(Ç,t)dÇ 
' oc
i :
Vi6(ç)u*S(C , t)dç
,t) ,
UuS(o.t) ,
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i.e. <u, B S> = <u, uS(o,t)>
Hence,
1 * * y2 f1“  <B Qx, B S> = —  K(C,o,t)x(C)dfS(o,t) .
c c J0
Finally
<x, r> = | x(C)r(C)dC .
' o
Thus substituting into the differential equation (9.17) for S(t) given by
(9.19) with 8(1,t> = 0 , we find 
rl 2
(S.U.t) - K(C,o,t)S(o,t) + S_(C,t) - r(C)}x(C)dC = 0
J0 ‘ c C
which is satisfied if we take S to satisfy
2
St(C,t) + ■ c « ' «  - T -
i.e.
2
St(C,t) + ■ e « ' «  - r
since r(t) = y.(t) +d
;,o,t)S(o,t) - yd(C,t) - f T
J o
l\.* n
f(C,s)ds = 0
f(s)ds .
We have therefore shown that the optiaal control u can be written as
([ K(o,n,t)y(n)dn + S(o,t)
J
(f K(o,n,t)y(n)dn + f K(o,n,t)f
'o
(f K(o,n,t)y(n)dn ♦ [ K(o,n,t)f
Jq 'i
since Tt_ay(a) = y(a-y(t-s)) so that J Tt_Bf(a,s)ds = j^f(a-y(t-s),s)ds ,
where K and S satisfy
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K* ( C , n , t )  + iiKr ( c , n , t )  + uk  ( c . n . t )  -  —  K ( o , n , t ) K ( c , o , t )  + 6 ( c - n )  = ot (, M C
K(l,n,t) = K(C,l,t) = o
and
,2 t*St<C,t> - uS?(C,t) - K(C,o,t)S(o,t) - yd (C,t) - f(C-v(t-s),«)da = 0
■'o
S(l,t) = 0 , 
respectively.
Remark
Bensoussan, Nissen and Taplero {5 }, using a Lions type approach, 
obtain the solution for the optimal control as being
♦ i f 1 1u = — K(o,n,t)z(n)dn + —  S(o,t)C l  c' o
where K satisfies
Kt(C,n,t) + UK (C.n.t) 
K(C,l,t) = 0
2
+ uKn(c,n,t) + —  K<c,o,t)K(o,n,t) 6(C-n)
and S satisfies
2 f1st(c,t) + us^cc.t) + yd<c,t) + K(c,o,t)s<o,t) - K(c,n,t)fu,t)dc o .
Solution of the Stochastic Problem
Recall that in this case the problem is to minimize (9.4) subject to 
y(t) satisfying<«•*» If * »g -1 °2 H- *<«•«> - »3x
y(6,t) = u(t) , y(l,t) = 0 , y(x,o) = yQ(x)
In order to facilitate obtaining the estimates required to show that (2.4) 
holds we rewrite the system in terms of a self-adjoint operator. To do
this let
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, 1 ï -n2Tt2a2t 2 2 4 1 | | i2- 2 nil ® n 17 ° I I VI Iü
if IMI2
U
thus | |T Bv| | i  ~T/2 I I v l I 
H t1/Z U
Condition (2.4) is therefore satisfied, this time with 2 > p >_ 1 , where we 
take W = (H3/2 + £(0,1) ) * and g = ----*----- * Furthermore, the mild1/2 + e/2
solution to
(9.23) z^ = Az + Bv - fe (U/o2)x
z(x,o) =  z q ( x )  ,  z ( o , t )  =  0  =  z ( 1 , t )
i.e.
(9.24) z(t) *  V o  * s)e"<U/a )Xds
2
is a weak solution to (9.22), and thus e'u/a ,xz(t) is a weak solution 
to (9.20).
Similarly abstracting (9.20) and using the Green's formula (2.7) 
it is easy to see that we can write (9.20) in the form
(9.25) y = A'y + B'u -
y(o,t) = 0 = y(l,t) , y(x,o) = yQ(x)
where A ' * —  , and where B' = - f a26 * (x) . Furthermore the
dx
mild solution to (9.25) is a weak solution to (9.20). From (9.25), using
2 2
the fact that z = e ^Xy and Az — e ^XA'y we have
. -(u/o2)x
zt e yt
e~(u/o )x A + e -(u / o h -(.v/a )x.
Az ♦ e"<U/a2)xB'u -
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whicb comparing with (9.23) gives v = e~*u/° *Xu since B' = B .
The original problem is to minimize the cost functional (9.4) with y
2
given by (9.20). With z = e-'^'0 ,Xy ,
(U/o2)x (y/o2)x.y - yd = e * - yd = e (z - zrf)
2 2
if we let zd = e ^Xyd , and recall v = e ^xu f So the problem is
equivalent to minimizing
(9.26) J(v) = i 1 <z(x,t) - rd (x,t), eaiu/a )x[z(x ,t) - z (x,t)]>dxdt
/;X i t ) ,  ce2<y/a2)xv(t)>dt
with z(t) given by (9.24). 
If we now let
(9.27) r(t) = z . + d ' V  e - <U/° 2)X f ( . ) d st-so
then the problem is equivalent to minimizing
(9.28) J(v) = [ <I(t) - r(t), e2<U/0 )X[7(t) - r(t)]>dxdt
where 
(9.29) z 
so then
• IX
X* o
<t) = Ttzo ♦ J Tt_iBv(.)ds
J o
(t) = z(t) + [ Tt_s®~<lJ/0 >XiC*)ds
* A
+ ! ^<v(t), ce2(u/a )xv(t)>dt
Since we have shown that T , B satisfy (2.4) with 2 > p ^  1
we can use the general theory of the tracking problem, as given in section 5,
2 22(u/o )x 2(u/o )xtaking C = 0 , R = ce and M = • in the cost functional
(5.1). Hence we know there exists a unique optimizing control v which
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minimizes (9.28) and furthermore v* = - R-1[B*Qz + B*s] where Q 
satisfies (4.25) with Qit^ = 0 , and S satisfies (5.17) with M and R 
as above.
If we now assume we can write Q in the form
(9.30) (Qz)(0 = [ K(?,n,t)z(n)dn 
o
then, as for the deterministic case, we can substitute for this Q into
(4.25) and then K satisfies, for h , k e D(A)
(9.31) f f hJ oJ o v 2(C.n.t) + |-{K?c(;,n,,t) + k (c.n.t)}-riri 2\  K(c.n,,t)
—  {^(o.n.t) - —  K(o,n,t)}{Kr(S,o,t) - \  K(s,o,t) }
6(C-Ti)e<>J/0 ) <C+n>jh(ri)k(OdndC = 0 ,
when K(o,n,t) = K(l,n,t) = K(C,o,t) = K(;,l,t) = 0 , 
which is satisfied by K(C,n,t) if
2 2 2
(9.32) Kt(c,n,t) + j-iK^ic.n.t) t- Knri(c,n,t)}- ^  K(C,n,t) ♦ 6(C-n)e<W/° )<C+n)
O
4
" 4c \  K<o,n,t)}{K (C.o.t) - ^  K(n,o,t)} = 0 .
a a
Similarly if we set S(t) ■ S(C,t) and substitute into equation
(5.17) then we find that S satisfies
(9.33) | ^St(C,t) + | o2Sc;(C,t) - ^ S U . t )  «• e2(U/o K p(c)
4 ^
- ^  (K (C,o,t> - ^  K(? ,o,t)}{S (o,t) - S(o,t)} h(C)dC - 0,
a ’ a J
when S(o,t) = S(l,t) = 0 ,
which is satisfied if S satisfies
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then *U = - £ B*[Py + N]
with P , N given by (9.37)
(9.32), substituting for K
r1r1 2(9.39) L L Lt(Ç,n,t) + J-
,(u/a2)çe<l./aa)n> L
^ C . . — (L ( ç . n . t )  + L ( ç , n , t ) }  + y{L_ ( ç , n , t )  + L < ç , n , t ) >v £• ut, rm c n
—  Lç(o,n,t)Lr)(ç,o,t) + 6(ç-n)
which is satisfied by an L(ç,n,t) such that
2
M n î e ^ X c O e ^ ^ d n d ç
(9.40) L (ç,n,t) + — {L <ç,n,t) + L (Ç.n.t)} + v(Lr(ç,n,t) + L (ç,n,t)}* * ÇÇ fin ç ti
4
L (o.n.tïL^tç.o.t) + ô(ç-n) = o
and from the conditions on K we require
(9.41) L(o,n,t) = L(l,n,t) = L(Ç,o,t) = L(Ç,l,t) = 0 .
2
Similarly substitution for S(Ç,t) = N(ç,t)e^^a in (9.34) leads to
(9.42) f1 f1 
o' o
2 4
N.U.t) + T  Iirr<Ç *t> + WN (Ç.t) - L «,o,t)N (o,t)t z ç ç  ç 4c n ç
(y/o2)çr(ç) e (p/o )Çh(ç)dç
with N(o,t) = N(l,t) = 0 .
which is satisfied by an N such that
2 4 2
(9.43) Nt(ç,t) + f- Nçç(C.t) - Ln (Ç,o,t)Nç(o,t) + yNç(ç,t) ♦ e (P/0 K r(ç)
0 .
N(o,t) = N(l,t) = 0
But, recall, 
e
“ w
< U /oll)' r < c )  -  *  ( Va i t-*J o
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yd + i\ ..J n f(s)ds
" yd ‘
Hence the optimal policy for minimizing (9.4) is u* = - —  B*[Py + Nj withc
P of the fora (9.37), where L satisfies (9.40) - (9.41), and where N
* 1 2 9v *satisfies (9.43). Thus, since B y = — a -rt(o) , u has the fora2 0 L,
(9.44) .* - - jf.C o
We can again <
Nissen and Tapiero {
(9.45) u(t) = |  f1!
; o
with P satisfying
(9.46) Pt(x,S,t) +
-  2 c * Px < 0 , C , t )  + = < 5 (x -0
and r satisfying
(9 u2 fl.47) rt(x,t) + yrx(x,t) + P(x,o,t)r(o,t) - I P(x,C,t)f(5,t)d? = 0
as before. This solution again differs froa the one obtained here.
If we express K in terms of the basis for the semigroup T , i.e.
(9.48) KU.n.t) = 2 J Q J (
so that
(9.49) L(C.n.t) = 2 Bf0 nI(
2 2-(y/o K  -(y/o >n . i e sin avi, sin mrri
then substituting into the differential equation for K , (9.32), or for L 
(9.40), leads to the following equation for the coefficients a
let
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(9.50) - {\ 02< « V  ♦ n2ir2) ♦ V  ^  J o  i " \ n 6n = 0
and similarly, If we write
N(C>t) = /2 Z- b (t) sin n*C • n=u n
-(u/o k
i.e.
(9,51) S(C,t) = /2 Z b <t) ain n*C n—u n
then substituting for N in (9.43), or S in (9.33), gives
(9.52) - l . V  - ^ > b „  - £  J o  »•„, J 0 J-bj - To ' 0
as the equation which the b^'s must satisfy, where
yd = yd f VI t — £• n f(s)ds
and y . is given by a
y = /2 I. y_, sin nirC 'd n=0 d
9.2. Optimum Advertising Policy - With Either Deterministic or Stochastic
Rate of Loss of Goodwill.
Here we examine the optlmlum advertising policy, to achieve a given 
sales profile, assuming that sales are directly related to goodwill.
Advertising is directed solely at those who have no initial knowledge of the 
product, and thus minimum goodwill towards it.
If we denote by y(x,t) the numbsr of people at time t with 
goodwill x towards a product, x c (0,1) where 0 and 1 are the minimum 
and maximum goodwill states, and assume the loss of goodwill by forgetting is a
at a rate y , then
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(9.53) y(x,t+At) = y(x+uAt,t) .
For At small enough and 1 ^  x > 0 , a Taylor series expansion of y(x+pAt,t) 
yields
Substituting (9.54) into (9.53) and taking the limit as At -*• 0 gives
Let the initial goodwill profile, i.e. the number of people with goodwill x 
at time t - 0 , be given by
(9.56) y(x,o) = yQ(x) .
We suppose now that advertising is directed towards those who have no 
previous knowledge of the product, and thus have minimum (zero) goodwill 
towards it. If we assume that 1 unit of expenditure on advertising results 
in B(x) people with goodwill x , x e (0,1) , then we can take the total 
expenditure u(t) as the control variable and so the evolution of y is 
given by
The problem is thus one of distributed control and so falls within the scope 
of the book by Curtain and Pritchard {11}.
If however we assume that 1 unit of expenditure on advertising results 
in giving F people (with no previous goodwill towards the product) a
11m
At-*0 [
y(x,t+At) - y(x,t)
t
(9.57) |f - w |f ♦ B(x)u(t)
goodwill of xf , for some fixed x^, then we have an unbounded control problem
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and we need a further boundary condition, auch as
(9.63) |*(o,t) = 0
a X
reflecting the fact that people with no goodwill cannot forget.
If we assume that sales are directly related to goodwill then we may
wish to achieve some desired final goodwill profile y.(x,t„) , at the end ofd 1
the planing time t^ , so then future sales can be calculated from the system 
equation with no control (i.e. no advertising expenditure). We may also wish 
to follow as closely as possible some desired trajectory yd (x,t) during the 
planing time [o.tj] so that sales over the planing time also follow some 
desired trajectory. To achieve these two aims with minimum cost we take as 
cost functional
where g , d and c are appropriate weighting constants.
Remark
Obviously the optimum advertising problem can be considered as an
optimum inventory control problem, as given in section 9.1 (by taking u ;
the forgetting rate in the advertising problem, as = - y; the deterioration
rate in the inventory control problem), and then the control (9.58),
[y(x,t)] - Fu(t) would represent 1 unit of expenditure resulting in the
xf
production of F goods in deterioration state xf . The solution to the 
advertising problem is thus similar to that of the Inventory problem of 
section 9.1 with modifications to allow for the slightly different control 
function and boundary conditions.
(9.64) g ,t) - yd (x,t)}2dxdt
o
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Solution to the Deterministic Problem
We wish to minimize (9.64) where y is given by the solution to 
(9.55), (9.56), (9.58) and (9.59), l.e.
y(x.o) = yQ(x) , y(l,t) = o , [y(x,t)J = Fu(t) = u(t) .
xf
To employ the general theory we take Ay = v with D(A) = {y e H, y e H,
O X  X2y(l) = 0} where H e L (ii) and fi = (0,1), so then (as in the inventory 
* —  3 *control problem) A = A = - p —  with D(A ) = {y e H, y e H, y(o) = 0> .
d X  X
If we let A be the same formal operator as A but now defined on
D(A) = {y e L (i2/{xf}), y^ e L2(n/{x^}), y(l) = 0} then we have the Green's
formula
<Ay1( y2> = uy2<xf)[y1] + <yx, A y2>
for y^ e D(A) , y^ e D(A ) , which comparing with the general Green's
* —  _formula (2.7) implies that B = C = py(xf) so that B = p<S(x-xf) . We also
have that A on D(A ) generates the semigroup T
(T*y)(x) = y(x-pt) 0 <_ x - pt
0 else
and thus
* *B T = f *B y(x-pt) 0 < x - p t
L ° else
= vy(*f-pt) 0 < *f - pt
0 else
so
11B*T*y|
L2[c
P 1! |B*T*y| | *dt
* o
.
r(V ^ >  - 2 2u y <x -pt)dt
' O
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and substitute for this Q in (9.67) we find that K must satisfy
IfKt(C,n,t) yiK^cc.n.t) + K^cc.n.t)} — 2 F1^2U — —  K(xf ,n,t)K«,xf ,t)
+ d6(c-n) h(n)k(OdndC
with K(o,n,t) = 0 = K(C,o,t) ,
which is satisfied if we chose K to satisfy
(9.70) Kt«,n,t) u{K^(c,n,t) + ,n,t)) —2 F1/2W — -- K(xf,n,t)K(C,xf ,t)
d6(c-n) = 0
K(o,n,t) = 0 = K(C,o,t)
Similarly writing S(t)(C) as S(t,t) and substituting into the differential 
equation for S , (9.68), gives
f l f —2 F1/2 -  1j St(C,t) - y — —  K(C,xf ,t)S(xf,t) - uS?(C,t) - dyd (C) x(C)d? = 0
when S(o,t) = 0 , which is satisfied if S is chosen to satisfy
(9.71) S (C.t) - US.(C.t) - y2 -
1/2
K(C,xf ,t)S(xf,t) - dyd (C) = 0
S(o,t) = 0 .
Thus the optimal control u* can be written as 
u* = - R-1[B*Qy + B*S]
K1/2 _  f1= — —  w[j K(xf ,n,t)y(n)dn + S(xf>t)] 
where K satisfies (9.70) and S satisfies (9.71).
Solution to the Stochastic Problem
As in the stochastic Inventory control problem this leads to an estimate 
with 2 > p M  and thus we can only consider cost functionals (9.64) with
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g = 0 . Hence in this ci 
y satisfies
sak to minimize (9.64), with g = 0 , where
2 23y -  Iz 0 3(9.72) rr = p r- + —---3t 3x 2 3x2
y(x,o) = yQ (x) , y(l,t) = 0 , -g£(o,t) = 0
[y(x,t)] = Fu(t) = u(t) .
As in the solution to the stochastic inventory problem we write
*<x,t> - e<u/o )xy(x,t> , v(t) , * <x) - .<“/°2,Xy <x)o o
and then (9.72) is equivalent to
2 - 2
z = —  z t 2 xx „ 2 2o
z(x,o) = z q ( x )  , z(l,t) = 0 , zx(o,t) = 0
[z(x,t)] = V(t) .
x.
. 1 2  3A = —  o — — 2 -  2
n = [0 ,1] and H - L2<fl) , and consider the operator
u
2a2
on D(A) - ty . y „  t H , y ( D  = 0 ' yx<o) = then
A generates the semigroup T given by
-  " VT y = 2 £„ e <y (•), cos nff*>cos nirx , ct o n—l o n t "2 + (2nir+ir)2 ,2c
* *We also have that A = A with D(A ) = D(A) . If A is the same formal
operator as A but with D(A) * {y , y__ e L2(i)/{xf}) , y(l) = 0 , yx (o) = 0}
* *then we have the following Green's formula for y± e 0(A) , e D(A )
2 3ya 02 3yx
<Ayl’ y2> = ~ ~2 ~ tyJ  3x_(Xf> + 2 ~ ^3x 1 y2(Xf)
which comparing with the general Green's formula (2.7) gives B = C
_2
- —  6'(x - xf) .
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We can now, aa for the case of the stochastic Inventory control problem 
show that , B satisfy condition (2.4) with a p such that 2 > p >_ 1
and hence, by taking g = 0 in (9.64), we may employ the general theory of 
the tracking problem. In this case we seek to minimize
(9.73) J(u) = d[ <z -
' o ' o
where z is given by
(9.74) z(t) = T z + f TV U  J VJ O
and z = d
•(ïï/o2)x The
d
-2(u/a2)x ft.
2(u/o  )*^z _  + — ------------ -< U( u>,it
F1'
Bu(a)ds
The unique optimal control is then given by
*  - l r  *  *  ,u = - R [B Qz + B S] where Q satisfies (9.67) and S satisfies (9.68)
with G = 0 , M = de_2<y/a )x and R = —
- 2 ( h / o 2 ) x
^1/2
If we again assume that we can write Q in the form (9.69) then 
substituting for this Q into (9.67) gives
flflf 2 -2
(9.75) ! I Kt(ç,n.t) + J-{K (Ç.n.t) + K (Ç.n.t)} - ^  K(;,n,t)
o4 F1/2 ~ -- r T _ { V xf-n’t) - \  K(xf,n,t)HKn(C,xf,t) - ^  KU,xf,t)}
♦ de-(y/0 )<C+n>6(C-n)|h(n)k(ç)dndç = 0
when K(l,n,t) = O = Kç(o,n,t) « K(Ç,l,t) = K^Ç.o.t)
which is satisfied by a K such that
2 - 2
(9.76) Kt(C,n,t) + ^-{KççU.n.t) ♦ K (Ç,n,t)} - ^  K(ç,n,t)
+ d.-CB/oa>CCH)6(Ç.n,
4 —1/2 a F4“ {Kc(xf ,n ,t) - ^  K(xf ,n,t)}{K (;,xf,t) - ^  K(ç,x ,t)} - o
a -
_ U_
so
Similarly, writing (S(t))(C) - S(ç,t) and substituting into (9.68) leads to
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,t) §- S (C,t) - ~  S(i,t) + de~2(U/° H z
2 ^  2c do 4 F 1#  77 „  1- 1 ---—  {Kn(C,xf,t) - K(C,x£,t)H8i(xf,t) - S(xf,t)}lh<C)dC = 0
c o '
when S^(o,t) = 8(1,t) = 0
which Is satisfied if S satisfies
2 — 2 —  2
(9.77) St(C,t) + J- S^ic.t) - ^  S(;,t) + de'2<lJ/0 K «d2c
c 4 F 1/2- 4 - - 7 —  {K (C.xfft) - K(C,xf,t)HS(xf,t> - ^  S(xf,t)> = 0.
o a
Hence the optimal control for (9.73) - (9.74) is
* -1, * * , 
u = -  R [ B Q z  + B S ]
= F 1/2 e 2 ( u / o 2 )^ J  ( x f  , n , t) z ( r i )dTi  + S c ( x f , t ) j
where K , S satisfy (9.76) and (9.77) respectively.
As in the case of the stochastic inventory problem we can easily show
that the solution to the original problem of minimizing (9.64) with g = 0, and
—  2
y given by (9.72) is the optimal control v = X^u* = - R-1B*[Py +■ N]
where if we write
(Py)(C) ,t)y(n)dn
then
and
L(C,n,t) = K(C,n,t)e (u/o2)C_(u/o2)n
(y/o2)?N(C.t) = S(c,t)e 
Furthermore L and N satisfy
2
(9.78) L (c.n.t) + ^~{L (C.n.t) + L (c.n.t)} - l) {L (C.n.t) + L (C.n.t)}
04 F1/2
Lz<xg.n.t)Ln(C,Xf,t) + d6(C-n) ■ o4 C
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with L(l,n,t) = L.(o,n,t) = L(c, 1, t) = L^U.o.t) = 0
and
(9.79) N (C,t) + N (C.t) - u N <C,t)W Z SS S
2
+ dyd 0with N (o,t) = N(1,t) = 0
and then v is given by
* F1/2rr1 (xf ,n,t)y(n)dn + N^(xf,t)v
- c o
Remarks
The problem as posed could be modified to take into account the increase 
in goodwill due to word of mouth recommendation. For instance, suppose the 
rate of increase in goodwill due to word of mouth is also stochastic, given by 
pAt + sAui(t) with u(t) again Brownian motion, then (9.56) would become
For a survey of results relating to the use of finite dimensional 
control theory in optimal advertising see the paper of Suresh Sethi {36} .
9.3. Pollution Control
Bensoussan, Hurst and Nasslund { 5 } give four reasons why pollution 
control is very important for many business firms.
1. The laws, taxes, grants and subsidies associated with pollution and 
pollution control
2. Pollution may enter as a benefit (or cost) in production.
3. Relations with other firms:- e.g. stockholders who own stock in two companies,
one polluting the waters used by the other, will be interested in pollution
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control.
4. Public Pressure:- Here pollution can be considered as the opposite of 
advertising, too much pollution creates badwill.
The aspect of pollution considered here is water pollution, in particular 
river and lake pollution. In the case of river pollution the amount of 
pollutant at the point (x,t) , y(x,t), ia given by
(9.80) |*(x,t) = D - V |^(x,t) + f(x,t)
9x
0 < x < 1
where D is the dispersion coefficient, V is the water velocity and f(x,t) 
is the rate of increase of the concentration at (x,t) due to deposits of 
chemical wastes. This is the model Kawakernaak {19} and Curtain { 8 } consider 
for f(x,t) a stochastic process.
Suppose we have an initial pollution level
(9.81) y(x,o) = y (x) o
and that the rate of increase in pollution f(x,t) is a given, known, function 
(possibly zero). We might wish to remove pollutants from the river following 
some planned pattern, i.e. keeping the pollutant level following as closely as 
possible some desired trajectory yd(x,t) with minimum cost. One possible 
means is by using a filter to remove pollutants at the point x^ . If we let
(9.82) [y(x,t)] = u(t)
then u(t) becomes the control variable and we might take as cost functional
ft, f 1
(9.83) J(u) - nJ  * ,{yd(x,t) - y(x,t)}2dxdt + c 1u2(t)dt o 'o ' o
By taking f into the cost functional, as was done in the case of the
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inventory control problem, the problem is the same as that of optimal
advertising considered in section 9.2, and thus the results of that section
2 —apply here (by taking D = a /2 and V = - y ).
In the case of a lake, which we might consider as a stagnant river, the 
equation for the pollution level then becomes
3 32(9.84) |j:(x,t) = D 2 <X,t> + * <x,t)
3x
since V , the water velocity, is zero.
Suppose f = 0 , the dispersion coefficient D = 1 and we control the 
pollution level by controlling the level at the point x = 0 (the pollution 
level at x = 1 being kept at zero throughout), then, if the cost functional 
is again given by (9.83) we are in the situation of example 5.14, and so the 
results for that example apply here.
9.4. Traffic Flow Control
The model for traffic flow control considered in this section is 
based on the work of Tabac {37},
For roads carrying a large population of automobiles we can regard the 
flow of automobiles as a continuous flow. If we consider a segment of road dx 
centred on x during the time interval of length dt , and define the flow, q , 
as the number of vehicles per unit time crossing the interval dx at x , 
the concentration, c , as the number of vehicles per unit of road, and the 
space-mean speed v as the average of vehicle speeds weighted according to 
the time they remain on the road Interval dx , then
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(9.85) v = ^  , i.e. q = vc .c
d aIf the flow entering the segment is q then the flow at the end is q + dx ;
if the concentration at the begining of the time interval is c , at the end it
3cis c - —  dt ; and if the number of vehicles at the begining of the time
3cinterval is c dx at the end it is (c - dt)dx The number of vehicles
entering the segment within dt is q dt and the number exiting is 
3q(q + 1 dx)dt . Thus the balance of vehicles may be expressed as
d X
c dx (c-|^)dx = q dt - (q + dx)dt
3c 3q .
l e - 77 + 37 = ° ’
which using (9.85) becomes
3c 3c(9.86) 37 * v -  = 0 .
Hence the concentration satisfies the one dimensional wave equation.
During periods of heavy traffic we might wish to control the traffic 
flow so that the concentration is as near as possible to some desired level cd
which is the optimum for safe, efficient travel, and so we take as performance 
index
(9.87) J(u) (c(x,t)
o
As a means of control we might
- c.(x,t))2dx + Ru2(t))dt d
use the flow of traffic entering the road so
that
q(xQ ,t) = u(t)
l.e.
(9.88) c(x ,t) = —  u(t) = u(t) o v
The problem as formulated is as for the Inventory control problem with
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deterministic rate of deterioration, considered in section 9.1, and tbus 
the results of that section , for that problem, apply here.
9.5. Population Control
The evolution of a country (or indeed any animal colony with non- 
seasonal birth pattern) can be descrided by the following partial differential 
equation
(9-89) + fr<t,r> = " u(t,r)p(t,r)
p(o,r) = p (r) 0 < r < 1o — —
p(t,o) = u(t) 0 <_ t <_ t.
where p(t,r) represents the population density of Individuals of age r at 
time t , y(t,r) is the mortality function, pQ(r) is the given initial age 
distribution and u(t) is the birth rate which is assumed to be the control 
variable.
One problem might be to chose the birth rate u so as to achieve a 
desired age profile q(r) at the final time t^ and thus we take as cost 
functional
(9.90) J(u) = f (pCtj'.r) - q(r))2dr + f 1Xu2(s)ds
J o o
where the second term measures the social cost of controlling the birth rate.
Alternatively we might wish to control the population growth and to 
choose u such that the population follows some predetermined profile q(t,r) 
and so we would take as cost functional
(9.91) J(u) = [ 1[ (p(t,r) - q(t,r))2drdt ♦ f 1Xu2 (s)ds
'o^o 1 o
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Solution of the Population Control Problem
3 1If we take A as the operator A - - —  - y on D(A) = {z e H (0,1) ,3x
z(o) = 0} then (9.89) may be written as
i£at Ap
P(o,r) = PQ(r) , p(t,o) = u(t)
and then if H = L (0,1) , U = R , we have also (see Zabczyk {43}) that A 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup T on H given by
Ttp(x) = . ( -  ri J*.
p(x-t) exp| u(s)ds
x-t
0
t <_ x
t  >  X
It is easy to see that A* = - y with D(A*) = {z e H1(0,1) , z(l) = 0} .
(J X
If we take A as the same formal operator as A but with D(A) = {z c H1 (0,1)> 
then we have the following Green's formula for p^  ^e D(A) , pg e D(A*)
♦
<Apl’ p2> = pl(o)p2<o) + <pi* A p2>
which comparing with the general Green's formula (2.7) implies that Cp - p(o)
*and hence taking B = C , B = 6 , the dirac delta function. Therefore
T^Bu = rBu(x-t) exp [- 
0
U(s)ds
x-t
r ( r*
6 (x-t) u exp
t <_ x
t X
t < x
t > X ,
and as for the inventory control problem with deterministic deterioration
rate, in order to obtain an estimate for T^Bu we consider the adjoint system.
* 3 * , l , *Since A = —  - y on D(A ) = { z e H (0,1) , z(l) = 0} , A generates the
strongly continuous semigroup T
13X.
Thus
Ttp(x> =
* *B Ttp =
' f r X + tp (x+t) exp - y(s)ds
o
>x >
t -/>■p(t) exp | -| u(s)ds x
0
x+t <_ 1 
else
t <_ i 
else
lince B* = C so that B*(T*p) = (T*p)(o) , and hence
IIb V p H
1* [o,tj ;U ]
rt1 iibX pii2“*
= | p2(t) exp ^-2 ^ y(s)ds jdt
p2(t)dt
Hence
L2 [0,1]
I lT t Bu| I 2 £  Mp I I 2L [0,1] L [0,ti;U]
and so condition (2.4) holds with p >_ 2 and thus the control problem (9.89) 
with either cost functional (9.90) or (9.91) is well defined. We thus know 
they lead to an optimal control u* = - R_1[B*Q(t)p(t) + B*S(t)] where Q
satisfies
57 <Q(t)h, k> + <Q(t)h, Ak> + <Ab, Q(t)k> - <B*Q(t)h, R_1B*Q(t)k>
Q (tx) = G + <h, Mk> * 0 ,
and S satisfies
<*. S(t)> = - <Ax, S(t)> + <B*Q(t)x, R“V s ( t ) >  + <x, Mq>
Sitj) = - Gqitj) ,
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where in the case of the cost functional (9.00), G = I , R - X and II = 0 
and for (9.91), G = 0 , R = X and M = I .
As previously if we let
Q(t)h(C)
1
K(C ,n ,t)h(n)dn and S(t)U) = S(Ç,t)
o
then for the problem (9.89) - (9.90) we have that the equations satisfied 
by K and S are the following
K. (Ç,n,t) + K (Ç,n,t) + K (C.n.t) - 2uK(Ç,n,t) - 7  K(o,X,t)K(Ç,o,t) = 0t Ç M A
if K(l,n,t) = 0 = K(Ç,1,t)
and the final time condition
[ K(c,n,t1)h(n)dn = h(ç) .
■* o
Also
St(ç,t) + Sç(ç,t) - S(Ç,t) - y  K(ç,o,t)S(o,t) = 0 
S ( 1, t ) = 0
with the final time condition
S î;,^) = q(Ç) .
The optimal control u* = - R-1[B*Q(t)p + B*S(t)] is then given by 
u*(o = “ "X (j K(o»r'*t)P(r|)dr' ♦ 8(C»t)| •
For the problem with cost functional (9.19) the two equations are
Kiç.n.t) + K (ç ,n,t) + K (c.n.t) + K(C.n.t) - 7  K(o,n,t)K(ç,o,t) = 0V Ç 1) A
K(l.n.t) * 0 = K(C , 111)
with
j K(ç,n,t1)h(n)dn = 0
and
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St(C,t) + S^U.t) - S(C,t) - j  K(C,o,t)S(o,t) - q(0 
S(l,t) = 0
with S(C ,t ) = 0 •
This time the optimal control is given by
u a,t> i  (j‘-«>.n. t ) p ( n ) d n  + s u . o )
= o
10. COMMENTS ON HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS
We would, of course, like to be able to apply the results of the 
previous sections on the linear quadratic cost control problem, to general 
hyperbolic systems. This does not however seem to be possible owing to 
the failure of the semigroups generated by such systems to be adequately 
smoothing.
In consideration of distributed control problems, Curtain and 
Pritchard {11}, examine systems of the form
(10.1) *tt + a z  + Az = Bu
z(x,o) = z q , zt(x,o) = zx
where A is a positive, self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space H , 
with domain D(A) , and B is a bounded linear operator from the control 
space u , also a Hilbert space, to H . a is a constant. Letting
(10.2) zt = y 
so that
(10.3) yt = - ay - Az + Bu
we may write (10.1) as the following first order system
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(10.4) wt = Aw + Su
z
w(x,o) = W =o z
o
1
where
Taking X to be the Hilbert space X = D(A^)*H with inner
product
Curtain and Pritchard show that A generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup T on X . They are thus able to solve the linear quadratic 
cost control problem for such systems.
Consider now systems such as (10.1) but with boundary rather than 
distributed control action, e.g. systems of the form
(10.6) ztt + az + Az = 0
(10.8) zx(o,t) = u , *xU.t) = 0 .
As previously demonstrated, for first order systems, such control action 
gives rise to an unbounded control operator. In order to apply the results 
of this thesis we require that T^ ,B satisfy condition (2.4), i.e. 
that the semigroup T( be smoothing. Unfortunately this does not seem 
to be the case and so we are unable to apply our theory for the solution
z(x,o) = z1 zt(x,o) = zx
with either
(10.7) z(o,t) = u z(l,t) = 0
or
of the linear quadratic cost control problem to such systems.
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One method for tackling linear quadratic cost problems with 
boundary control action, for such hyperbolic systems, is to reformulate 
them, in a restricted sense, as problems with bounded, distributed, 
control action, and then by the results of {11} we know that there exist 
exists a unique solution to the linear quadratic cost control problem. 
There are three possibilities, we may either, restrict the control space, 
restrict G and W , or restrict R (where G , W and R are the 
weighting operators in the quadratic cost functional (1.7)).
Curtain and Pritchard {10} consider the first possibility, i.e.
restricting the control space, for a particular example of a controlled
owave equation. They show that by taking H = L (ft) and choosing the 
smooth control space U = H^ (cft) they can reformulate the problem as 
one with bounded control action since then B e ,£(U,L (ft)) . (The problem 
for this same wave equation with bounded, distributed control action is 
solved by Curtain and Pritchard {9}, and also Vinter and Johnson {38} 
using a Lions type approach.)
Zabczyk {32} also restricts the control space in order to Include 
hyperbolic systems in his formulation for boundary control problems.
He gives as an example how the same wave equation can be formulated as a 
boundary control problem (satisfying hia formulation as outlined in 
section 8) by again restricting the control space to H^(3ft) .
Curtain and Pritchard {10} note that alternatively we could restrict
G and W so that the feedback controls always lie in H^Oft) and that 
this is in fact the case if G and W c ^(L2(ft),H*(ft)) , and provided 
R 1 e They also note that this is essentially what Vinter
oand Johnson {38} have done by assuming W = 0 , R the identity on L (3ft)
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ft 2 1and G e /(L (n),HQ(^)) . Vinter and Johnson's approach, however is 
quite different from the semigroup approach adopted by Curtain and Pritchard 
and in this thesis.
The third alternative is to restrict the choice of weighting
operators R to those strictly positive, bounded, linear operators on u *=
2L (3ft) which are also strictly positive, bounded, linear operators when
i 1 * -iconsidered as operators from H On) to (H ( a n ) )  so then R exists 
and R 1 e /((H^(3Q)) ,H^(3!i)) . This also has the effect of assuring that 
the feedback controls always remain in H*On> .
Lions {24} also considers the linear quadratic cost control problem 
for a hyperbolic, second order, system, using his methods as outlined in 
section 8. He shows that the optimal control is given by the simultaneous 
solution of the system and adjoint equations but he does not give any 
results on decoupling the two equations (in this case) to provide the 
solution in the form of a Riccati equation.
Linear symmetric hyperbolic systems in two independent variables, 
are considered by Russell {33} using a Lions type approach. He shows 
that the optimal control is feedback and given by the solution of a 
Riccati type equation for both the finite time and infinite time problems.
Kim and Erzberg {20} consider a system, similar to that of Russell, 
of an N-dlmensional wave equation. Using dynamic programing techniques 
they, formally, derive the optimal control and the Riccati equations for 
the system. They do not however cite any existence or uniqueness results.
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11. OBSERVER THEORY
Observers of the type considered here are known as Luenberger 
observers after D.C. Luenberger (see {25}) and their theory for finite 
dimensional linear systems is well developed (see for example Wonham 
or Wolovich {40}).
The use of observers in the finite dimensional regulator problem 
has been considered by Sarma and JayaraJ {35}, Newmann {27}, Borigiorno Jr. 
and Youla { 7} and Yuksel and Borigiorno Jr. {42} amongst others. In all 
these papers an expression for the increase in cost, AJ , is obtained 
which depends on the initial state of the system.
For infinite dimensional systems one approach is that taken by, 
for instance, Orner and Foster {28}. They define an optimal approximating 
finite dimensional model for the infinite dimensional system and then 
consider observers for this finite dimensional model.
Working directly with the infinite dimensional system Gressang and 
Lamont {14} consider observers for systems characterised by semigroups, 
and give conditions for an observer to asymptotically estimate the state 
of such a system. They confine themselves to controls u(t) which are 
strongly continuous and are thus able to use the differential form (1.1) 
of the system equations. Here we examine the conditions for an observer 
to asymptotically estimate a system given by a mild solution of the form
(1.2). We also consider the use of observers in the linear quadratic 
regulator problem and the increase in cost this leads to when an observer 
is used rather than the system state feedback.
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El Jal{l2} and Prado {29} consider finite dimensional observers for
a particular class of systems, namely those for which the operator A can
be partitioned in the form A =
An 0
where the subscript N denotes
the projection onto a subspace of dimension N and the subscript r the 
residual part. Here we examine the increase in regulator cost for these 
observers and for the particular case of systems with an expansion in terms 
of distinct eigenfunctions.
Also using the semigroup approach, Salmon {34} considers the problem 
of constructing an observer for systems with general time delays in state 
and output. In this report, using the spectral decomposition of the 
original system, he decomposes the observer into finite and infinite 
dimensional parts, and considers when the observer can be reduced to its 
finite dimensional component only.
Liu and Lapidus {26} also examine observer theory for distributed 
parameter systems in which the operators are the infinitesimal generators 
of strongly continuous semigroups. Using the direct method of Lyapunov 
they analyse the stability characteristics of the observer error for an 
infinite dimensional observer.
Conditions for observers of infinite dimensional systems in 
differential form, are examined by Kltamura, Sakalrl and Nlshimura {21}, 
with special reference to diffusion systems.
In his two papers {22} and {23}, Kdhne gives examples of finite 
dimensional approximating observers for infinite dimensional systems. In 
{23} he considers their use in estimating the state of a heat conductor 
and in {22} he applies them to elastic systems giving the particular 
example of a transverse vibrating beam.
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11.1 OBSERVERS FOR SYSTEMS DESCRIBED BY SEMIGROUPS AND WITH DISTRIBUTED
CONTROL ACTION.
Gressang and Lamont {14} consider the observed system
(11.1) z^ = Az + Bu
s(o) = z e D(A) o
(11.2) y(t) = Cz(t)
where A is the Infiniteslmal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup T on a Banach space Z , B e /<U,Z) , U the control space 
also a Banach space, and the controls u(t) are assumed to be strongly 
continuously differentiable. C £ /( z ,V) where Y is the Banach space 
of observations.
They consider also the observer defined by
(11.3) xt = Fx + Gy + Hu
x(o) = x e D(F) o
where F is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
St on a Banach space X and G e /(Y,X) , H e ^(U,X) .
For P e j£(Z,X) they call the observer (11.3) an asymptotic 
state estimator of Pz(t) if
(i) lim [x(t) - Pz(t)] = 0
(11.4) t-**>
(ii) P maps D(A) into D(F)
where z(t) is the solution of (11.1)
Now (11.1) and (11.3) have mild solutions
(11.5) z(t) = T z + T Bu(s)dst o  l t-s J o
and
(11.6) x(t) = StXQ + f St s [Cy(s) + Hu(s)]ds
' o 8
respectively. Furthermore (11.5) and (11.6) are well defined for all
2,zq e Z and all xq e X and for all controls u e L lo,t ;U] , and ao we 
shall again work with these mild solutions as our system definitions. We 
can then remove the condition (ii) of (11.4) and make the following 
definition, which we use as our definition from now on.
Definition 11.1
For P e j£(.Z,X) , (11.6) defines an asymptotic state estimator of
Pz(t) , where z(t) given by (11.5), if
lim [x (t) - Pz(t)] = 0 . 
t-*-°°
We can now examine conditions for (11.6) to be an asymptotic 
state estimator of Pz(t) and prove the following.
Proposition 11,2
For P e ^(Z,X)
if
(11.7)
x (t) - Pz(t) = S (x - Pz ) t o  o
(i) <PAz, x> m - <Pz, F x> m = <GCz, x> m 
X,X X.X X,X
(ii) Hu - PBu = 0 V u e U ,
z C D(A) 
x e D(F*)
so then, if f is stable, 11m [x(t) - Pz(t)] = 0 , i.e.
t-H»
x(t) is an
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and hence
[ <S Pa [ T Bu(r)dr, x>ds - [ <S. pf T Bu(r)dr, F*x>ds I t-s I s-r l t-s I s-r* o J o o 4 o
T Bu(r)dr, x>ds s—r .o J or - w4 o PBu(s), x>ds= i —  <s iI ds t-s4 o
= [ [ <S PT Bu(r), x>dsdr - [ <S_ PBu(e), x>ds ,I I ds t-s s-r I t-s4 o4 r 4 o
i.e.
rt rB fx r* *-(11.10) <S PA T Bu(r)dr, x>ds - <S^ P T Bu(r)dr, F x>dsJ t-s s-r J_ t-s I_ s-r' n n 4 O ; O
ft ft
<PTt_rBu(r), x>dr - <S PBu(r), x>dr . t—r
Adding (11.9) and (11.10) and combining the terms gives
ft
(11.11) r<stj t-sJ n PAz(s), x>ds -
<St gPz(s), F x>ds
= <PT z , x> - <S Pz , x> t o  t o
Using (11.11), (11.8) becomes
(11.12) <x(t) - Pz(t), x>
<PT Bu(r), x>drt—r j t—ro J o-  N -• rt
PBu(r),
<St^Xo * Pzo]' X>
f {<S GCz(s) , x> - <S PAz(s), x> + <S Pz(s), F*x>}ds
I t “ S  t “ 8  v * S4
i {<S Hu(s), x> - <St g PBu(s), x>}ds 
4
x>dr.
It Is easy to see that conditions (11.7) then imply that
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(11.13) <x(t) - Pz(t), x> = <S ix - Pz ], x> V x e D(F*)t o  o
(11.13) is well defined for all z e Z and all u c L^[o,t,;U] . Thus sinceO 1o
X 2D(A) is dense in Z and C [o,t.;U] is dense in L [o,t^;U] we may
extend (11.13) to hold for all z(t) given by (11.5) with e Z and
and the proposition is proved.
Remark
The conditions analagous to (11.7) obtained by Gressang and Lamont 
are
since they require P to map 0(A) into D(F) .
If we now consider feedback controls of the form
(11.14) u(t) = lly(t) + Nx(t) M e ¿(Y,U) , N e /(X,U)
i.e. we feedback a combination of the state of the observer and the 
output of the original system, the "error", x(t) - Pz(t) then becomes
2, , * *u € L [o.t^Uj . Then since D(F ) = X we have that
x(t) - Pz(t) = S [x - Pzl t o oJ
PA - FP = GC
H = PB
x(t) - Pz(t) = S [x - Pz^] + [S P - PT t o o  t t St_gGCz(s)ds +
and since y(t) = Cz(t) we have, for x c D(F ) ,
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(11.15) <x(t) - Pz(t), x>
= <St[xQ - PzJ, x> * <[StP - PTt]zo , x > + { <St. GCz(s), x>ds
f'V,J n HMCz(s), x>ds - r <pT«..J n BMCz(s), x>ds
f <St_sHNx(s), x>ds - f <PTt_ 
Jn ®
BNx(s), x>ds ,
and we can now prove the following.
Proposition 11.3
The conditions sufficient for 
x(t) - Pz(t) = St[xo - PzJ 
become, under feedback control of the form (11.14)
(1) <PAz, x> - <Pz, F*x> - <GCz, x> + <PBMCz, x> - <HMCz, x> = 0
(11.16) for z e D(A) , x e D(F*)
(il) HNx = PBNx V x e X .
Proof
If we initially restrict consideration to those controls u(t) given
by (11.14) which are continuously differentiable» then substituting for
—  *such a u into (11.12) gives, for zq e D(A) , x e D(F )
<x(t) - Pz(t), x>
= <Sttxo ‘ PzoJ * x>
+ i {<St_sPz(s), F*x> - <St aPAz(s), x> - <St sPBMCz(s), x> ♦ <St B GCz(a), x> 
* o
♦ <St sHIICz(s) , x>)ds 
+ [ {<8t g HNx(s), x> - <St a PBNx(s), x>}ds
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so if (11.16) holds
<x(t) - Pz(t), x> = <St[xo - Pzq] , x>
Again, since the continuously differentiable controls are dense in L
ar.d D(A) is dense in Z , this result can be extended to hold for all
*  *controls of the form (11.14), and then as D(F ) = X ,
*<t) ~ P*(t) = St[xo - Pzq] 
as required.
2
In propositions 11.2 and 11.3 we have found conditions for the 
observer x(t) given by (11.6) to asymptotically estimate a function of 
the state of the origional system. Suppose now, however, that we want to 
estimate the origional state of the system, z(t) . If we take as our 
estimator 2 , a combination of the state of the observer x(t) and the 
output from the origional system y(t) , so that
z(t) = My(t) + Nx(t) with M c ^(Y,Z) , N e /  (X,Z)
then
2(t) - z(t) = My(t) + Nx(t) - z(t) .
We know from proposition 11.2 that, under conditions (11.7),
x (t) - Pz(t) = S.[x - Pz ] tl o oJ
so that
2(t) - z(t) = MCz(t) ♦ NPz(t) - z(t) + NSt[x0 " Pzo] 
Hence, if we require in addition to (11.7) that
(11.17) MC + NP = I
then
Il*(t) - *(t)|| < ||M|| ||St [xQ - Pzo]||
and thus if is asymptotically stable
lim ||fc(t) - z(t>||=0 .
t-XO
We have therefore proved the following proposition.
Proposition 11.4
4(t) = My(t) + Nx(t) M e /(Y,Z) , N e ¿’(X.Z)
where y is given by (11.2) and x is given by (11.6), is an asymptotic 
estimator of z(t) given by (11.5) if, (11,7) and (11.17) hold, and 
is an asymptotically stable semigroup.
Propositions 11.2 and 11.3 give conditions under which
x(t) - Pz(t) = S i x  - Pz 1 so that if is asymptotically stable theno o t
lim (x(t) - Pz(t)} = 0 with decay rate given by w where | |s | | <_ Me u)t .
t-X»
Suppose we wish the error to decay at a faster rate than that given by .
That means we require to find an operator Q , infinitesimal generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup , such that
x(t) - Pz(t) = R. [x - Pz 1 where | IR. I I < Me pt < Me Ut V t . 
We may then ask the question - Can we choose Q , and thus R( , arbitrarily 
and so have the error decaying arbitrarily fast ? In this regard we 
prove the following.
Proposition 11.5
For general control action u(t) in (11.5), in order that
(11.18) x(t) - Pz(t) = Rt[*0 " P*Q]
where z(t) is given by (11.5), x(t) is given by (11.6), X a reflexive 
Banach space, and R( a strongly continuous semigroup with generator Q ,
we require that Q = F , when we have (11.7) holding. i.e. we can do 
no better that the decay rate given by F .
If we restrict consideration to feedback controls of the form
u(t) = MCz(t) + Nx(t) then (11.18) holds if we have (11.19) holding.
(11.19) (1) <Pz, Q q> - <PAz, q> + <GCz, q> + <HMCz, q> - <PBMCz, q> = 0
(11) <Fx, q> - <x, Q q> + <HNx, q> - <PBNx, q>
for z e D(A) , x e D(F) , q e D(Q*)
Thus only if we can satisfy (11.19) (1) with an H such that HNx / PBNx
will we be able to take Q different from F in this case.
Proof
In this case we have that
(11.20) < x(t) - Pz(t), q> = <R [x - Pz ], q> + <[S - R lx , q>tfc o oJ t o
+ <[RtP - PTt]zQ , q> - f <PT Bu(s), q>ds
j o
* o
+ I <S [GCz(s) ♦ Hu(s) ] , q>ds q e D(Q ),
'  ■ J
Using the same arguments as were employed in the proof of proposition 11.2
* 1 we have, for q e D(Q ) , zq e D(A) , xq e D(F) , and u e C
4— <R^ PT z , q> = <R^ PAT z , q> - <R^ PT z , Q q> dp t-p p o M t-p p o ’ n t-p p o
so
[ <R PAT z , q>dp - [ < R PT z , Q q>dpJ0 t-p p o J0 t-p p o( 11 . 21 )
<PTtZo' q> " <RtPzo> q> •
Also since
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If we now consider
(11.25) <[St - Rt]*0 . <*> ♦ <tRtp " W t]*# > ^  ~ [ <PT Bu(s), q>ds
' o
ft
<St g [GCz(s) + Hu(s)], q>ds
then by adding (11.21) and (11.22) we find that 
<x(t) - Pz(t), q> = <Rt[xQ - Pzq], q> 
if (11.25) = 0 .
But, combining (11.21), (11.22), (11.23) and (11.24) gives
(11.25) = [ {<R Pz(s) , Q q> - <R PAz(s), q> + <R GCz(s), q>}ds
J t “ S  t - s
r t{<R Fx(s), q> - <R x (s), Q q>)dst—s t—s
[ {<R Hu(s), q> - <R PBu(s), q>}ds J t-s t-s
Thus if we have (11.7) holding, in order that (11.25) - 0 , we further 
require that
r«»,.• o ^Fxis), q> - <Rt_gx(s), Q q>}ds = 0
which implies F = Q since Rt_gFx(s) «= FR^ g*(s) for x(s) e D(F).
Under these condition we have therefore shown that
<x(t) - Pz(t), q> = <Rt[x0 ~ Pz0l » Q* > 4 £ D(F*) .
As in the case of proposition 11.2, the above result was proved for 
z e D(A) , x c D(F) and u e C1[o,t,;U]. But since D(A) = Z ,O O 1_____ j 2
D(F) = X and C [o,t^;U] dense in L [o,t^;U] we can by taking sequences
of such functions extend the result to hold for all z e Z , x e X____ o o
and u e La[o,t.;U] . Then since D(F ) = X
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x(t) - Pz(t) = R^[x - Pz ] as required,t o  o
If we now consider feedback controls only, of the form u(t) = MCz(t) + Nx(t)
(11.25) becomes
(11.26) [ (<R Pz(s), Q q> - <R PAz(s), q> + <R GCz(s) , q>
i t - S  t “ 8  V " 8J O
+
ft
(<R^ Fx(s) , t—s' o
+ <Rt gHMCz(s), Q q> - <Rt_gPBMCz(s), q>}ds
q> - <Rt_gx(s), Q q> + <Rt_gHNx(s), q>
- <Rt g PBNx(s), q>}ds
and so (11.25) = 0  If (11.19) bolds. As previously we can then extend 
the result so that (11.25) - 0 Implies 
x(t) - Pz(t) = Rt[xQ - P*Q]
Remark
There is no reason why, in order to satisfy the conditions of propositions 
11.2 to 11.5 , X should not be a finite dimensional space. Then P e £.(Z,X) 
would have to map the infinite dimensional space Z into the finite 
dimensional space X, e.g. be some finite dimensional approximation or 
truncation.
We now consider whether it is possible to design an observer of the 
form (11.6) to stabilize the original system and prove the following.
Theorem 11.6
If the pair {A,B} is stabilizable then there exists an observer 
of the form (11.6) which stabilizes the system (11.5) when applied as a 
feedback operator of the form (11.14), provided
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(a) s is exponentially stable , i.e. tbere exist constants
K , uj > 0 such that | | | | <_ Ke_ait
(11.27) (b) MC + NP = D where D e £(.Z,U) and the semigroup
generated by A + BD is stable,
(c) (11.16) holds.
Proof
Let V be the semigroup generated by A + BD so then
using the equivalent, alternative, formulation for the perturbed semigroup. 
The method for proving the two formulations is identical, and their 
equivalence is proved for the more general case of evolution operators 
by Curtain and Pritchard in {9}.
Now, since V is stable, there exist constants K , X > 0 such that 
| |v | | . z(t) given by (11.5) can then be written in terms of
the semigroup V as
or
z(t) = Vtzo
o
since D = MC + NP and u(t) « MCz(t) ♦ Nx(t)
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since (11.16) holds, which implies x(s) - Pz(s) = - Pzq] . Thus
Hence the result follows.
Remark
Provided we can find an F which satisfies the conditions of theorem 11.6 
we can stabilize the system (11.5) by a finite dimensional observer.
As remarked earlier the results of the propositions and theorem of 
this section remain valid if we consider a finite dimensional observer, but 
(i.e. X a finite dimensional space), but that then P must map the 
infinite dimensional space Z into the finite dimensional space X . Pz 
could be a finite dimensional approximation, or a truncation, of z .
An example of such an observer is given by El Jtfi in his thesis 
{12}. He constructs, using the results of Gressang and Lamont {14}, an 
observer which estimates the first N components of an infinite dimensional
The first term on the right hand side is bounded by Ke |zq || and 
for the second term we have
< constant {e - e **} ||x - Pz || .—  '' o o' '
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system of the form (11.1), with observations (11.2), where the control 
space U = RP and the observation space Y = R** . He takes his observer 
to be defined by an equation of the form (11.3) with G e ¿f(L2 [to , ^ ;R®],l2) 
and H e [tQ , ; R**] , l2) .
Since he takes the differential form of the equations as his system
description he requires, for Pz to be asymptotically estimated by x ,
that P e ^(D(A),D(F) ) and that the controls u(t) be sufficiently
smooth so that z(t) and x(t) are well defined by (11.1) and (11.3)
respectively. We have shown that by considering the mild solutions
2(11.5) and (11.6) we can consider controls u(t) c L [o.t^U] and that then
if condition (11.7) holds, x(t) - Pz(t) = S [x - Pz ] .t o o
El Jal assumes that A , B and C in (11.1) can be written as 
A = B = C = [CN , Cr]
A„ 0 ’b "N N
0 A B
. r r• a
where the subscript N denotes the projection onto a subspace of dimension 
N and the subscript r denotes the residual part. Then writing
z(t)
(11.28)
zN Ct>
z (t) r
the mild solution to (11.1) can be represented in the form
(i) zN(t) = Ta <t-to)zN (to) ♦ Xj(u)
N
(ii) zr(t) = Ta (t-to)zr(tQ) ♦ X*(u)
where T (t) is the semigroup generated by AN and similarly TA is
the semigroup generated by A , and where
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(11.29)
t r*
(I) X (u) « T <t-T)BMu(T)dTN Jt An N
o
(II) X*(U) = [ T (t-T)B U(T)dT .
J t r r
If we slallarly choose
"f n °' V \
0 F c = G H = H_ r L r r
then the mild solution to (11.6), writing x(t) r-»' L- (t)xr(t) has the form
(i) ‘n (t> = SF (t_to)xN (to) * I SF <t-T> t S y(T) + Hnu (t )] N Jt N ” dt
(11.30)
(ii) xr(t) = Sp (t-to)xr (tQ) + 
r
ft
SV (t-T)[G V(T) + H u(T)]dT
t r r ro
where S and S are the semigroups generated by F and F N r N i
respectively. Also let
P PN r
P Ps t
As an immediate consequence of propositon 11.2 we have the following.
Theorem 11.7
xN(t) given by (11.30)(i) (i.e. the projection of x(t) onto the
subspace of dimension N) is an asymptotic estimator for P z (t) + P z (t)N N r r
provided Sp is asymptotically stable and
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(i) <Pn V FN*N> “ <pnV n ' *N> + <g nc n zn ;-xn > * 0
(11,.31) (ii) <PrZr' W  - <Pr V r + <0NCrZr' V = 0
(iii) hn = p B + P B N N  r r
Mi 0 *1 all ZN e D(AN) » z e D(A ) , r r ’ XN E °(f;) .
Remark
Theorem 11.7 extends the result given by El Jai (in which equations 
(11.31) are written in operator form) to systems described by the more 
general mild solutions rather than those which satisfy the differential 
form.
Prado {29} considers observers of the same form, but takes 
P„ = identity, and so for his type of systems we have that x__ estimates
W Pi
ZN (t) + P z (t) r r asymptotically if, FN
is stable and
(i) < Z N -  V n > - < A H V  V + <GNCNZN ’ xN> = 0
(11.32) (li) <P z . F x > — r r  N N <P A z , r r r V  +  <gnc rZr* V
(iii) H = B + P B N N r r
for zN e D(An) ' Zr £ D(Ar> . xN e D < p i )  •
Then, in the case considered by Prado, where P: D(A) -*■ D(F) , A “ (A )* J
and F = (f ) are diagonal, (11.32)(ii) implies that
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for C 
and so
" PiJAjj = ” 1-1 °ilClj
(G±J) and C = (C1J)
Pij = - (fll - AJJ>'1 ill GilClJ
i = 1,...N 
Ì = N+l,...
and thus he shows that P has been found explicitly, with conditions for 
rendering the term przr negligatele .
El Jai also considers under what conditions x asymptoticallyN
estimates PNZN and proves a result equivalent to the following, for the 
systems he considers.
Theorem 11.8
If S is asymptotically stable andr
(11.33)
and if
where
(i) <PNZN ' V n> - <PNANZN- V + <G C z . x > N N N N
(ii) hn = PNBN * CNCrXr
ZN E D(An > , xN e D(pN> , with X given by (11.29) r
lim
t*w> vN(t)
= 0
ft
(11.34) VN (t) = S (t-T)G C T (T-t )x (t )dt 
t FN N r Ar o * - ®o
then xM (t) given by (11.30)(i) estimates PMzM (t) asymptotically.N N W
Proof
xN (t) - PNzN (t)
= SF " ' V WN
| SF (t-T)[GN(CNzN(T) + Crzr(T)> + HNu(T)]dT
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r- PnT (t-t )z (t ) - T* (t-T)B u(T)dx 
N a n  o  N o  Jt a n n
o
= SFN (t-to>XN <V  +N
ft SF (t-T)[GN(CNzN (T) + CrXr(u)> + HNu(T)]dT
t N o
♦ f* SF11 Nsr (t-T)G C T (T-t )i (t )dt - PnT (t-t )z (t ) N r  o r O N o N o
ft
Ta <t-T)BHU(T)dT .
t AN no
Using the results of proposition 11.2, if (11.33) holds then,
*N(t) - PNZN (t) = SF„[X0 - V N(to>] + N
r t
S <t-T)G G T ( T - t ) z ( t )
t FN N r Ar ° r °o
= SFN [xo " PNZN(to)] + VN (t) •N
Thus if S is asymptotically stable, and V (t) 0 (t -»■ ») , then xXI
FN N "
estimates P„z asymptotically.N N
El Ja'i further proves the following lemma for the parabolic 
systems he considers in his thesis.
Lemma 11.9
If F is stable and A is parabolic then lim V (t) = 0
t-*» N
Remark
El Jal notes the following two points.
1. The asymptotic convergence is independent of the initial state of the 
observer and of the system.
2. The observer answers a real problem - How to reconstruct N components 
of the state of a system from q continuous observations at the same 
time not ignoring completely the dynamics of the neglected modes.
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Example 11.10 - Estimator of the first N components in an eigenfunction
expansion.
Let A , the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup,
be self-adjoint on the Hilbert space Z , with RiX^.A) compact for
some X e p(A) . Then we know (see for example {17}): o
(a) there exists an infinite sequence of distinct eigenvalues of
A such that A . -*• 00 as J , each with finite multiplicity r. .J J
Furthermore, since A generates a strongly continuous semigroup, the X
are bounded above and can be ordered, i.e. < ... < Xg < X^ <_ constant
(b) there exists a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors of A ;
(c) from the unique expansion
CO rHz = ,z, , sr <z,J*1 k=l Jk jk
we have, for z e D(A)
AZ " j^l Xi k=l <Z’ $jk>4,jk :
(d) the semigroup generated by A is given by
t.- ■ j i i J i  **• W
Suppose now that the eigenvalues all have multiplicity 1 , then the 
control problem
(11.35) z (t) = T z + f Tt_aBu(s)ds
can be written as
( U .M )  f a  -  j f ,  .  j t «OJ*4 * ^  ,1 ,  • J<
where
*j = <Z’ ’ <Bu)j * <BU’ *tC’
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Let the observation equation be
(11.37) y(t) = Cz(t) = C .
If we consider the first N eigenvectors {$ , n = 1.... N} , they spann
an N-dimensional space X . Let F , the infinitesimal generator of the 
semigroup , be the operator on X with eigenvalue expansion
(11.38) F$ = o 4> n n n
where o , n = 1,...,N are distinct. Any x e X has the expansion
(11..39)
N
x = Ej=l <x,' = jil
and the semigroup St is given by
St X "
N Ve <x. 9j> ^
The observer
(11.40) x (t) = StXQ + f St )g[Gy(s) + Hu(s)]ds
can therefore be written as
N N °JtJ X 0oj j<1 1 « >  jil V * > * J  ■ j S l 6
w h e re  (Hu) = <Hu, •)> >
J  J
etc. a s  b e f o r e
oo OOGC Z z J-l J j = Z (GC) J=1 v 'jV j •
If we now take
p .< « >  -  j 1
then from propositon 11.2
x(t) - Pz(t) = St[xQ - Pzq]
t N a (t-s)
e J [(GOjZjis) + (Hu(s))j]ds
and where we assume we can write
if
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(i) <PAz, x> - <Pz, F x> = <GCz, x> , x e DCF )
(11.42)
(ii) Hu - PBu = 0  V u e U
Re-writing this result in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 
the systems we have
12. THE EFFECT OF OBSERVERS IN THE LINEAR QUADRATIC COST CONTROL PROBLEM
We now turn our attention to the use of observers in the linear 
quadratic cost control problem, and investigate the increase in cost which 
arises when an observer is used to drive the original system, rather than 
feeding back the state of the original system. This is an area which, to 
our knowledge, is as yet uninvestigated for distributed parameter systems, 
but which has been studied for finite dimensional systems by, amongst 
others, Sarma and Jayaraj (35), Newmann {27}, Borlgiorno Jr. and Youla 
{7} and Yuksel and Borlgiorno Jr. {42} .
N N N a .t
if
N N N
i .e
XJ - °J = (GC)j J " 1....*
and
(ii) (Hu) (Bu) 1 Nj J
We consider the control problem of section 1
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ft
(12.1) z(t) = T z + t o Tt s Bu(z)d*
with the performance index given by
(12.2) J(u) = <z(tx), Gz(t1)> + ^«zis), Wz(s)> + <u(s) Ru(s)> }ds
where, as in section 1, B e U,H) , and G , W and R satisfy the usual 
conditions. Then we know, {11}, there exists a unique optimal control 
u*(t) = - R 1B*Q(t)z(t) where Q(t) is a bounded linear self-adjoint 
operator, the unique solution to the Riccati equation
it1U*(s,t){W + Q(s)BR-1B*Q(s)}U(s,t)hds 
with U(8,t) the evolution operator defined by
*Q(p)li(p,s)hdp .(12 .4) U(t, s)h = Tt sh - I Tt pBR_1B*<;
Furthermore the cost of the control u is given by
(12.5) J(u ) = <z , Q(o)z > o o
and if u is any other control the difference in costs is
* f * l  -  -(12.6) J(u) - J(u ) = <u, Ru ds>
* -where u = u + u .
Thus if we take as u the control u(t) = My(t) + Nx(t) where
y is given by (11.2) and x given by (11.6), the increase in cost due
*to not using the optimal control u is 
J(u) - J(u*)
ft. f *
= <u(t) - u (t), R{u(t) - u (t)}>dt
' o
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= [ ^<MCz(t) + Nx(t) + R-1B*Q(t)z(t), R{HCz(t) + Nx(t) + R-1B*Q(t)z(t)}>dt 
J O
- f ‘<J a
-1-*,<MCz(t) + N{e(t) ♦ P*(t)} + R B Q(t)z(t),
-1«*,R{ MCz (t) N{ e (t) ♦ Pz(t) } + R B Q(t)z(t)}>dt
where e(t) = x(t) - Pz(t) .
Hence
(12.7) J(u) - J(u*) = f 1<{MC + NP}z(t) + R_1B*Q(t)z(t) + Ne(t),
° -1 *R{{MC + NP}z(t) + R B Q(t)z(t) + Ne(t)}>dt
If we choose the observer to stabilize the system we require from (11.27)(b) 
that MC + NP = D where A + BD stable, so then
r t.
(12.8) J(u) - J(u ) X<{D + R-1B*Q(t)}z(t) + Ne(t),
 ^ — 1 ♦R{ {D + R B Q(t) }z(t) -*• Ne(t) }>dt .
Over the infinite time interval, where G = 0 in (12.2),
-1 *
q (t) = Q , independent of t and we know that D = - R B Q stabilizes 
the system. This D is therefore an obvious choice in this case and then
J(u) - J(■*> ■ f ‘* r% <Ne(t) , RNe(t)>dt
. (ll<N[x(t ) - Pz(t)J, RN[x(t) - Pz(t)]>dt
1<NSt[xo - Pzo], RNSt[xo - Pzo]>dt
Clearly the increase in cost depends on the Initial state of the system 
which is, in general, unknown.
Remark
As with the case of the results of section 11, the above remains valid
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when x is a finite dimensional observer and P maps the infinite 
dimensional state space Z into the finite dimensional space X .
Example 12.1 - Observers of Prado type.
Consider x„(t) given by (11.31), then from theorem 11.7, N
(12.9) xN(t) = zN (t) ♦ Przr(t) ♦ Sp <t-to)[xN (to) - zN (to) ♦ Pr*r(to )]
N
where z it) and z (t) are given by (11.28), provided the conditions N r
(11.32) are satisfied.
*If u Is the unique optimal control which minimizes (11.2) with
given by (11.28) then u ■ - Kz = - R 1B Q(t)z 
and under the partitioning assumptions of Prado on the operators A ,
B and C it is easy to see that K must have the form [K^ , Kf] so 
that u* = - {KjjZji + Krzr} • Suppose that instead of using z to feedback 
we use x^ and so take as our control u = - where we assume that
(11.32) holds so the observer is one of Prado type satisfying (12.9).
Then from (12.6)
z(t)
zN (t>
z (t) r
AJ = J(u) - J(u ) = r X||R*(u* - u) | |2dt 
o
= [ 1 | |HiiKNxN(t) - KNzN <t) ‘ V r <t)}H a<,t
J O
SO
AJ = f 1||Bi{KM{Ppzr(t) ♦ SF (t-to)[xN (to) - zN (to) - Pr*r(t0)]} - Krzr(t)}||2dt 
' o N
from (12.9)
< | X| |Ri{KfJPrZr(t) - Krzr (t)}| |2dt
+ I'11 lR* V F (t-to)[xN (to) - zN (to) - Przr(to)]||2dt 
1 o N
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In the above the first tern represents the Increase in cost due to the 
neglected modes. The second term is the increase due to using an 
observer as feedback, rather than the state of the system, in the first 
N modes. Therefore, to minimize AJ , the best we can do is to 
minimize
which is, in general, unknown.
Example 12.2 - Observers of El Jai type.
El Jai considers observers that are estimators of PNzN(t) and 
from the proof of theorem 11.8 we have that provided (11.33) holds,
with zN given by (11.28) and xN given by (11.30), and where the 
operators are as in the previous section. As in example 12.1 the optimal 
control for the regulator problem has the form u* = - {KNzN + Kr*r  ^ • 
Suppose however we take as our control u * xN and we let PN - so
to using the control u, rather than the optimal control, in the regulator 
problem is
but this requires knowledge of the initial state of the system
r o
where
o
that xN is an estimator of K^z^ , then the increase in cost due‘N
o
O o
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Again tbe first term represents the increase in cost due to the neglected 
modes and the second that due to using the observer rather than state 
feedback on the first N modes, dependent on the initial state of the 
system.
Example 12.3
We now consider again the system of example 11.10. The optimal 
control for the regulator problem is of the form u* = - Kz where z 
is given by (11.36). Suppose now that Instead of feeding back z 
we feedback the observer x given by (11.41), and so u = - Kx . Then
f 1 Ir *k { .1 . z.d> . -
N 2.Z, x .# . } 1 1 ds
' o j=i J J j=l JYJ 1 1
rt. . N G .a rt1o 1“ V l  * U Oj - *oJ>♦j 11 ^  ♦ jo
Here the first term represents the error due to using an observer and
the second that due to the neglected states z^ , J = N+l,...
As has been illustrated by the above three examples, in order to 
minimize the increase in cost due to using an observer rather than the 
optimal control in the regulator problem we need to minimize a term of 
the form
(12.10) f 1 ||**KS [x - PzQ]|!2dt .
■* o
If we know the initial state of the system z^ then by choosing
x = Pz we automatically have this term zero. In general however theo o
initial state z is unknown and thus we want to choose x too o
"minimize", in some sense, (12.10) , over all initial states zo
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If the statistics of the probability distribution for the initial
values, z , is known then we might choose x so as to minimize theo o
expected value of (12.10). Alternatively we might consider minimizing
( 1 2 . 10)
13. OBSERVERS FOR SYSTEMS WITH UNBOUNDED CONTROL ACTION
Consider the system
(13.1) z(t) = T z + ( T Bu(s)ds t o  I t-s• n
where T is a strongly continuous semigroup, with generator A , on the
Banach space Z . Suppose also that there exists a Banach space W , with Z
dense in W, such that (2.4) holds. We then know from section 2 that
z(t) is well defined for u z L^fo.t,;!)] and if — + —  = —  (wherel P <1 r
recall g e LP[o,t ;Z] in (2.4)(d) ), then z e i/fo.t^Z] ; with 
z e Cfo.tj^Z] when —  * 1 . Furthermore z(t) given by (13.1)
is the weak solution to a boundary control problem if we assume the 
existence of a Green's formula of the form (2.7).
Suppose now we have the observation equation
(13.2) y(t) = Cz(t)
where C z j?(.Z ,Y) , Y a Banach space, and we define an observer by
(13.3) x(t) = S xq + f S {Gy(s) ♦ Hu(s)}ds
' o
where S^ is a strongly continuous semigroup with generator F on the 
Banach space X and G e ^(Y,X) .
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There are two alternatives, we may consider (13.3) as a distributed 
control system with H e £ (V ,X) or again as the weak solution to a 
boundary control problem. In the latter case we assume the existence of 
a Banach space W with
(a) W 0 R(H)
(b) H e /(U,W)
(13.4)
(c) St e / ’(W.X) , t > 0
(d) | | S w | | h(t)| |w| | for all w e W with h e L**[o,t.]
~ X - w '
Again, from section 2, we have that x(t) is well defined by (13.3) when 
condition (13.4) holds, for u e L^to.t^jU] with x £ Cfo.t^iX] when
We now consider what are conditions which are sufficient for 
x(t) given by (13.3), with either distributed or unbounded (boundary) 
control action, to be an asymptotic estimator of Pz(t) , where z(t) 
is the solution to (13.1) with T , B satisfying (2.4).
Observers with Distributed Control Action
Let x(t) be given by (13.3) where H e £<,U,X) . In order that 
x(t) be an asymptotic estimator of Pz(t) take
(13.5) P z j£ (W,X)
and then we can easily show that the results of propositions 11.2 and 11.3 
remain valid. The formal proofs of the two propositions are the same and 
then condition (13.5) ensures that the formal manipulations are justified 
and that all the terms are well defined.
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Observers with Unbounded Control Action
Let x(t) be given by (13.3) where St , H satisfy (13.4). In 
this case In order that x(t) be an asymptotic estimator of Pz(t) we 
take
and then again we have that the results of propositions 11.2 and 11.3 
remain valid, the formal proofs once more being the same with the formal 
manipulations being justified by lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 and condition
(13.6) . (13.6) also ensures that all the terms are well defined.
Remark
We require condition (13.5) in the distributed control case and (13.6) 
when considering observers with unbounded control action in order that 
terms of the form
are well defined.
Example 13.1
Now we consider the construction of an observer for the Inventory 
control problem with stochastic deterioration rate, as presented in 
section 9.1. Recall that in this problem the quantity, in stock, of a 
product with deterioration state C at time t is z(C,t) satisfying
(13.6) P e /(W.w)
{<S Hu(s), x> - <S PBu(s), x>}ds t-s t_so
(13.7) 9z3t ♦ f(Ç,t) * 0 Ç e (0,1)
*(ç,o) = *0(C>z(o,t) = u(t) *(l,t) 0
where f(C,t) is the demand function, the deterioration in the time 
interval (t,t+At) being given by ViAt + oAu(t) , u>(t) standard 
Brownian motion.
From section 9 we know that (13.7) has a weak solution given by
(13.8) z(t) ft=  V o  +  V s1 a
Bu(s)ds
which is the mild solution to
(13.9) zt = Az + Bu
z(o,t) = 0 , z(l,t) = 0 , z(C,o) = z ( O  ,o
o2 a2 awhere is the semigroup generated by A = —  — — - , and
B = - I  a26'(0 .
3Ç
„2 2 2 2ry n tt o *It is easy to show that A has eigenvalues X ■ - 1—  + — ----)
/ (y/a2)Cwith corresponding eigenvectors $ = *2 e sin nirc . If we alson
♦ *consider the adjoint operator A , then A has eigenvectors 
2
\b = /2 e ^sin nirc (corresponding to A ) and {<f> ) form an n n n
biorthogonal sequence, i.e. <<(> , 4) > = 6n . The system (13.9) can thusn m m
be written as
03.10) £  ijt■ ti* jl, (BU)^^
where z^ = <z, , (Bu)^ * <Bu, <pj> ,
also the mild solution then takes the form
(13.
X t rt X (t-s)
.11) z(t) = jlx • *oj*j + J o jll • <Bu<*»J*j d*
Suppose now that we wish to construct an observer to asymptotically 
estimate thè first N States of z(t) , given by (13.11), l.e. we 
want x(t) to be such that x(t) - Pz(t) tenda to zero as t -*• °° , where
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N
(13.12) Pz(t) = Zj<J>j .
We also assume that we have an observation equation
(13.13) y(t) = Cz(t) .
If we consider the first N eigenfunctions of A, {$ » n = 1,...,N} , they 
span an N-dimensional space X . Let F be the operator on X with 
eigenfunction expansion
(13.14) F* = o <t> .n n n
Any x e X has the expansion
N N
x = jZ, <x, = X x (*> .j£i V j
Consider an observer for Pz(t) of the form (13.13) where is the
semigroup generated by F , i.e.
ft
(13.15) x(t) = StXo + St ^{Gyis) + Hu(s)}ds
' o
which can be written in the form
N N O.t ft N o.(t-s)
(13.16) x (t) = Xjifrj = j-i * x°i*i * ]„ j-i e J {(GCz)j +
where again x = <x , V > oj o 3 , (GCz) j = <GCz(s) , ^ > , and
(Hu) j = <Hu(s), 4>j> .
N _ „ —
If we take Pw = Zj w ^ ,  where w^ * <w, for all w e W then
P e *£(W,X) . Condition (13.5) thus holds and so we know, using 
proposition 11.2 that
(13.17) x(t) - Pz(t) * stlx0 “ P*01
if
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(13.18) <PAz, x> m - <Pz, F x> m = <GCz, x>  ^
X,X X,X x,x
and
(13.19) Hu - PBu = 0  V u e U .
Then, in this case, (13.17) is equivalent to 
N N N o.t
V j  _ J*1 V j  J=1 {Xoj " W  J
i. e .
°jt(13.20) X j  - Z j  = e - *0j> » J = 1 .... N •
Similarly (13.18) becomes
N N N
j=i V / j - jli = I (GCz) 1 J=1 V j
which implies
(13.21) XjZj - cjZj * «¡CD , J - 1.... N .
Also (13.19) reduces to
(13.22) (Hu)j = (Bu)j , J = 1 .... N .
If we further assume that GC can be chosen such that 
(GCz)j = (GC)jZj then (13.21) reduces still further to
(13.23) Xj - Oj = (GC)^ .
Hence we have shown that x(t) given by (13.15) is an asymptotic 
estimator of Pz(t) given by (13.12), (13.11), if we choose the operators 
F , G and H such that (13.14), (13.21) (or (13.23)) and (13.22) hold 
with F the generator of a stable semigroup.
One possible form for the observation equation (13.2) is
(13.24) y(C.t) = [ b(C,C’)s(C',t)dC'
) o
i.e.
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f b(c,i
* ft
Cz(0 = c')z(c*)dc’
■o
and we might take G as
(13.25) G = g(C) with g e L3(0,1) .
From (13.24), since z =
f1Cz(0 = j bU.c') z ^ j i O d C *
= jSi ZJ biC.OijU’Jd;'
and since g e L (0,1) , we may expand G as
then
G = g(C) = jZx Kjd> j CO where g^ = <g, 
g cz = jfj gj{ k|x zk| b(;,C,)<ik(C,)dC’>^j
and thus (13.21) becomes
(13.26) XjZj - OjZj = gj k5x *k
rl
b K . O ^ t O d C  .
In the case of point observations - though we must note that it 
has not been proved here that the theory can be extended to cover 
unbounded observation -
Cz = z(?x) , e (0,1)
we can write (13.24), formally, as
y(C,t) = Cx(C.t) = [ 6(; -c')z(C',t)d?'* ft
1 .e.
b«,C') = «(Cj-C*)
and hence (13.26) becomes
V j ■ V j  = gj k-1 V k (ci>
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that Is .
„ (P/o )CX
(13.27) XjZj - OjZj = gj ^  /2 e sin kir!^  .
From (13.22),
(Hu) = (Bu)^ = <Bu, Kij>
*= <u, B ip >J
a2 3
= <U’ 2 ~ 37 ^ (0)>
2
* <U, JT>
2
SO (Hu)j = Y~ JTTU .
In section 9.1 we saw that the tracking problem for the inventory 
control problem with stochastic deterioration rate and cost functional
J(u) = [ 1{[ <z(c,t) - zd(C,t), z(C,t) - zd(C,t)>d? + <u(t), cu(t)>}dt 
' o ' o
on the Hilbert space H, is well defined and that the optimal control
is u* = - {Kz + E} = - - B*{Q(t)z(t) + N(t)} with Q of the formc
(Qz)(c) = [ L(?,n,t)z(n)<ln , L satisfying (9.40), (9.41), and with 
* o
N(t)(C) = N(c,t) satisfying (9.43).
If instead of feeding back z we feedback x so that the control 
becomes u = - { K x + E }  then from the previous section, section 12, we 
know that the cost suffers an Increase given by
ft1 -  _  _  *AJ = I <u, cu>dt where u - u - u • Thus
' o
AJ = [ *| |c^K{z - x}||2dt 
' o
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< |*1||c*K{Jî1 Z j ^ j  - jSl « ^ J l f d t  ♦ l|o*K jlN+1 V j 11’“
- ^ m A îpz - x}||2dt + J*1 il A  JlN+1 z^ ii2«
" f l||c*K j£i e J{xoJ - *oJ}*Jl|2<lt + Í 1||cJk j!n+1 V j H 2dt
_1 * * a 3yand in this case K = - c B Q(t) with Q as above and B y = —  -g£(o).
aj is given by (13.21), or in the case of observations of the form
(13.24) with G = g(C) , g e L2(0,1) , by (13.26), and in the case of
point observations Cz = z(ç^) , by (13.27).
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CONCLUSIONS
Firstly in this tbesls we examined the linear quadratic cost control 
problem for a class of distributed parameter systems with unbounded control 
action. The class of systems considered were those which satisfy a 
technical condition, namely condition (2.4). This condition in effect 
requires the semigroup, T , of the system to be smoothing to the extent 
that it nullifies the unboundedness of the control operator B , that is 
so that the resultant operator T^B is bounded.
For this class of control systems three aspects of the linear 
quadratic cost control problem were examined, the finite time regulator 
problem, the tracking problem and the infinite time regulator problem.
Curtain and Pritchard {11} have shown that for the finite time
regulator, when condition (2.4) is satisfied with p >, 2 , there
exists an optimal control, which is feedback in nature, of the form 
* -1 *u (t) = - R B Q(t)z(t) . Further Q(t) is the unique solution to both 
integral and differential Riccati equations.
We considered a wider class of systems, those for which (2.4) is 
satisfied with just p >_ 1 , and in section 4 we have shown that for the 
finite time regulator with no final time penalty Curtain and Pritchard's 
results remain valid.
For the tracking problem, with no final time penalty when p >_ 1, 
and allowing final time penalty if p > 2 , in condition (2.4), the 
optimal control was shown, in section 5, to be a combination of 
feedback and openloop control u*(t) * - R-1B*{Q(t)s(t) + S(t)> . Here 
Q(t) is the unique solution of the integral and differential Riccmtl
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equations associated with the finite time regulator and S(t) also 
satisfies integral and differential equations.
For the infinite time regulator, which has pure Integral cost 
functional, all the results obtained are for systems satisfying (2.4) 
with p > 1 . It was shown that under an optlnizabllity assumption, the
* -i *unique optimal feedback control is again feedback, u = - R B Qz(t) .
In this case the feedback operator Q is time Independent, and is the 
unique solution to an integral Riccati equation. The integral Riccati 
equation can be differentiated as for the finite time regulator and 
tracking problems but uniqueness of the resultant algebraic equation does 
not automatically follow. We however proved that when the adjoint system 
was stabilizable (l.e. {A ,M^} was stablllzable) the algebraic Riccati 
equation has unique solution.
In establishing this uniqueness result a problem was mentioned 
which perhaps needs further highlighting and is a possible subject for 
further research. The problem is in establishing exactly what is the
Qinfinitesimal generator of the perturbed semigroup, , corresponding to
the perturbation of the semigroup, T , by - BR-1B*Q .
~ QWe know that A is the quasi-generator of T' but we do not
” Qhave in general that A is the infinitesimal generator of T^ (where A 
is the operator as defined in section 6). In section 6 all we have 
shown is that if A is the infinitesimal generator of T^ then A* is 
a closed extension of A and on 00 ■ D(A)A ker{D - R-1B*Q> , A® = A .
In order to obtain this result we have assumed the existence of a Green’s 
formula (2.7) with B* * C .
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Arising out of the solution of the infinite time regulator problem 
we were able, in section 7, to prove the stabilizabillty result, exact 
null controllability implies stablllsablllty, for the systems under 
consideration.
The following section was devoted to a comparison of the approach 
of this thesis with those of others examining control problems with 
unbounded control action. Three alternative approaches were examined, that 
based on Fattorini's model, Zabczyk's approach (a variation of the 
Fattorini approach), and Lions' approach.
For the Fattorini approach it was shown that when his formulation 
is valid the two formulations (i.e. the one based on his model and the 
formulation of this thesis) are equivalent. Zabczyk's approach, like 
Fattorini's and that adopted in this thesis, is a semigroup approach. His 
formulation is valid for a wider class of systems than is ours but we show 
that when restricted so that our formulation is also valid, the two are 
equivalent.
It was noted that the majority of the work published using these 
two alternative approaches is in establishing the formulation and 
controllability results, and that very little consideration has been given 
to the linear quadratic coat control problem. Lions however does consider 
the linear quadratic coat control problem and obtains results essentially 
the same as ours. He considers systems where A satisfies a coerclvity 
assumption. This assumption implies that A generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup but the reverse is not in general true.
We then, in section 9, saw how the results obtained in previous 
sections could be applied to specific examples.
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Attention was then drawn to the fact that we could not apply our 
formulation in the case of hyperbolic systems. The problem arises in that 
in general the system semigroup for such systems is not smoothing, so that 
the condition, condition (2.4), crucial for our formulation to be valid, 
is not satisfied. As a consequence we noted how for a particular system, 
by restricting the problem, either by restricting the control space or 
by restricting the weighting operatos in the performance index, the 
problem could be reformulated as one of bounded, distributed, control 
action, which we know has unique solution.
This area, the area of hyperbolic systems with unbounded (boundary 
type) control action is one which would lend itself well to further 
research. It seems that the formulation and methods of this thesis are 
not suitable for such systems described by semigroups. The question of 
what is the right approach remains unanswered.
For the remainder of the thesis observer theory for distributed 
parameter systems described by semigroups was considered, particular 
attention being given to the use of observers in the quadratic cost control 
problem. Firstly we found conditions, in terms of the system operators, 
for an observer given by the mild solution to a system of the form 
xt « Fx + Gy + Hu , to be an asymptotic state estimator of Pz . Here z 
is the mild solution to a system of the form = Az + Bu with observation 
equation y = Cz . Both general control action and feedback control 
u = My + Nx were considered.
The conditions on the system operators we found to be such that if 
Pz was a finite dimensional approximation to z (or Indeed any mapping 
of z on to a finite dimensional space) then we could construct a finite
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dimensional observer which asymptotically estimated Pz .
We also proved the stabilizability result that if the system 
{A,B} is stabilizable then there exists an observer such that the 
feedback control u = My +• Nx stabilizes the system provided the observer 
operator F generates an exponentially stable semigroup; MC + NP = D 
with A + BD stable; and the observer is an asymptotic estimator of Pz .
The effect of using the feedback control obtained from an 
observer, u = My + Nx , rather than the optimal control, in the regulator 
problem was then considered. The observer was chosen to stabilize the 
system and it was shown that the resultant increase in cost depends on the 
initial state of the system which is, in general, unknown.
Finally we extended the theory to cover observers for systems with 
unbounded control action as formulated in section 2. It was shown that 
under different conditions on the operator P for the two cases, an 
observer with either distributed or unbounded control action could be 
found that asymptotically estimates Pz where z is the solution to 
a system with unbounded control action.
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